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FOREWORD

if

Southern Regional,EducatioO Board staff were lmong the earliest to

initiate the'promotion, at a nationalflevel of the institutional research

'concept. _Beginning in the year 19601 some ten regional meetings have been
. t .

co-sponsored by SREB on this tspic -- introductory" orientations to the '

. t , r r' . .

general area of institutional research, special conferences on sub-topics,..e.,
N

° I

such. as-student studies, concentrated workSheps on,instituiional research. 4

. .! . .'
veral volume of partial tr complete proceedings have been published by

.
.

the Board, e
, . ,-...-

The Athens Workshop on Institutional Research, to-sponsored with the

University'of Georgia, July 16-20, 1967, "resulted in the presenf-set of-

. .papers. Although the volume of publications on pstttutio al research'

G%
multiplies year by year; there is still a dearth of materials suitable for

11

. ,.
the purpose of orienting the newcomer into the field, In light of this

vacuum, treatments such as the present'rePort can fill'a most useful function!
. ..-

:"--- o
The educational administrator should be fully aware that,thre can be no

permanent codification of-procedures in% field Which must remain
'

in the As'
.

.
. forefront of the charrOiii while'change itself is the watchtrord of higher- 4,

.. , 0,,,,,,, ,'
.

.

educatien41 relevance ,to the modern' world. ,

I

'

: Winfred L, Godwin
4

Director
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PREFACE

,,
The keynote of the Athens ,Workshop on Asti tutional Itess'ia 1....th Was set

. ; -

, by W, Hugh.Stickler, quoting Rourke-and BroOks (1966),1 ". . . institutional
... ....

v.research is a variegated form .of organizational self-study defigned to help
,.

colleges and universities gather an expanding range of information .about

their own internal ,operations an'd the effe6tiveness with which they are using
. ,

their resources. The concept of cesAinuing seif-st4y,*ceneral to this
, ,.., ,..

definition: The emphatis upon the collegs' ais'a' univeitc.ties4; "own internal '
r

1 .. .
operations and _effectiveness" PlaCes the,...f 'cus on the individual institution

rather than upon higher educatiOn in 'genera This works* was indeed
;-:

planned'for personnel in the field of applied institutional research, rather

than for students interested 1.,Ahe broader and morp banic 'field" of research

in higfier education. It was,'cleiii4d as an-introduction to some half-dozen

topical field s2 in Which serstudy,lconducted or organized by a central
.

institutional research' office, has become most widesnread today,

. .

1Thioukho,ut this Tep,ort parenthetical notation is used in citing
references listed at the end of each paper. See end df first,paper for
source of above quotation. /

2In a discussion not available Or inclusion in 'this volume the, field
Of campus planning and facilities analysis was treatedly James I. Doi,
Professor of Higher Education, University' of Michigan. Other Workshop

, presentations which do not appear here area panel discussion a '"drganization
for Institutidnal Research;" moderated by 'Galen N. Drewry, Director, Institute
of 'Highef Eikation, University of Georgia; and a panel 'discussion on
"Ispes,Of Implementing Institutional Research," moderated by A.,'Jf. Bruinbaugh
,Stanultant, Southern Regional Education Board.

'
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Stickler's:paper on student studies reviews the general dimensions of

,the first topica6field, providing a feel-for the kinds of problems which
Tr-

have animated recent research on,student population*.-rForthe ipstitutional-
\ 2 °

researcher who is wondering where ,to start, Stickler's practical suggestions
0

on "bolts and nuts" in student studies offers possibilities. The first
a r

\ . .

category--"routine and repetitive datagatheri "--is, ip fact, the indis-
4 .

pensable point of departure foi any on-going rogra of ins tutional research

which is to be responsive to the,types of .uestionK which are commonly directed

to offices of institutional research. e problem oehow to systematize

'"routine and repetitive dat'a gathe 4without this activity becoming an

end\in itself proved to be a th e which recurred. Incidentally, ,when queried

on the relative impOrtance the'respective institutional research topics

to their own responsib:iv,tie, the greatest,numberwbf, Workshop participants

1°'chosestudant g iesas paramount.
4 '

In his resentation on faculty studies John E. Stecklein details

natives r systematizing the data gathering fUnction'entailgd in the'me'as4re-

mento faiu* load. Obviously the'llOcal situation will affect the selectibn

of dlematives. The studybf faculty load through structured reporting
* _

pro duTes illustrates a salient point which emerged in the -course of the

.di ussions:_it was noted that the eductional operation, which should-be

.°

yriam'c, enlarging'prdcess, may in fact be subjected to restrictions and

ies imposed by the definitioDs required for institutional study. That

ending range of information" which the colleges and universities

gather may in,fact influente the nature of,the educational operation was

implied by Stac7clein in.his review of purposes for whicb faculty,lond'studies,

maybe conducted.

4

lli

1
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IX the-institutional retearch:operatfOn is sometimes suspected of

imposing an implicit threat to the vigor ofthe educkional profess, an
.

even mors, frequently ocCurring iburce of perplexity seems to be that ..of

the explicit role of the institutional research officer vis -a -vis policy

1-

implicationsbf institutional4research findings. Cameron Pincher deals

with a topic which might be particularly conducive to ambivalences in this

regard. His presentation suggests that the study of factors having to do

with'-*114 admiisions process need not be a sterile preoccupation with minute

'differences in degree of precision-attained in predicting SuCdfts in college.
. . , .

The more provocatiVe questions which admissions researchers may ask are in

fact the bread and butter questions of many a college and un,iversity: Wh

shall` be admitted and how shall the admissions decisions be justified? What

4
recruitment practices are indicated? And so forth.

There is a school of thought which maintains that analysis.oeany ques-

tion may result in' completely objective findings, the interpretation of which
J

may be confined to a'series of stateMerits reviewing each possible course of

action and la description of its consequences. Pincher's discussion appegs

to make abundantly ar, however:that merely raising certain questions for

study may itself connote more definite commitment to,a point of v1w by a

researcher than will any of the possible answers which his findings may yield.

The paper on institutional research and institutional budgets concerns .

. .

. ...

tftq'topic, among ose treated at this workshOp, which is perhaps least often

an object of analysis by "institutional research offices. But,if institutional
- ,-,

research concerns the "effectiveness with which the colleges and universities
4. t. < . ,. -

are using their resources," then the finances of the institutions- certainly
.=:-.

,.

constitute a crucial topic of analysii. If such analysis isnot conducted
,

/

.

by the office which performs most studies in an,institution, there needs to

iv
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be especially" ose liaison between that point and the office which conducts

fiscal analyses. Ultimately, all of the institutions 'resources derive -from

,

)

money, and the language for evaluating.effectiveneis of resource utili4ation
. .

.
..

1

, .is the language of the ledger. James L. Miner, Jr. .underscores the require-

ment that fi§cal analysis be congruent with academic values, a goal which

may well involve close participation of institutional research personnel as
. 1

well as in the framing of categoice; used ln reporting fiscal'dataC

Implied in almost any rationale-forainstitutional research would be the

'concept of change. There is no justification for4iudy4ng the internal

operations,of-'an institution except in the expectation of bringing about

improvements or of planning for grOwthusually both. Thus, in a real sense",

't

the quantitative outcomeNpf institutional research is the construction of

projectionsprojection of enrollments, projection of programsprojection

'of faculty requirements, projection of facilities needed, .,til the insti-

1,

tutionaltesearch officer can measure and express in numbers the subjects
iSt

which he studies, his institutional research is indeed of a "meager and

4unsatisfactory kind."

C. Joseph Lins, in his presentation on projections, has concentrated
.0. . .

4, a, large volume of methodological "nuts and bolts" auterial of value to insti-

,

tutional researchspersonnel His final paper on-data reporting contains,

. technical suggesti;ons which areonot solely applicable to the needs of insti-
. ,.

tutionarresearch operations;.the topic of data keeping and reporting was
.

included On the program of the Athens Workshop on Institui tional Research to
. . ,

.

emphasize that the accumulation ofmorganized factual material is prerequisite
O 4"

...
to the operation

.

of institutional' research activity on any campus. Whether

4is accumulation comes &Out throUgh a simple set of:manually recorded files' T)
-.
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ti

or whether it occurs by virtue of a sophisticated computer system, it.

'provides_the."expanding range'of information about the internal opeiations

pf the colleges and universities and the effeCtiven4 with which they,..are

using their resources," which justify the effort and resources required in

'conducting institutional're'search.

0

L

I

. E. F. Schietinger
Associate Director for Research
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THE ROLE OF INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH IN,"THE MANAGERIAL
REVOLUTION,IN HIGHER EDUCATION": AN OVERVIEW '

4
14. #.

W.'Hugh Stickler e, .
Depaytment of Higher Education

4
.higher education. A decade ago there probably were not more than a sco

of bonafide'institutional research offices in the entire country. Today
e-

if we include junior colleges, senior colleges, addHuniversities -- the

totality of American higher education -- institutional researth.offioes

Florida State Uhiversity

Institutional research is'a relatively new'phenomenon in American.

. ,

are probably numbered in the several hundredsN'Ud the number is increasing

dramatically. But let us Loot get ahead ofdUr story!

1 1/
During rile first two.or three hundred years of higher education itt

Americt., colleges and universitiesdi7d very little in the way df studying
,e * .

their own operations and.problems: In general, %institutions were small and

operations were relatively simple. ,As President Emeritus Aoak S.-Campbell
- .

, e
of'the Florida State University once put it to me, "In those days institu-

,.
.

Lions of higher learning could and did:fly by the

/

seats of then- pants'"

.
I

'But the days of simple operations in insti(7;tt>2ns Of.Higher,education

are ver. Enrollments are skyrocketing, costs are mounting by leaps and

boun , programs are expanding, colleges and universities are seeking 12,9
...,

. . . s

understand add to identify more completely with the clientele they serve,-

'istuden'ts are restl4ps, curriculumsare prOliferating, research is waxing,-.
%.

,compeient faculty members are in low supply and high demand, and operational.
,

:. .... ., ,

01, ,

.
. .

.

.1.1
"'"

I 4. A 1.

. ' .
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.problems have increased both in number and 'in.comp.lexity. New kooks- at

'objectivAs must be taken, new policies must .be formUlated, new plans must

be developed, new administrative procedures must be employed, new teaching
A $

techniqu es must come into being, and new evaluative techniques and-devices

must be put into operation. EVen completely new institutions must be built.
,I need not tell you people' that soperating.an institution of higher learning

today is an infinitely complicated job. In order to operate effectiyely,

our junior colleges, senior colleges, and universities need: all the IR

they can get. At least a part of this help is forthcbming terough self

1),

4 1

C

stOdies in the form of institutional research. -Some writers-:Rourke- and

Brooks (1966) gong others-zsireak of institutional research as being an
, .

integr&l part of the "managerial revolution" which has come to college and
.

university adfninistration within the past 10 pr 15' years. In fact, say

Rourke' and Brooks (1966):. .
'. , .

t. . Institutional research lies at the' heart of the trend toward
*tlie use of modern management techniques, in higher. education: While
:the nature and scope of this -kind.of aCtivity has tended to elude
precise definition ,in the past; it can be said that institutional'ns titutional

. research, is a variegatea form of brganizational self-study de'signed _

.. to help. colltges and universities gather an expanding range of infer-
. 'nation about their own internal.operations and the effectiveness with

which -they are using,their resources. By collecting suchdata, l
institutions hope "to mak'e- informed, judgments insteakOf guessinf or: ,

. relying on the intuitions of the administrator in framing decisions
'on university policy. t,r7..........., .

-. Intplace' 4 the loose, unstructured, and somewhat casual methods
9 of management practiced in colleges ttnd universities. in the past, we .have seen A growing commitment to the use of automation in .the rou- ,, 21

tine processes of adrainistration4anAncreased resort to data gathering -.
and,(instittitional) research as a basis of policy' making, And an !
expanding effort to deveslok objective criteria for making decisions .
on the allocation of resources instead of 'leaving these matters.en,% .'
tirelY to the play of campus. pressures or the farce Of tradition; , ,

/ -

Whaf top -Udministrators and governing board members want _nowadays is .

the kind of analyzed and class/ ffied information (they, need' for making Policy ....... ,,. ; -. .
. andiregulatory decisions lin a sounder, basis than 'hunch or pure Otuitionalone.,

r
*

e ).2 . _,

a'

F

2°
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As diicussed here4, institutional research refers telresearch which is

.

,I . ,
,...

,directed toward data yseft.1 or necessary in the makiig of intel-
. ..

e. . , ,,,,

-$ agent administrative decisions and/or for the succeiskul operation,.main-.

. V

6
tenance,and/or improvement of a given institution of higher education. It

1.-,.

4., " 4. a
. 6

.. -
.

t
.includes the co11pction and analysis of data used in appraising the environ- .

...-
.**, , , .,.

.4. .. . ment or "setting" in which the institution operates, in preparing the budget,
I .

.4
,

'' in planning new buildings, in'assigning spacp in existing buildings, in
4 l

determining faculty loads, in admitting students, in individualizing instruc-

t
'-

tion; in planning the educational program, 'in keeping abreast of student

progress, and 'thoe'like. 'It is Reel:led to facilitate efficient operation,
4

but it is also needed to promote qualitative improvements.

The activities and effectiveness' of institutional research agencies
. ,

vary appreciably in terms of several factors:
i

First, the interests and aptitudeS of the man ip.-charge.set the direc -'
, .

1.O.. e A
o
4144473he.research. At p'resent it is possible ,far an able, strong person

z.. _

... .
to lea* a substantial imprint upon the office of institutional research,

4
.

,. .

and, as a result, upon the institution he serves.
. .,

, . .
Second, external pressures and emergencieS, often having to do with,

-...

- ,..

dmands froi,legislatures,Isupporting Constituencies, or from the general

epublic,can set the pattern of the rat.a.oh. IP most cases, such cUrrentt;,

.77",.,... _

demands leave ,little time for'the office
*
tp.take,J,the long look" in helping'. . _

r'.,.0,

, .

presidents; and gOverning.b ards.pian ahead for theYears to. come.

.°

,
Thikdi rePetitive tasks of one sort or another take a ldt of time

.'for example,examiie, space utilization studies, ,cost studies, assembling enrotlmeAt
(

statistics, distributions of faculty loads, and analyses ofstudent grades.,

Such data are valuable in setting trend lines over the years, but,41e agency's
.

Staffing, should badequate to permit other kinds of. ttudies as.well.

3 6
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Fourth,,,"senatorial courte5y" keeps some institutional resea h agencies

out of certain areas of possible research, such as the evaluation o teaching

and other aspects of the educational process whicn_traditdonally hav been

.

the province of the faculty. There is tendency to avoid "controversia areas."

Fifth and last among these-examples o,finfludncing factors is the ob-
..

lem of how to organize and administer institutional, research. 'Probing qu. $-
'

tions threaten tomfortable old ways, increase,feelings,of in Security in

'administrators and faculty,alike, and reveal "skeletons in the closet" to

,

critical outsiders. self-examination is not easy to take! biplo-'

macy and professional integrity of the highest order are reqUired to achieve
, .

good research results in the face of these difficulties. But the job can be

done! I shall have more to Say on, this point later in this, presentation.

Institutional research may be either basic or applied. In practice it

is usually applied; it deals primarily frith the on-going operatlenal problems
. .

It* of the institution.. As A. J.. Brumbaugh (1960) describes it, it Is "research .

designed to-improve institutions of higher learning."

- The idea of institutional.research is not new ralthough the designaticin
_

has not always been thus and although implementation has been slow until .

recently. HeXe and there a president, dean, business naager, registrar, or

other officer for years has been making regular, and/or occasional institu-
..

tienal studies. At inStitutionar level Stephens' College has had an
. -

organized institutional research service for upwards of half afcentury (since -

1921). Thg University Of-MinneSota and the UniverSity.of Ill nois, among.
...

others, have operated organized`self-study rprograms for seve -decades.
, :-

r .

Js a.national movement, hdwever,institutional research has eveloped rapidly,
.. '' .

only since the end of World War II and especially during the past 10 or 15 /,

years. Only within the past decade or so has the term ins itUtional research"

-, .

111:.gained "consistent svo.de currency.
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That there is groWing interest in institutional research among the

junior colleges, senior colleges, and universities, of this country is in-

dicated by an abundance of evidence. I shall mention only five matters in
. .

.

this regard. First, a number of major conferences, institutes, andwoik-
.

)
shops perhaps a dozen or more -- have now been held and have been well

patronized. Among. others three earlier institutes on institutional research

Sponsored by the Southern Regional - Education Board -- held at the Florida
m

State University,.at the University-Of Texas, and at the University of

Kentucky in that chronological order -- enrolled far more perSons than were

originally anticipated. And just last summer a splendid,two-week workshop

at the'University ofTeXas'was.operated by SREB for a limited enrollment.

Second, there is now a national forum oh institutional reseerch.

Although it began as an informal gathering of a dozen or a-score of,persons

in a hotel room-,in Chicago, it has now BroWn to a, group of- several hundred

institutional research =tor Last spring (1966) in BOston the group

4

. .

designated itself'the Association E5-.,Ititutional Research' (AIR) and .,

,
,

.-,-.

ad4tCd a constitution. Oarlierthis yearthe Association met here at fhe
t,

h
,

1 .

Univei.sity of Georgia. SO now it is a going concern. If the participants
t.

. . .

in the Workshop are not already memberi of AIRI'would strongly recommend
. . .

.
-

.
'. .

that you consider affiliating with this fine new organiation. ,

Third, both the'American CoUncil on Education and the
Ar
U. S. Office.of

, d 'il
. Education have established offices .to facilitate institutional research work

-

*throughout the country. The Council thryugh its Office of. Research (forMerly°
,----'

__
.. 1 ,.

. .... . 4:4
-

the Office of StatisticalInformation and Research)-maintains an invaluable '

., .
''' Fact Book on Higher Education -in. America which it keeps tnirent through a

. , .

loose-leaf information serv*ce. Throigh a unit which it carls.the Clearinghouse
I ,-,

. ./
' on Studies on Higher Education the li.'S. 'Office of Education records and

'. o'
-/

.

So
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distributes information about,completed institutional rdearch,projects.

4

It also digests.these researches and repOris them in monograph'form in its
.

excellent series entitled New Dimensions- in Higher'Education.

Fourth, Educational Testing Service kas.redently activated an Insti,

tutiondl Research Program for Higher 'Education. In announcing the new Pro- .

gram ETS stated, "This new service . . will provide research instruthehts'

as well as dat4rocessing and consultant services to'be\used in programs

of institutional self-study'and evaluation." The services of tlit Program
, A

x will undoubtedly bp.expanded in the future.

The.fifth evidence of growing interest in'institutional research is

revealed in the rapidly expanding literature ig the field: ..This is neither

the time 4or the place to diicuss this literatureatlength, but in addition
) .

, , .

to the publications,just noted'I shouldlike to mention tWo others.' One

.

of these is entitled Research.Designea:to Improve Institutions of-Higher

Learning by A. J.)3rumbaugh (1960). This littie'pub/iCatio'n has already .

served a useful purpose and Dr. Brumbaugh tells me it is ROW being revised

and, expanded -. The,other doctiment.-- of particular interest to institutional

research workers in.junior colleges -- is entitled Institutional Research

, .
. . ..

in .the Junior College. It grey out of,a junior college conference on insti-
... .

Autiona1,1Search at the University of California at IN, Angeles and is

available through theStudents Store at that institution..',
.

. \
Thevolume of institutional research undertaken bya,given institution

t ,

varies ,,from non to very substantial amounts. The characterlof'the research
,.

runs the entire gamut of cd4caiional problems. Through_the years he Office -,,,,,,

of InstitutiOnal Research annervice at the Florida State University has '

provided -- as time and resources havep<mitted -- services to the president's
t ..

office, the'Board of Regents,the office of the Vice President for Academic'

16
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. , ... ,

. c i
. . .. r

AffaiTist*.the CoUnCil of\Adademid Deans; the faculty, graduate students, c.'
.

.
\

,federal agencies, state agencies, the public.schools of the state, and other
f. .

....._.

"' institutions ,orhigaer education. In this inliitution studies made over the
,. ..- 'A

years fall'into such cltegories as (a) administrative problems and prodediaes,
,,

.

' ./2

(b) Midget's and.factors related to budgets, (c) class size.analyses (d) opera-,.
. . .

''''
. , -,,- . .

.0,' ..,

:',

1.tional cds.ts and factors related to curcosts, (e) riculum, (f) degrees awarded;
. .- ' .

,...
,.,

(g) enrollment analyses, and projections, (h) gredi g practices, (i) instruc-
,

.

, .

. .
A

tional sthff(1) ` faculty salaries, (k) space invent° es and space utilize-

tion, (1) studentbbilitles studies,.(m) student character' tics and back-

grounds,
,-

. .
.

(n)ostudent.costs? (o) Adent progress, (p) faculty gads, (4,time
. 4 \ .11q:!'

utilitation, (r) studies of transfer students and (s) "miscellaneo studies"
)

f .. I :
.

i.e., studies whidg do, not seem to fall into any of these Categories. It

ag
..rea)$,be added, too, thaOthe institutional research agency in this inAtit

\ on

always has had a long backlog of work waiting to be done. Ihe Floriaa,gtete
.,

--- .

University may or may not be representative. Reference iS4meds.to it-h

. .
- 'f4i

. . /

to illustrate it the variety of problems falling withinithe,SCope of inS't

tutional rese ch is almost endless. It is, Of course, entirely appropriate"
.

.

and desirable that each, institution should determine and attack its Own
'

$

problems to serve its own purposes.

e.
It seems to me that if I were a

10.

college'ar universitY,administrator I

Would want ,especially to hive at hand as."working-todls"the results of far7,,

retching institutionalinsttutional research. Not only.would.I'went research-findings

inmost or'all of the areas listed above; I would'also wantto learn much, .

Lout the clientele served by our institution, to find areas for 1 gitiMete

edudational services for adults, to explore.new avenues to rete ch in the

. subject ateei,,to understand the - origins and backgroundS'ofour particular

4
students, to der

a

elop meapgful programs iireral education, to: follow "theA.
"dr!
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O

a
e

,

progress\of our sthdents, to know what happens ouvhtudents
'

particy=
-

;,, \
, ,y. rt? ''',jarly those who transfer to other institution

N.
-- after -44 leave odr coliege. 9

° ....

,. .

.

It seems to me I co uld easily think of a thousand and one things I woul,d want
.

,

..!;

to have done -in the area of institutional research. L do belieye that with- 1, -,.

. !
.-$

. 5

. .-
out half trying I could keep an institutional research agency in my college

. s
'. - 4

4 ',,t..

.

or university busy for a hyndred years!
s;

.
It is important that we not'getthe ide that institutional research

is desirable onfrinisenior institutions a d especially in big universities.

re
, ,

I am trying to say that institutional s arch
4

findingskare fully as effect

tiye in junior colleges tas in senior in titutiohs and that size has little
4 ,, 4

it'

4 .

% or;nothihg.to do with It.. When .I lef Stephens College, in the late 1940's
,. , .

;-

I was informed by"the late.W. W. Cha ters, then director,of the research

service,, that somewhere bet= 800 and 1,090.pieces of institutional research
.

had been' completed at that time., y now the number of completed research

projectS would probablyae twice that figure. Stephens College --,. still

primarily a junior college; ple e note 4- simply could not be what it is

cc today without its institutiona d.researoh program.
. .

institutional, research r ports run the full gamut of-sophistication,

Some are so informal that th A reported orally, usually to the president ,

or some other administrative offi9er. The ultimate in,simplicity of reporting
a-

cm.

probably came
c

ifrom a director of institutional research in a state university

who said, "I, wdikked on the problemfor three months and the answer was 'Not,:

It was asisimple as that.' Some institutions have never published an insti-.+
'y I, '

tutional research.report, nor do.iaeY intend to do so. 'Rather they think-

I ,,-

of institutional research as being .for theirlvt cular college or university
V

. 4

JAnd not for public consOptioh.

The typical instit
amutionar research agency, however, uses a variety of °

. -

424
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.

,.

.

'- /

ifants of reporting., In some` -c.ases thereport siinformal, possibly even
"t.:414 . ... .... ,-

,. . ,,,,41,,,f,,

, made oral.ly,' , In :other 'rases. the report' is Simple 7- artable-; -a graph, -a
, , 41"

.
' Z4,..i.. - ',

s

chart,,aqSage- or two Of information. Most often, the-rvart is made n

typed Or diWicated-copy form and distributed to those people within the

institution towhom the new information is likely to prove most usefpl.

In still other Cases -- usually few.in numberb r the findings' prove teibe of
,

' . - ...of
such value that they merit sharing with the profession. Thesereports are

i ,
\

th7n-published -- in full or in,summary form, The publication outlet may
. : A. ,

,

be a book, a monograph, a "house organ"typbAof publication, or an article
,

A
. \ 4. L'

in a prafgssipnal journal. The institutioAl)research operation at the*

,

UniVersity of)qinnesoea; for example, is able for the large number of %.

fine "permanent" publications -it has pre dtedthrough the yea3s.,
, .

I am of the opinion that institutiongl.research findings ought to be

roduced in,at least "Semi- permanent" form (e.g., mimeogiaph, multilith, t
gVple`like) and fairly widely distributed, paiticularly within the insiitu:

,_

a,ting servedr As long as I directed the research-sv vite at the Florid%
. _

6 '

V

State dniwrsity, our office distributed within the University every year

i
or two a little, inexpensive publication entitled Services d Materialan

. i.-. A
Available From the Office of Institutional Research and Service. Periodic

.,
.., ., .

internal ditribution of some-such document still seems to me to be a good

* ,
idea.

s.
% .

1114.iii any event -'-and this I want to emphasize -:j6urnal publiation

is not the important thing. Rather, publication is frequently incidental-.

e

Of the 800 - 1,000 studies completed at Stephens College by the late 1940's
, .

.

I do not suppose that more than 25 -- m at most50'-- were evpr publiShed.
. %

They were not designed with the end goal of professional publication,in mind,

They were, rather, (iArumbaugh's terms) "research deigned teimprove an

institution ofAigher leSining." The'late W. W. Charters described this kind

9 19
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t

'..; t
*, i. ., t

,
f

of ,research as "educational, engineering" -- research degigned to e plowed

. . ..' ,

'right traCk into, the educationa l.. rogram in order to improve'the o erall
.

, 4 ..

operation,Of the college. " Educational engineering" -- I have al ays liked

'that-term!. ,
li

..-.
.

, .

Two studies, one by Hall T. ,Sprague (1(149S9), and the other by W. Hdghs ..

. ' \

Stickler (1959) reveal that, organizationally, different educati dil insti-
-(

i

tutions hrovide:for institutional research in differpnt ways. amine schools

do little of no institutional resear h and therefore have TT formal organi-
,

° zation concerned'with it. In other lieges and universities institutional

research is still decentralized. In'these institutions officers (e.g., vice

presidentIorovoste administrative assistant, dean, business ,manager, internal

auditor, regis,trar, and others), faculty and staff members; and/or committees'

7 participate in theself-study process. In a substantial and rapidly increasing

number of colleges and universities, however, institutional research is per-

formed,..cocirdinated, and/or reviewed by institutional research agencies. In

these instances each agency has a diregtor (full-time or part-time)'and a

staff (usually small -- i.e., con)isting of'one-to five or six persons in .

' -
addition to the executive officer). Not infz'equentty institutional research

telf

age cies'are asSisted,jv institu on-wide advisory committees. In general:

OW,

these isory, committees serve highly useful functions in the overall opera-
..

, tfons of institutiOnal tesearch programs.

Without doubt, the,current trend nationally is towafd the 'Centralization

of institutional research functions. The advantages of such an organizational

arrangement are substantial. It is the observation of this writer that tho'se

institutions which have identifiable and on -going institutional research

agencies, are turning otit pore and better institutional, research information,

both that which is "routine" and that Wath. is particular, both that which

,/
is repetitive in nature'and that which iS discret

20



No doubt youare
.

intpr thein the

'
st,r

question:- "How Much doles it cost:. -

to operate an institutional research agency?" The answer is, !Not milch:1
- .. . .

I know one state university which, formerly at. least, took some prid in
s1'-.,. '

-.
. . .

t

the fact that it had no budget for.institutional research,4 The directorF 6.

was paid, I believe, by the department of psychology --possibly in,part

by the office of the president -- and the'rest-of the money was forthcoming

'from the departments and campus agencies for whom services were'performed.

I:cannot.helieye that is the bestway to do it but, the sclieme seemed to

well in that particular inititution.:b Preferably a modest
a' .

sum will be set aside specifically for the purposes of.institutionalreiL4h.%
,

It is difficult to estimate the annual cost for an institutional research

program in a college or university. It pill, oftourse, depend apoil. :the size.

work reasonably

,

of the institution, the amou t of research planned, and the degree of research
6 W f 4

. sophisticationoxpected. I should thihkp however, that a lot of good could
'T . .

..

be done with in annual budget of $25,000 in a small school to pew in a
. I

lgrge institution, -and aethat price I am'of the ()Pinion that the deal is a

real baruin! In fact, I think an institutional.rwearch effort/of this AP

'.0
magnitude will pay for itself many times over through improved institilk!O:al,

. . ..
.*4 . .

operations.ltAnd if

..

the cOnviction exists that'institutional research is
. .

. .

worthwhile,.tWe moneyvto support

In developing a,program of
.

, -...w,--, .r....,....,...

senior college:'

it is likely to be forthcOming.

institutional research a Junior college,-<_/

.

versify' 11 d well to keep4in mindseveral guiding

P
,

1t pprtant f these principles are the-following
. If

principai AmongAe more
, -

'',

`land I list sexp ot them);
4,.

c,,I .0,,
a.' Institutional research must be planned. If this is "research

. ,

'designed tUimprove'institutions. of higher learning," then crucial issues

t -

4

P.

. -

43
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mint be idoptifia, priorities must b'e assigned, and research prbjectOust
,* e

,, .
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: . 1

..: . ,

, .

.,

-

..._

be designed and conducted. wThpse thin0 do not jut happen; all of these

functions require careful and thorough panning: . f*
... .. , t 6 ", '

. _
b. Responsibility fOr4the direction, coordination, and rev,iow of insti-

,.T.,'
, --

earch shodld Wcentralized. Brumbaugh 11966 notes that "the

Q

tutional

4 lack of entral coordination is likely to result An w asteful dupelication pr

costly oversight of fleeted studies." Only in a -recognized inst4utional

research agency can a unified and'cqmprehensive projram of institutional.
-

'

research be developed andinade to fqnction eifectivelr. &.

, a
c. The executive officer of the institutionaltresearch,agenCy should

0

report-10 a major institutional Officer', preferably"the president. I make

this recommendation knowing full well the-unfortunaa difficulties which

I
sometime$ exist between faculty memberS and administrators.-. But the fact

.,

remains that many of the research prOiects will deal.with.major administrative

problems,and:all or newly' all will ,have institution -wide significance. Some
. .

,

e.

will be Confidential in nature. 9igh:administrative placement will give the
k p:

institutional research agency the sfcus-it must have in order to gain acc

'N.../ ,

4 tcthe multifaiious raw data it will.ne.ed in,pursuing its research program. -
,4or v ......

.._

.
d. An institution-wide adv-14ory committee should assist the institutional

research agency in carrying out its resRonsibiai^-,.ties, Such a,committee,can
. .

be7helRfal in identifying.andtscreening'problems:,designing research projects,

=assigning priorities, and interpreting the work of the institutional research
t

. "1".. P
Agency to therest of the college-orlpiversity akdits'conStituecy.. For --

;more than 30 years an'advisory committee on institutional-research has rendered,
, .

.0.

valuable service at the University qf Minnesota: . '
. .

e.4pRrovision should be made for wide partidlpationby faculty members

and administrative Offices in planning and conducting iftitdtional research

ects This principle should apply even though the maiox.,re'sponsIbillty

4 s

-12
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for stitutional research is. centralized. Institutionalqqteerch offices

not agencies,unto themselves; Widespread stiff participation in insti-
.

. tutional research familiarizes the individual with tile problems'of the college
.

or university and prepares him to deal realistically and effectively with

the research findings. May I say in 'passing.that mostof the institutional A.

research performed at Stephens .College through the years has beendone by

faculty members-working in cooperation with the research sefvicb.
.

f. Activities of the institutional research agency must be carried out

at the.highest levels of professional ethics. This point was sug geste
.

earlier. If not handled with diplomacy.and professional integrity, the con-

stant probing which is a necessary ingredient in institutional research may.

a tend to irritate colleagues,and to develop feelings of insecbrity'at all

levels in the academic hierarchy. Therefore, confidential matters must be

kept-cohfidential. (Institutional research workers should know many things

they do not talk 'about; and if they do talk too much they will ruin the entire
;1'

.# -

institutional research operation and make themtelves very impopular in the

proc(ss. this leads me to perhaps-my firdest suggesticT, or bit'qf advice:

D6 not ontificate! An institutional research person should be characterized
ON

by modesty and humility, not by verbosity hor bellicosity. It is his business

to discover facts, not to determine.whiat shall be.cine with the informatiod
4

he uncovers. That-pterogative belongs to others in,the-lcademic community

Chiefly the president and other administrators. Letthem interpret the
.

significance of the research findings, make the appropriate decisions, and.

initiate the. appropriate action: .

g. Institutional research must be financed. Institutional-

.

research agenciet are service agencies. Their effectiveness is to be fudged
.. 6, .

.
.

in terms of the. volume rand quality of theiperviwces they provide. But
,

..23
13 .
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remember: this is "research 'designed to improve institutions of higher

education." If instituti onaresearch agencies do their work well', adequate

;

financial support is,justified and should be-forthcoming. What constktutei
. 45s

adequacy will, ok couriet beeinterpreted by each institutign in terms of

its own needs and its own program.

Now' let me summarize, and cOnclude., I begin this sumMary by quoting ,

.

two paragraphs-J:= a speech by President Logan Wilson oi the American Council 7

on Education.
. t

an address at. the opening session-of the Fourth.gpadrennial

Convocation of Christian Colleges at Earlham College pPn June 20 of last year
'

4

(1966) he said:

.1F4,
Although at present the percentage of educational fund spent on'

research about education isw abs dly small compared to the propor-

tional fdhds which business.-ani in try spend on their research "and

devel ment, we are at least aware that education is no less amenable
to research than other, ateas ate. To be sure, sqme academicians still
seem to. feel that education is too mystic ani sanctified to be inves-
tigated by the same methods we use to study,iand judge other kinds'of
:reasoned endeavor, and that to apply anything akin to unit costing or
to the economic input-ou ut analysis is a desecration. But 'fortultv

nately this attitude i on-the wane, and we are, beginning belatedly

to' develop a fechnon of ftigher education.
The curriculum is no longerregarded as a sacrosanct heritage

from the past; it is currently the subject of rational analysis and
reform akpng More functional lines. We ar developing better. criteria

' for the assessment and improvement of.teaching. The effects of'class
size and composition, on learning, the valid uses, of televisiqp and
programed instruction, the.proper.bafance bAween teaching and research,
all of these are becoming problems for'emPirical inquiry rather than
issues for endless debate. New psychblogical theories oflearning are
being applied in the classroom, and there are evidences of the :emergence

of- an economics of education. On many .camfuses,:bureaus or offices'of '

research -- (and he is talking about institutional research) -- are
undertaking systematic studies of the institution itself as an environs

ment.

SA;
Today higher educationris more complex and more concerned with excellence

than ever before -- excellence in operation and excellence.inprograms. In!

order to develop and/orto paintain excellence, governing boards', adminis-

trators,.and faculties must make important decisions concerning the, institutions ...

.
. - /..

of higher 6ducation for which they are responsible"' In dealing with, many
. .- ,

,
.

,

. . 4 .
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tti
*

perational and educational problems institutional research can provide

pertinent data upon which inXelligeAt 1ecisions can ,be made.

`Junior - colleen, seniorcolleges, and universities all over America

. -.

are findir4institutional
1.

research agencies- to be helpful -- even
.

operations
l

in successfully maintaining and Improving their operations and
') --- .

. -

.

ie!
.

educational programs: 'Because of their tipT usefulness in institutions
...

,%

thathave them,,there is every reason to believe that _more and more.
, ., A iit, '4..

American institutiont of highdr education will establish and/or rxp ofinsti-
.

.

tutionai research programs in the ye Which lie immediately ahead., I am

..

confident that manyof_the junior colleges, senior colleges, and universities -_ .

.
. , .

..
.

, .

represented here today are or will'be.among brat !lubber. Thetpartkcipants

in this-Workhop on Institutio401 Research may very well indeed make sub-
,

..

r./.d.,

stantial contributions to."the managerial revoluti6n,in higher education"

which is-now under way.

.-4.,

. . .
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STUDENT STUDIES IN THE INSTITUTIAAL RESEARCH PROGRAM --,

A

. // W. Hugh Stickler

, Department of Higher Education
. '

Florida State University :
.

\ f .T. '

'' ..
The long- awaited tidal wave of students is now upon us. Last fall I

'' .
14.

(1966) nearly 6:5 million students were registered in America's 2;337 junior
..40( . . ..

colleges, senitr cb.11eges,fanduniversi,ties (Opening Fall EnroliMent, 1966)t

. ,
. .

\

By 1970 thisnumber will probably go to 7.3 million, by 19,75,to perhaps 9.0
.

,

wii million (,Projections *Educational Statistics, 1966), .

.1.' A ..

At .the 'same time When we are'confronted,by these huge enrollments',
,r... ! ... .

3

aollegerare tWngrdesperately to place addeclemphasis on the individual..
V

student, -- his needs, his wants, his,abilitles, his basic personality Char-

acteristics, his impulses, hii responses:' ?ollowing'the.expressed unrest '''

. IF ' ......,

pf students in recent yea , we are Aing to realize afresh that institutions _

.
',. -

i , ..
of higher learning actually re 'created an opexated for studeuts.---that "-----...,...,'

-;

students are the most import t commodity wi
4'
which we deal. Thus; if we c"

O

as educators are to see studen s individuall rather than as a sea oftinal,

blank, and indistinguishable face t know more about the. distinctive
.

1
components of thdrtidal wave of stuplents.4oreover, we must know more about 1 .

. '
.

.

the college environments in Aich students.live mid work. What.does reseiicii
t' " , '

, 4 . d

have to say to us now about college students and college environments?- .

.. .
.

. 148.
.

.. .

E?ctent of Research ,

. ' °
....- il

. -

For some time we have known a good 4ea'l about indtvidtlaidiffere4es

. . . .

among Ltudents. But research about student groups,ana college dnvironments ..

. .4
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and about relationships between the two has been slow` in getting started.

.-(): Only now are such siudiei beginning to frow in quantity. I fact, so much

research has been done in these areas since Jacob's rathe my repoIt in.

1957 that I cannot possibly cover all offit in one speech. Consequently,

P. I shall Skip hurriedly over a numbei of fairly recent* completed studies,
e

then consider a smaller number >"tudies in some detail,rand,conclu witfi
.

,

esome comments on the Tole of institutional research in studept sS

Perhaps here at the beginning of this paper S sh41014d note an mend.:

to you three publications. The first is entitled Research on College Students

(Sprague; 1960). It iS a compilation of the papers presented at the 1960.

Berkeley_aumnie-T-fligri.Tate sponsored by the Wbstern Interstate Commission for

Higher Education and the Center for the Study of Higher Education ( Berkeley).

The second is entitled Institutional_ Research on College Students (Wilson, 1962).

This is a compilation of the papers presented4t the,Swatfhanoa Conference in

1961. The Southern Regional Education Board and the traUtheln College Personnel

Associa oh were the Sponsors. The third is Nevitt Sanford's mopumental volume,

The American College /1962a), in my judgment an extremely important and, useful

piece-of work. These .hree publications shouldyet you off to a good Start

- in your own institutional-ieseaTch undertakings in the area of student studies.

As research results -accumulate, it becomes evident that the American

.

college or university iS4114Social institution affecte0.1hd infected by the

442
great complexities, uncertainties, and differences found in our larger society

and culture,as well as by a complexity of forces within the college System

itself. Sanford observes in The College (1962a), 61f our culturee

.and our society are to be changed at a11:1), the deliberate' application Of

intelligence and foresight, no- agency has a better chance of initiating charige

than dife'Institutions of'higher learning. That follows: we try to deal in

-2 7
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intelligence and foresight.

T.,4*

Such change he believes can take place only if

we possess "sufficient knowledge of the processes of highr education and

sufficient conviction about purpose." It is an attempt to gain this "suffi-_
,

'tient knowledge" that is guiding student studies.
. .

In general, student studies'range from factors motivating students tob

enter college (Dou;,an and Kaye in Sanford, 1962a) to interviews with alumni

twenty years after graduation (Freedman in Sanford, 1962a), from attempts

to determine the teaching methods by which students learn best (McKeachie

in Sanford, 1962a), to an exploration of the Sub-cultures at various insti-

tutions and their effect on students7Pace, 1963b).

To review some highlights-illustrating the diversity, complexity, and

extent of research, I cite the following. Douvan and Kaye found that, going

to college is taken for granted by many young people from upper-middle and

middle-class homes, while college attendanCe to "those on the borderline-of

economic ease" is'the way to improved social and economic status. They also

found that boy's viewed college more vocationally than did girls, that,...4oyS

who attended college were more self-reliant than boys who did not; but that

there was no such tiistinction between college-bound and non-college attending,

girls.

McConnell and Heist (in Sanford, 962a) discovered relevance between

tharacteristics of entering freshmen (other than ability) and their college
_

performance and achievement and ed6cational goals. Sanfatd (1962a) concluded
,

that college freshmen develop 'when confronted with challenges requiring newer,

40 types of adaptive responses, and when "ffeed from the necessity of maintaining

unconscious' defensive devices."

Freedman (in Sanford, 1962a), studying first-year students at Vassar,

found that vatiations in background and contemporary situations-lea to

different,impacts upon different girls by the first few weeks of college.

-"" 28
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It,san be concluded from findings by Stern' (in Sanford, 1962a) and,others

... s

that studentsjwith,strong authoiitarian'tendencies often leave'college if

they fail tq find support in a'satis actI ,..,-.ory peer g up. The powerful impact

of peer groups on students in gener and s suggestions concerning its

use.in'achieving educational objec are reported by Newcomb and Wilson

(Newcomb, 1960). More will be sai about peer groups later.in this paper.

-Procedures and techniques o. teaching have' been rather extensively and
1k

relativelw indecisively explored Keachie in Sanford,'1962a). Even yet.
we really }chow very little about the t hing-learning processes at the college-

,

'revel.

Ifitensive'clinical studies at Vassar and Yale indicate that individuals

grow dramatically in intellectual achiIvement "as a consequence of a favorable

pairing of personality determinants and the environmental characteristics

of a given college (Brown in Sanford, 1962A)."
:

.

r

it- Here in Georgia, John R. Hills ( 62) reports that the same tests have

pot proved equally accurate predidto r of dollen...success for,both Negro.and

white students.- -
a

could gotbn and on citing research in student studies for as my

colleague, Dr. Melvene Hardee (1962), said a few years ago at the Southern

Regional Education Board Conference at Swann'inoa, Nth Carolina: "So it

,

is, the (student) worker in higher education finds himself at the <shore's

edge of alive sea, of facts and forecasts. Through these he must pr6pel

himself -L,or drown in an ocean of information, engulfed by his own ignorance.

(Student) workers, with little time to meditate and with much press re upon

them for quantity production, seek a Moses to chart the course." 1ao not

knOw who is going to play .the role of Moses in this drama, Ng I atm sue that

institutional research workers4can be helpful in the situation.

29:
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all a
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7
... ^

, .

ntioning the research cited above`, I have nbt meant to imply that

.
as have been researched o? that all earch is definitive. _Actually,

.
res

' T4s I

"7.

the situation .is,quite the
3

oppbsite. Many studies are limi/: ted in scope and f.

questionable in validity; 'many -have been made only once and not always under

\controlled conditions. Still,-assuming at,least most-of them to be Valid, '"'
r-

.t!
.

reliable, and definitiie, their value remains nil unless the findings are

'adapted by educators and educational institutions. I. said "adapted", not .

f"--

- z .'
so

adopted, for applicatiOn consistent with institutional goals and purposes

will determine the value 'of research findings.

Specific Studies idtMbre'Detail -

Not only isstudent research becoming more voluminous; it is.also

becoming more and more complex; more and more sophisticated, a nd more and

more significant. Let' me elaborate. 1.

For: many years educators mid behavioral scientists 7 particularly

psyc hologists -- hare been concerned with individual differences among college

students. What was once a frontier is 'now laminar territory.. This concern

ha; resulted in the development and use'of many educational and psychological

tests tests of college.aptitude and of special abilities, a large array

of achievement tests, and measures of interests, attitudes, values, and

_personality., We now know very, well that college students differ enormously,

in nearly every characteriStic we have,been able tomeasure. And this knowl-

'edge has shaped many educ tional policies and practices -- selective admis-

sions, advanced placement, differential instruction, nonors programs and
,

1

.

9:..

remedial programs, counseling and guidance.

Yet today, new,research, more complex and more penetratidg, is greatly

enriching our understanding of the significance of these individual differences:.,

This morepenetrating research reflects also a changipg emphasis appropriate

2(30



to the times. The emphasis now is less on measuring and describing individual

differences -- important though they,may,be but.more on understanding the

diversity of higher education and the development of the talents of individual

student's as matters og'nationalimportance. In Other words, the concern now

is getting the individual student with his particular characteristics.-into

the institution with the, particular academic enviro ent which will enable

that student to develop'most effectively. The old frontier of individual

differenies has led us to the newer frqritier of diversity and individual

development in differing academic environments.

'74

'When onCgoes beyond the simple measurement provided by a good scholastic

aptitude test, and gets into more complex meas*E of values and interests and

-intellectual dispositions, one finds that there areolery important personality

differences among students whp are nOt significantly different in terms of , "

scholastic aptitude test scares.
. .

For example, in the report of a very intensive study of36 representa

tive students at Princeton University, involving more than 1,000 4nterviews

and numerous group discussions over,a four-year period, Heath (1959)- described

four types of students, all having_gOod ability. 'Onewasi the nencommitted.

type -- cool, distant, and very hard'to reach educatiOnally. another group ,

was,composeU of the hustlers --,active, agressive, and success-oriented. To -

reorient these students toward academic and intellectual goals and, toward a

. 4,,

deeper se144understanding requires, he says, "a calamity.!'' The third group

was composed of the plungers -- spontaneous, over=bctive, impulsive. To
foirf.

change these students requires a great deal: oftolerance and patient under-
.

standing. The fourth group was reall''the educators',ideal Heath called

this group the reasonable adventurers -- interested in their,subjetts,oclose
A

to theirofriends,'reflective, tolerant, and with a benign sense of humor.

31
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d.

,
Or note &kind of selectivity -- until a few years ago unknown -- which

, .*

occurs in medical sch6ols.' This study was made at the Center for the Study

otHigher,Education at the University of Califofnia at Berkeley. On the

Allport-Vernon-Lindzey scale df vafOes,one'group of three medical schools

had seniors who, common, had relatively high scores in bath theoretical

and aesthetit values, well abovegthe mean of 'college students generally and

thetaesthetidcores well above the mean of.seniors in other medical schools.

Another group of medical schools had seniors who had relatively high theoret-

ical scores but just average aesthetic scores. And a thira group of-medical

schools hid seniors whose theoretical scores were a little above average but

. -
Whose aesthetic scores were considerably belowaverage. It is not surprising --

is it?' -- that the first group of medical schools, whoge seniors were unusually

high on both theoretical and aesthetic values, produces a large number of

teachers and resedrchers'in medicine. Nor is it surprising that the'last,'

groups of m6dical schools produces' more than the usual number of general,

ftctaitioners. ,
.

l
4

'These arid-other studies lead,us to

1

with, different tern laments respond ih

.:..e

io different academic environments, kf

c nsideration of diversity in college e

'fferences in environments insofar as

concerned.

,The'diversAy of college student bodies, and the differences in student

1

an important conclusion: students

different ways.to different treatments --

you will. And thii leads'us to a

nvironments. First, let us look at

the ability levels of students are

characteristics from one college.,to another, have been persuasiirely docUltented

by research from the Center for the Study of Higher Education at the University

4of California at BerZeley 1h a carefully stratified sample of 200 colleg
N

And universities across the land (a 10%-saMplei John Darley (1962) found that

22
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mean scores on the ACE Psychological'Examination for entering freshmen ranged

.from 3t7to 142, a range of approximatily four standard deviations. Trans-

...

. lating these mean-socres to published percentiles for individual students,

the lowest school in this sampl had an average performance equal:to a per-

centile rank of one;, the highest school's average was ,equivalent to a percen-
-1

tile rank of 92. .Imagine thati_-- an institution whose-average student ranks

ability-wise i the first percektile and another whose average student ranks

ability-wise the 92nd pelUentile...-, Arid all of it is gOing on in the name

of American higher education

Moreover, there were sharp geographical differences in the Darley study.

In the Northeast 44 out of 51 schools stood in the top half and 30 out of 51

schools -- better theen.60 per cedi -- stood in thetop quarter,on national

norms. On the-ether hand, 50 out of 65 schools i the South stood in the

bottom half and 33 out of 65 -- More than 50 per cent. -- stood in the bottom

quarter On national norMS. And, in case you missed the point, let Me say

again that'these are the averhge scores of institutions, not the scores of

individual students.' Even among institutionsthat.are broadly similar in.

structure and purpose there are tremendous differences in the college environ-

ments insofar as ability levels are concerned.

Not let us look at other environmental differences among colleges and

. universities. Stern and Pace, working at,the 'time at Syracuse 'University

4At
Othough Pale has since lone to the University'of California at Los Angeles,

developed an instrument knoWh as the College Characteristics Index (CCI), a

sort of a personality test for colleges and universities. It consists of

300 true-or-false items which students park as they. evaluate the-environment

of their own institutions. From extensive and intensive studies using ihte

CCI,_as it is no commonly known, the authors summarized the characteristics

,4- ' 23A_
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of, five basically-different college environments as follows (Pace, 1960b):

The first,is predominantly luimanistic,Ireflective, and sentienE. ',
College is an expandineintellectual experience, testing the limits
of curiosity about new ideas; new Sensations, new.capacities,,aud
self-understanding. The second, equally demanding and vigorous, is
predominantly scientific and competitive, _requiring a'high degree
individual concentration for survival. The third is practical
applied, concerned with inter-personal and extra-personal st
In the pursuit of utilitarian go 7s, one's relationship to thority

and,..tke gaining of privileges and visible rewards are .impor t. The

fourth type=of/environment is 'strongly other-directed.' re is'a

. high level of concern for group welfare, friendships, o anization,

and social respohsibilit >'. The fifth type is aggressi e and impul-
sive, in rebellion Chiefly against the othl

,
x-directed,'highly social-

ized community.

Pace also summarized his findings concerning relationships among these

different ties oecollge environments:

The variables which push toward intellebtual expansion and-

4 I achievement, whether'humanistic or scientific,* correlate pbsitively
among themselves and negatively with the practical status - oriented,

variables,. The humanistic emphasis his unrelated to the.group welfare

emphasis and unrelated to rebelliousness. Apparently the strongly
'science- oriented environment is also characterized by non-conformity
and independence. The status-oriented, practical environment has
some positive relitionship to rebellion but little or no relation-

.

ship to,group(welfare. It is clearly anti-intellectual but not anti-

knopledge. The college as a. friendly, socializing, well-mannered
environment is not anti-intellectuarin general, but it is anti- 4,

scientific, anti-competitive, and anti-rebellious.

Later -(1963a) Pace devIloped,a "sequel" to the'College Characteristics

Index (CCI).' .He calls it College And University Environment Scales (CUES).

,. ...
. .

pace believes it to be a more sensiye and more refined instrument than the
.

-. .
. . . ,

CCI: Brief summaries of the five CUES scales may be noted as follows:
,

.
.

.
..'

Scale 1. Practicality. This combination of items suggests a
,.

-

practical, instrumehtal emphasis in the-college euironment. Pro-

cedures, personal status, and ractical benefits.nre important.

Status is gained by knowing t1 right people, being in the right
groups, and doing what is exp ted. . . . Good fun, school spirit,'
and student leadership in campus social actiVities are,evident.

Scale 2. Community. .The combination of
group - oriented

this, scale describesA
a friendly, cohesive, gup-oriepted campus. Th environment is .

supportive and sympathetic. There is a feeling of -group welfare and

group loyalty which encompasses the college as a whole. The campus is

a community. It has a congenial atmosphere.
N,

,
34.
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,kale 3. Awatpness. The items on this scale seem ty reflect a.
concern and emphasis upon the search for personal melning, poetic
(hamanistig) meaning, anA%political meaning. . t . What seems to
be evidenein this sort of environment is a stress4pivawareness
an awareness ofself, of society, and of esthetio'siimnli.

Scale 4. Propriety. The items. in this scale suggest,an envirok.
'went that is polite and considerate. Caution and thoughtfulnesi
are evident. Group standards of decorum are important. "The
`atmosphere on some campuses is more mannerly, considerate, and

. proper than it is on others." , ,"

Scale 5. Scholarship., The items in this scale describe an aca-
deiic, scholarly environment. The emphasis is on competitively'
high academic'achieVement and a seriousinterest in scholarship.
. . . Intellectual specul-ition,an interest in ideas as. ideas,'
know]edge for its own sake, and intelleetual discipline -- all
these are characteristic of this environment.

Speaking to the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education in
!

,
'..' _

1960 Stern concludes "UTF-following about students in general4,

Students today seem interested in inter-personal pehagior,
the analysis of motivation, and the problems of dealing effect-
ively and with dedency'in human relations: Any material placed'
in this context arouses a depth and intensity of response which
belies. the apathy and privatism,encOuntered eliewhere.

. . .

Their values, in a socio-political sense, are perhaps less con-
sistently conservative than considered heretofore. Thq predominant
need is noto much for a new set of values., but for anew and
different leaining xperience which provides them,with the oppor-
tunity to discover he iu.adequacy of establighed expectancies,and'sp
to explore new alt atives.

1
. -

Regarding college and university environments, mnay of you will recall

the- gist of Edward Eddy's (1954) study reported i r his volume, The College

! -Influence on Student Character. The main point of the reportis this with -

in the liMits'of their ability, college students in general wil rise !to the

level of expectancy set for them by the faculty. Low expecions, rela-

tive achievement; high expectations, high relative . adhieVemcnt. too
,.

isworth remembering! ..''n ,...
, ... .

. .

In an article a few years ago McConnell and:Heist (1959) asked the

question: "Do Stud is Make the College?" I emerged from readingthis article

not quite knowing whether the students. make the college or the college makes

1I.
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the students! But.the article makes quite cleat the fact that cert n types
4.

..,'t,

of students tend to gravitate to certain types of,instituctio14 ns qf high r

}reaming. '

The authors (McConnell and Heist) report 'studies made'-at the Center,foil

the Study of Higher Education at tile, University of CalifInia at Berkeley.
« 4'e

They found that undergraduate students tend to find their own intellectual

level and,to "seek education among their peers, despite differing degrees of

internal variability i- institutions'. Knowing that National Merit Schblar-

:
ship winners had attended AMerica's most prestigious institutions "with file-

.

quences from 3 to 150times greater" than expected, an inyestigatidn was

launched to determine whether these institutions also attracted,students
.

with certain personaltiy characteristicL The researchers mere-eoncerned.
.,,

with personality traits:rerated to intellectual disposition which varied among

d
the stude4 nts independent of aptitude scores.' Scales for scoring included
, . . ,,,.,-

such charadieristicsathinkindintrelversion, originality, complexity'of
1 .

, .

outlook, authoritarianism, theoretical interests pr valties, aesthetic interests
0 -
or ,values, and religious interests or values. The Center found that members

.

of both sexes who attended the most prestigious and productive institutions

scored significantlrY higher on complexity of outlook and aesthetic values,

but significantly lower on'authoritailanisorand religious values. Males scored

significantly-higher on the originality scale and females on Ap thinking

introversion scales.. The researcherS.concluded,that.Predominant.student
!^

. .
.

traits and backgrounds may, in turn, produce a distinctive effebt on collegiate

. , / .-

-I communities,. , .. r ..

.

Too little attention, according to McConnell (1962), }la's been paid to
e .

the distribution of students among institutions of a complex system (suck as.

Georgia, fOreScple)standieducational.programsin iecIplex institution
..,,,..- ,

t '

.

. -

0
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(such as theUniversity
of Georgia, for example). As McConnell and Heist

suggest (in Sanford, 1962a), the question "Who should jo to college?" has

V

I
.

now become in the light of research, findings "Who shoUld go where to college
and for Oat purpose?"

Now let us turn brie ?ly to research on peer-group influence and particu-
larly to the work of Ciarkand Traw.(Trow, 1960). Working (a) with students'

involvement with ideas and (b),with their identification
with their college,

these investigators have identified four dominagt student or peer subcultures

on contemporary American camplises. Schematically( these peer subcultures
4.

may be shown, as follows(Trow,
1960) :

Identified
wit their
college

Involved with ideas

,

i'..
_

",

0

Academic
-

. .

C011egiate

- Non4Conformist

e .

.

Vocational

I

4e'

Let us look at each of these subcultures.
First, there is the collegiate

subculture, which is primarily fun Seeking and non-intellectual. This "free-

wheeling" attitude toward
college experience is t\y'ical of the large sate

university. ,4.cond, there is the vocational
subculture which: seeks education

as a means to an'end
-- namely, upward social and econdmic mobility. It is

,typical, say Clark and Trow, of the large municipal
commUnity Colleges.

there, is the academic subculture, involving individuals who seek knowle for

its own sike,and who 11,,ve genuine. intellectual
interests,, While theacademic

27
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subculture is typical of the small, elite' liberal arts,college, there are

elements of this culture on practically all campuses -- at least among the

factlity if nowhere else! Fourth, there }is the non-conformist.subculture,

ti

,through which its members seek some kind of personal identity. The relative

number of such students on a given campus is generally small. While detached, °

rebellious, Bohemian students can probably be found on all campuses, they,

are more obvious, hence'more typical, in the larger, more complex institu-

tions espeOally in dr near centers of heavy popu'ation.

Afigodp of social scientists, as reported by Theodore Newcomb (1960),
I

investigated three major factors affecting students" while it( college: 4 (I) se-

Lection (emphasizing the importance of the characteristics, attitudes, abil-

ities, and the like which students bring to collegp),:(2) tutelage Or faculfy-

,administratiom influence, and (3) peer-group influen,ce. The last named -- '

peer influence -- was found to have the greatest effect on .attitudes. Newcomb

suggests that the power and influence of peer groups could be used for

lectual and academic ends if intellectual and academia excitement were intro -

1

duced in the common experience.

The Vassar studies also affirm the fundamental importance of the peer

group in determinihg the course of events in college life'(Bushne41 in Sanford,

1Q62a). The typical Vassar girl fuels it is far more important to be "in

with the peer group" than to be "in with the faculty." This was one of the

7

basic, findings which emerged from the rather extensive studies of student

culture and student characteristics at'Vassar.

These Vassar studies', sponsored by. the Mary Conover Mellon Foundation,

/ L.
.

also included follow-up studies of alumnae, even to comparing information ofA0

alumnae who had graduated as early as' 1929 with those graduating as late as

1956. Though Vassar is known as a."rich girls'" college, actually students

range from daughters of the extremely wealthy to girls on scholarships,who

28 1.3&



also work part-time. Thus money assumes a relatively insignificant role'in

student life on campus. Students are highly selected both on scholastic'

achievement and the potential of contributing to campus Life. I have previ-

ously commented on different aspects of these studies," I will confine my

.discussioli here'to the alumnae studies,.

s'

Alumnae selected by random sampling three to four years after graduation,

indicated that values and attitudes with which one leaves college do not change

appreciably in the early years After graduation. Further studies of alutnnae

(Freedman,in Sanford, 1962a) from classes of 1904, 1914, 1921 to 024, 1929

to 1935, and 1940 to 1943 indicate that these attitudes and values have con-.

siderable permanence.

Interviews with volunteer Vassar graduates of 1954-1956 andt1929 through

1935 revealed a lack of charity of edu'dational patterns ambng the younger

when compared with"the older alumnae. In earlier years girls exhibiting e dir

.....__

/- "Social and Peer -Group Orientation patterns" were not as good students as

their modern counterparts. The Overachievers of times past -- those of no 11101''-.

marked ability who made high grades by diligence and docility -- have merged
A

with the Peer Croup Oriented. Underachievers with Family Orientation of the

early yearshave blended with High. Achievers of the past, whose Whole preoccu-

pation was withltntellectual or academic life. More dedicatedstudents cur-

rently lead balanced lives and dt not anticipate a single fife. Seekers of

identity in times past were so characterized because of discontinuities tied

to social Class origins; today this classification results from crflicts,

within the individual personality.

Interestingly, the "Family-Oriented-Underachievers are most alert and

alive intellectually twenty years after graduation:" The Family-Oriented-
,

Overachievers, the better students in a formal scholastic sense, have stagnated

intellectually. And so for other educatiOnaipatteris.

39
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' The.amplexity of relationships between later life dnd.eventsof coiled ,

1

'Years, so clearly pointed up by the Mellon Foundati studies at Vassaraleads
,

. -,

Freedme. to urge additional research in these ar . As he says, "Ideally,

college experience must be viewed from a.develpp ntal point of view that

encoMpasses the whole life span." Moreover, as aanford'points out, . . the

human individual is all of a piece. He functions as a unit, and his diverse

features develop in intdracAon one with another. Intelligence, feeling,

emotion, action can be separated conceptually, but no on of them functions

4independently of the others. We (as academic people) .know this from o1r ex-
0

perience'(Sanford, 1962a) ."
0

Reducing this information which I have summarized about research to.an

operonal level,,what does it all mean? In this complex of individually
low

different students and different college environments, how can ,an ikStitutional

research practitioner deal with the 'findings of all this research? \Well surely

". ., studies of student charaoteristics alone are not enough;' we must look

at student_characteristics as they play upon and are changed by various char-
A

acteristics in the college envirdffMent. The complex interaction between

' student and environment is the real focus of"today's most promising research

(Face, 1960a) ."

Student Studief in Institutional Researdh: Practical Suggestions-
0

So far this.OPer has been concerned with research llelative to students:,

student characteristicsikstuAent cultures and sub-cultures, college environ7.

ments, anere tionships among these factors., These, it seems to me, are

`areas with which e-institutional research worker must be familiar if he is
i

., ,

Jlectively to carry out student studies in his own institution.
,-

Now let us turn to the "bolts and nuts" of the institutional research
i ,

task as it appries Atudent studies. In this area what does_the institutional
,

.- %

r

4 0'
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. research worker do from day-to-day, week-to-week, month-to-month, year-to-
.

year? I submit that this work concerning student studies falls into four

categories:

1.' Routine and repetitivedata,g.ath ing: annual reports. Included

in this category are student ability studies, grade point averages (by

various groupings), gradesdistributions by school and department, faculty-
,

student ratios, student progress,, retention and, attrition studies, student

costs, in-migration and out - migration of students, and such other studies

as the institutional research Worker; imagination-and situation deem

necessary. The institution4 research worker will do well to keep these

data in a Fact Book forhis own /institution, one section of which is de-
.

. '..... .

voted totitudent studiei. It will prove to beweeful document, especially
or

,

if data are kept for several consecutive years thus making it possible to

Ndiscern and analyze trends. -

2." Discrete -or "one-time" studies. Irithis category, the institutional

research worker is limited only by his imagination and the time and resources

at his diiposal. There is no limit to the number of discrete student studies

which can be bade. It is to be hoped that'at least some of the research will

be substantial and imaginative in character -- major contributions to knowledge

concerting student characteristics, student cultures and subcultures, college

environments and the like.

" 3. Periodic institutional self-studies. The regional accrediting

agencies (in our instance., the Southern Association of Colleges. and Schools)-
. . --.

\ L-i-.
,nowrequire each memberinstitaion to make an institution-wide self-study k

''' . . Wat4,east KNIvery ten years; ,and perhaps anOntensive, comprehensive study,

at leasibonce a decade is a good thing, It affords'an opportunity for a

college skversiO\tostand back and look at itself as a whole. Involved /
N -0

will be adninistrators, faculty, non-adapinic personnel, and students -- the

41.



entire academic community. 'And be assured that the institutional research

agency will be deeply involved in the operation. Be assured also that student

studies constitute a substantial part of the institution wide self - study.

4. Use of standard inter-institutional measuring devices. Numbers of

. standard inter-institutional measuring devices are now avxkilable. Previously

mentioned have been the College Characteristics Index (CCI) and College*and

University Environment Scales (CUES):' 'Other instruments include the Activ-

ities Index (Al) and the College Student Questionnaires (CEQ). 1 Still other

' .

instruments -- many of them-- are available for other purposes. Institu- '

_ .

tional.research workers ought to plan in 'their work schedules appropriate

use of these measuring devices. Through the use of these instruments sub-

stantial contributions can be made to institutional self understanding.

With regard to

Conclusion

studies, the-context within which the institu-

tes was set foith in the closing paragraphs oftional research workei. opera

T. R. McConnell's volume, A

Education (1962):

General Pattern for American Public Hi: er

The ideal in a diversified, system
aid each student to find the instituti
dent and faculty associations- hich wi
potentialities most fully. But . . .

concerning the differences among stude
individuals,, the requirements of the m
open to educated men, -and the xharacte

of higher education is.to
n,' the curriculum; the stu-
1 enable him to realize his
ur present stage of knowledge
is and differences within
ltitude of careers which are
istics of zollegeenvironments

1The College Student Questionnaires (CSQ) were developed as a means of
gathering a diversity of biographical and attitudinal information about college

. student bodies. . . the questionnaires are likely to be of widest use in

institutional self-fitudy and planning. . . . CSQ Part 1 is designed for adminis-

tration to entering students (freshmen, transfers) prior to the formaheginning
of.the academic year. . CSQ Part 3' is for administration toward the close,

`of the academic yeir, usually in April orNay. . . . (Selticted excerpts from

the Technical Manual, College Student Questionnaires,'by Richard E. Peterson,

Educational Testin ice, Princeton, New Jersey, pp. 1-2.)
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and college subcultures will not permit us to attain this pairing
with any degree of precision. Research on student characteristics
and on the nature of college environments and of the interaction of
the two in student development during the college years has scarcely
begun. But behavioral scientists are now attacking these problems,
bringingto.bear Ipbn them the methodologies and concepts of many.

, related disciplines. We may expect in the next decade to learn far
more about ways to stimulate desirable ihange in college students.

,

Then and only then will we be able to guide them into appropriate
educational opportunities with any degree of confidence.

Until we understand students more fully and have` clearer ideas
about the college eXperiences which will be most fruitful for them,
many will make false starts and find it necessary to change direc-
tions. In some instances this may mean changing from one curriculum
to another in the same institution. 'In a functionally differentiated
system of public higher education in which some fields and levels of
specialization are assigned to particular institutions, change of '

direction may mean transferring from one institution to another.
Within the present limits of'our knowledge about the "fit" between
students and institutions, it would be indefensible, even in a.coor-
dinated and differentiated systeM, to assign a student once and for
all to a particular institution or a specific curriculum. The system
must be flexible enough to enable each student to reach the highest
leve,1 for which his aptitlide and performance qualify him.

From-all that has been said in this paper it follows that in the area

of student studies institutional research workers have plenty to do -- in

fact, more'than they can do! The majdi'question is: "Where do we begin?.:

r1 7
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ANALYZING FACULTY ACTIVITIES

John E. Stecklein

'r Bureau of Institutional Research
University-of Minnesota -

. .

't

. .

. .
. . .

Knowledge of the.work cIaracteristics of college "staff members is

superficihl in most instifutions. ,Unfortunately our staff suffer from the

general use of credit hours or class hours
,

.

6:express faculty load, And the

.

.'w

resultant public image of-the shdrt-hour, eas -life work program of the

college teacher. Although many college teachers work 48 to 58 hours per week,

some for 11 thonths a year, we have yet dispelled the common impression -

that the college professor works only 15 hours per week and has a three-month. ."
annual vacation.

What iseven.sadder,,however, is the fact that'too many of our college
)

administrators do not have atconcise picture of what their faculty members

ver and beyond the assigned 'credit-41°w", instructional wOrkload. Too '

ften supervision of graduate advisees, committee assignments, akid.various

.public and professional service s are loaded on faculty 'Members alipady heavily

burdened with classroom duties -- without realization of the heavy workload
,

' that these extra activities represent. Too often faculty members are assigned

relatively light instructional loads because they are engaged in research,

5

although the administrator has no clear picture"of the nature of the research

or evidence of research productivity. And too often this released time for

research is spent on, other types_of professional activities; (e.g., edifitg

.0

journals, writing textbooks,, etc.) instead of on research. It is important,

--=
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therefore, for a conscientious administrator with the best interests of his 4'

institution athaart, to have readily available information alIout his faculty4
' a

lieMbers' activities. Such information is not only essential to the admin-
.. .

isttator in making decisions concerning assignment of additional activities,

the development of new programs, and the approprilte allocation of instruc-'

tionaj ?r other responsibilities, but also, to provide an overview of the
. ...

function11 emphasis 'of the institution as allocation of faculty time reflects

this emphasis.

Benefits to Faculty aricldministrators
r

Many faculty members, on the other hand, believe that the reporting of

workload informatipt to the administration is solely for the benefit of the

administration, and see no value in it for themselves. quite to the contrary,

it seems to me that the.reporting of faculty activities on a consistent, basis

by individual faculty members, annually of biennially, might well be*of more

benefit tp the faculty members, -both individually and'collectively, tnakit
.

. is to the administrators involved. Its alue.to the faCulty member comes ir1`

many ways. Withtut the prod of a report requested by the administratiSn

concerning faculty activities, il is the rare faculty me indeed wa sits

down and thinks through his totalwork activity pattern, now and then, and

attempp.to determine where his work emphasis has been, why.it has been there,

and-what dhangels he-thinks should be made in this pattern:- To be sure, we.

complain about the number of committee assignments that'we have, or about

the overload of student pipers to be graded,,or other peakload'activities

37 .

4

.
that make themselves.prominent, but seldom de we stop, to take quantitative,

s *tematic account of the kinds of things we are doing..
. -

One of mycolleagues was recently motivated to compilp the amount of

time he had spent in his duties as chairman ofran,UMportant university committee



He knew it was a Lot of time, but he had never kept accurate account of the

time involved. He was as amazed as anyone to discover that'he had spent

about 600 hours in Elie months -- on an activity that had been.assuted on
.

tylp of a full program This meant that he had spent the equivalent of 15

forty-hour weeks on this overload activity. Needless to say; this revelation

brought about a.change in his work assignment. The first advantage to the

. faculty member then, is that a report form encourages him to pause and take

stock of his activities.

, The second way in which faculty load reports are of value to the faculty

member is that _by virtue of such information, deans,and other administrators

can make more equitable assignment of loads, committee appointments, and
, .

other re pontibilities. It is true that the few faculty members whoAhave

been getting by with Unreasonably light workloads, or who have been unpro-

ductive in the work assigned to them may have cause for concern. Nevertheless,

we all recognize the need for increased effectiveness of use of our limited'

*. .
.

financial and faculty resources, and I do not }believe that a thriving, growing

.vitiOW

()

institution can afford the luxury of faculty meMbers who are not contributing

44-
their share to the most effective operation of the institution.

In a typical case an annual load report gives the faculty meMber an

opportunity to tell the boss hoW he has spent his time during the past term

and engenders increased Confidence that his aciivities'will be known and
. .

recognized. This benefit in igeet, represents a correction of*the situation

I mentioned earlier, namely that the administrator too often does not know,

endugh about how his faculty members spend their time and therefore, makes

,

decisions concerning assignments, programs, etc.,.with' inadequateinformation.

Thus, the administrator profits-from a better over-all understanding of the

activities, of his faculty-pd the individual faclty member profits both from

48
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I.

the knowledge that there is this better understanding and from the confidence

that accompanies this knowledge.

Although the majorrecent stimulus for collecting information about the

faulty has usually not stemmed from the purpdses I have just mentioned, these

advantages still remain. The usual stimulus for such studies%has been increased

pressure upon top administrators, from boards of regent's, legislators, or

coordinating boards, for an increasing amount of evidence- concerning the

efficiency of operation of the institution. Thus most of .the recentfaculty

load studies'have been initiated for the purpoSe of budget maicing, cost anal-

ysis, or equalization of faculty sll(ice.. Now, let us, consider briefly the

various kinds of faculty lOad measures that might be'used.

F

Kinds of Faculty Load Measures

Obviously,, the kind of Faculty load data that are collected will be
414

determined by the purposet for which the data are needed. In the simplest

instance, for example, if the administrator wafts to know what the instruc-

tidal workload of a faculty member is, this can be easily recorded in terms

of the number of-pourses taught, the number of credit or claw hours taught,

the number of lectures or discussion groups or laboratoriestaUght, or of the

number of students, student-creditihours, or student-class-hours taught.

This kind5of faculty,load'information has some utility and hasfor a long

time represented the total picture of faculty activities in many institutions.

The major drawback of such a technique is that it does not take into account

the many time - consuming activities of faculty membets, which may be both
4

voluntary and involuntary, and Whi;h,are quite separate from the instructional

responsibilities. The faculty.time devoted to'thete additional activities
.

is important, not only from a faculty iriewpoi44,but alSo from tRepoint of
Amo

v4ew of the cpsts of the Various functions served bythe institution. For

.. 49
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example, in one college in a large university, a faculty load study showed

that38,per cent of full-time gqi.valeht faculty time was devoted to instruc-

tion; in-another college in the sank university, 71 per cent of FTE faculty

time was devoted to instruction. In still a third, 96 per cent of .full-time

equivalent faculty time was devoted to instruction. Obviously, taking the

.

total salaries represented by all faculty in each of these three colleges, ,

and considering that Sum fey to repr4ent the cost of instruction, would
of

greatly distort the true cost of 'inttruction in4thedffrst and second Alleges,

i" < . , .

although it uould be a reasonably accurate estimate of instructionai\cost

(represented by, staff time) in the third college. 'Ili other words, in the

first two colleges, expenses incurred for iaculty activities in such things '

----,.

as research-, administration, counseling, public service, etc., wo be-
4 4,

/ e

classified as instrucfional:costs in the absence of specific fa .informs-

tion that enables the analyst 4..separate the propoitions of faculty time

ilkwdevoted to theseother functions.
. .

,

' . In making analyses.of _facultyactivities; we also find that there is a

.

_ '..

-consider .di frerence in the amount of faculty time required tb prepare for
,

Courses tiughp at the various levers' and taught in various class 'sizes. Gen-
z''' ,/

. 4 b ; 64, v

y', the courses taught at the lower division level require less faculty

,-

-time for pr rati6 cr0and evaluati thangourses taught at the upper levels,

P' ;4...
('

,
- .;

d- are there e' less -costl Similarly; small classes generally .require
, ' 4 ; .. e . 1 . ft

',leg time- outV. de 4. ,ciels per t claSs&6 time tlian do large classes --
``

again resulting in lover.5t" per -44rt:t41:onval unit. For example; one of

'; ,

,

ouxploratory studios slire'dXhal. inth ats college, graduate courses'

, .

14 required abobt twice as, much pUiskaq wo (preparatipn grading,papers, etc.) '

dt fri ,,,. ,

for the teachers as the undergraduate' course. Similarly, at, a given_ level,

courses with --more than SO stuclents .riquired
04
ncaTly twice- as much outside work

,.. ,

as classes with less than l/ stu ents, gnd classes with 31-50 students required -,
,. I

'' Of 's , . ' .
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about 50 per cent more time. Exceptions
e.

that we made showed that full professors tended

.preparing for instruction at -the lower division

11,''
'1

O

occur here; of course, andony study

to(pen'oeuch more time
-4., ,.

. ,, : 1.

level than they,did for'sem-
.

inars at the graduate level. On the other hand, assistant

associate professors who were teaching.graduate courses ten

more time preparing for their graduate seminars thjn di the full.Professors..
4 40

0

Much more knowledge is needed about the relationships between the amount

Abf experience or ranks of individuals andthe amount of load represented by

rofessors or

F1' to spend much

the assignMent of a course at a particular level. Conscientious faculty

repRrts'are essential AO the acquisition of such knowledge.

The

a faculty

1.

2.

3:

4.

5.

§.

7.

Collection of Data

following set of questions should be consideled carefully in designing

load study:

Why is the study being made?

Who ,should be included?

0

What activities shouldbe included? ..10

How should thenformanon be collected?

What tide'span should be involved?

How should the data be tabulated, sumfflarized,'"and analyzed?

How will results be reported and to whom?

44

At In what ways Will the faculty load data be used?
,-x

Forms can be as complex and tomprehensiyeas the investigator wishes.

Sample forms used in previousstudiV are shown in Exhibits 1-4,.representing

different degrees of complexity and refinement; separate instruction forms,

used in Exhibits 2 and 3, arenot included. Each has( its advantages and

disadvantages as well as its special purposes. Generally speaking-, it is

°faculty`probably u$d -se askto asacUlty members to spliti their time into more'thanix
.

a



Exhibit 1

'UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA ,

FACULTY ACTIVITIES REPORT
FALL QUARTER. 1950

wailiP

Triplicate for Instiuctor

The questions included in this schedule are designed to Inventory the various scrvi you rendered during the FALL QUAR-
TER 1950, both directly to the Uilicorsity and to carious groups and individuals, primarily liecawe of your University connections.
Please survey tiic i..tHitt blank bcfuic supplying any data to make certain that information is recorded in the appropriate spaces. If

Vitms the whaled. it will be assumed that you are not engaged in the activities in question. All estimates are to represent the time
t you personallyidevote to the activity, and should not includeithe amount of time spent by colleagues ur assistants who may also

be participating in Abe activity NOTE Except for regular teaching which extends through an 11-vvcck period, activates should be
reported on a fall quarter payroll baba from September 16 through December 15. 1950. If more space is needed on any item or you
wish to comment more explicitly, please retain item number and summarize information on additional sheets of paper.

. ...,

Name Rank and Title

) College Dept or Div
\.. Term of Appointment ond

Highest Earned Degrees Per Cer.t of Time (a g ,M33°) 4

,AI: ,, 54
. 444 TI., mcbcates a 13 aPpoinimmt ire_gular academic 'ear) with 33 per tent of the individual a time allocated too University serviee Specify both the
type of aeoointment you nuw hold (A. B. C. or XI and the per cent of time covered by this appointment If uncertain. please eonsult department or
division office , 2

L TEACHIlsiG ACTIVITIES

A. REGULAR DAYTIME CLASSES, Please list courses taught by you on a group instructional baSis (he , more than a single student)
do.,r,g tall quarter, 1950 and estimate time spent by you personally in class instruction and in preparation for -class instruction.
(NOTE Individualized instruction, student counselm and advising are included elsewhere.)

A I

E
,

,

I

Coarse
Number..

C Ii:

..if.
(4 g

WZ

(

Course THlet 4

....._

9

Credit'
Murat

.

4 l'
Total En '
rollmentt
(As of the

Second
Week of
Classes)

Number of Clock Hours Fall Quarter Spent in
Regular Classest (Hours Per Week X 11)

^ Prepara.
non
for

Classes)

Lecture
Of

Mama-
a, Eon

Quiz
See.

non',

tab,
Studio

or Field
Work

sScat.
nars

.

2
.

1
. a

3
1

. I.......i

4

5 l . .
Total for regular classes fall quarter (aim for each column) '.

t Report lecture. quiz, or ether sections of the same class on separate lines, so that class enrollments can be accurately reported. Please do not dupli-
cate credit hours

Clock hour for elass meetings is defined a regular 90-60,minute period.
S Du Lo; report the laboratory or quiz hours of course unless you personally spend this time with these groups. Time spent in counseling gradu-

ate students' is to lie reported later
Include lecture preparation, preparation of mimeographed 'materials, examinations. syllabi. slides. eharta or materials for demonstration. reading

and grading of course examinations Wee general professional reading which covered in Section V-C
.

B. NON-SCHEDULED ARD INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES FOR REGULAR STUDENTS. Summarize in the
spaces below non-scheduled conferences wick indiviatial students for instructional purposes excluding regular counseling and ad-
visement (reporied in Sectiop II) or work included in A above.
1. Individual Oral Examthations (Fall Quarter, 1950) 2. Supervision of Inclvidual Reports, Theses, etc (Fall, 1950)

Type of Examination
Number of
Examina-

tions

Approximate
Time Spent
in Hoursh

a. Honors exatninations

b. M.A. examinations
c. Special professional

-examinations

d. Ph D. via=
Total (sit

1144..

i Type of Report
Number of Approximate
Students Time Spent
Inv in Hours - s

a. Non-course undergraduate
(Summa papers,etc.)"

b. KA, theses, colloquium
papers, etc._

c. Ph.D. eses
d. graduate or profes-

siona reports

A.Total) (sum for each column)

theses (not sit
I Include

ii s:cr bn; gun:Psi:J.1r rikemodraTeeaiCiam
reading of ions .or 0

a

3. 0 Individual or Grog Cordereqces Ihth,,Students Primarily for InstructIonel Purposes. Please describe briefly and estimate
approximate number of hours devoted to this activity &during fall quarter, 1950. .

L. .

52-
Ir
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C. GENERAL EXTENSION CLASSES

Course
Number

-
Abbreviated
Course Title -

Credit
Hours

NumberNu
Of

Students
In Class

No f Cloc
Hours You

Taught
ran Quarter

1 ..
' a

2 (

.

Approxihate total number of hours during Ill quager devoted to:
. General Extension classes and their preparation. Correspondence study instruction#

ours

.

D. CORRESPONDENCE STUDY cL4tssEs

Course
Number

Abbreviated
Course Title

Credit
Hours

,
Total No of Lessons'

Submitted by Students
During Fall Quarpr

1
.

2
,-1

IL COUNSELING AND ADVISING ACTIVITIES
N. , .

A. Individual student counseling or advising on educatic tat voca- B. Group Advising. Describe oelow any special assistance oif this
tional, or personal problems during fall quarter. sort which you regularly provide for campus groups INO,..UD-

ING ADVISING OF STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS. Also please
Student Approximate Number of Stu-

-Classification estimate the approximate time devoted to group advising dur-dents for Whorn'You Serve As mg the fall quarter. 'Minor or
Occasional

Adviser

Ours

1. Undeigraduate students
a. .T4Flior college students

(your college)
b. Senior college students,

(your college)
c. Students from another

college or division
2. Unclassed or adult special

students
3. Gradu'ate students

a. Candidates for M A.
b. Candidates for some

other Master's degree
c. Candidates for advancal

professional degree
d. Candidates for Ph.D.

degree

4. Total students

Ma or-

5. Approximate numbot: o'f hours devoted to the above counsel-
ing and advising activities. .

Undergraduiteii._.hours. Unclasse'i hours.
Graduate_litirs. Tit) hours. '1

Time Estithate hours

C..Note any other WORK WITH INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS dur-
ing fall quarter which occupied a significant part of your time.
(Incompletes from previous quarters, placement, interviewing
prospective students, correspondence, etc.) Also please estimate
the approximate tune devoted to this work with hiclividual stu-
dents.

Time Estimate: Undergraduate hours. Graduate_liossi

III. *RESEARCH AND WRITING ACTIVITIES

A. Describe briefly the individual or group research projects in which you have personally participated during, the fall quarter. If
more than five projects are involved, insert an additional sheet to provide the necessary information. Do not include here itradu-
ate theses that you are supervising, the hours' for which are to be reported under Section I.E.

-

.
L

"-

DescnpUyTula -or ecTula -orof Projt ,

,-.----

Project sponsorship , tlIF
Approximate No of
Hours During Fall

Quarter Devoted to
This Project (In-
elude Preparation

of Reports)

Wor'kers As,slitidg
with Project

Describe,
e g., done (self).

contract research:

Graduate SchoolSuppo rt.
state:federal, or

rt. etc )

Number of
Separate
Persons

FullTtme
Zoulvalent

Total

1 ---- -

a,

,

2

.
. / .

3, .

4
. -

5 f
.

o Total devoted to research activities -

B. Describe below any writing which you have, done fall quarter exclusive of materials for classes reported In Section I.

1. Research Reports (not included above) 2. Textbook.

(ovra)
434



3. Editorial*c_k 4 Other articles, reviews, bulletins

C. Estimate the total number of hours during fall quarter devOted to writing activities reported in this section:

IV. ADMINISTRATIVE AND GENERAL OFFI6S RESPONSIBILITIES

A. if your job carries definite administrative responsibilities,
your duties. Add others not given here.

1-3. Administrative and supervisory officer for:
_ 1 an instructional unit (college, department, or dlv.)

_ 2 a non-instructional research unit
_ 3 a non - instructional service unit

4 Budget preparation '
- 5 Payrollsisupplies, equipment

6 Preparation of catalog copy
7 Staff conferences or staff improvement activities.

B. Please check (V) any of the following office, responsibilities
1 Dictation of correspondence, reports, etc.
2. Establishment and maintenance of office files
3 Clerical, statistical, or stenographic work for self

_ 4 Scheduling appointments, conferences, etc.

-hours

please check (v) any of the phrases below that indicate the nature oft,

8 Public relations
_ 9. Administrative. 9rresponderice or conferenoes concern-

ing appointments; promotions, etc.

----10.
Preparation of reports to adnuniihiative offices

c -11 Stnaerff placement,
_12. Coordination with other units
.--13 Otho.

y hich yoli perform personally:
5 Preparation of business forms, routine reports, etc.
6 Development add/or admin. of departmental exams.

° 7. Planning curriculum
- 8 Others. Please 'Specify

.

C. Do you have assistance (academic or clerical) in discharging responsibilities! ," Check (V) tine
I. Checked in A above? Some (

2. Checked in B above; Some

) ( )None( )

) LitUe ( ) None ( )

D. Approximate time during fall quarter-(exclusive of time credited elsewhere in this report) dvhich your personally devoted to:
1. Administrative responsibilities (A above) __hours 2. General office responsibilities (B above) --hours

7-
V. PROFESSIONAL READING, STU'DY, AND ORGANIZATIONAL ACTIVITIES

A. Professional Organizations and Societies: Membership and Attendance at Meetings

I. In the table below please indicate professional memberships and attendance "at Meetings during fallsquarter.'

se,

Nona of Professional Organization or Society
Type of Organization . .

.

Of 4es Held (List)
Participation in

, Meetings.
Local

State or
Regional National

L___2_,_4_____ .

_

. ,

b i

c . .
r

...-.--

d. , .,. )

___e

' .
i,

e.
-

IC
Code for participation -1 General meeting attendance and discussion, 2 Led panel discussion 3 Presented paper or formal speech. 4 Plannedprogram S Other (Please Indicate )

4
2 Estimate the total 'number of hours you hZve devoted to work for, professional organizations or meetings during fall qu(r

(exclusive of travel time, which should be reported in Section VII-E)

B. Further Professional Study
me

I. List below the numbers and titles of any courses taken during fall quartenS
Department and
Course Number Title of Course

our,

Credit Hours
Completed

Hark with stt asterisk the numbers Of courses taken as part of the reosurements /or an advanced degree.

2. Estimate the number-of hours which you have spent fall quarter" in completing these courses.
A. Class attendance hours. b. Participatiorours. Total . hours,

.
C Estimate the total number of hours during fall quarter, 1950 devoted to general professional reading and study (exclusive of hours

4

reported elsewhere in this report).

. 44 54
et
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. . . -....' , i -

. 4.....,
Iag...4

'

a, l ' VI. OTHER CAMPUS ACTIVITIES .e
A. Membership on campus committees during, the fall quarter. .

Name of Committee

Type of Committee
Check (V) One No of

Meetings
Attended

Offeees Held.*Tall Quarter
Dept. All.

Coll. Univ..
'

.

. _ . .
.

'
/

/

. . .
.

a a ,B. Attendance at staff meetings during the fall quarter.
. 4;" .

Name of Staff Meeting t

.

Type of Meeting
Check (V) One No of

Meetings
Attended

/Dept. College Other

-

'NA...ie..,
C. Other Campus Service Activities (not otherwise reported). Please describe briefly.

, .
1

a

Approziplate time during the fall quarter devoted to campus service activiies listeZiioaner Section VI ___.hours
- .4, va,,,,,,,,,, _

VII. NON-CAMPUS SERVICE ACTIVITIES -, .
-t'A. Advisory' and Consultative Services. Please indicate the nature and type of advisory or consultative assistance rendered on a regu-lar basis under cffhtinuing contacts with private industry, government, and professional agencies.

-a

Type of Activity 1' `_)
r

Trees of Organization
Approximate

No of firs fVan Quarter
Devoted to

This
Activity

Check (V) One Check (V) One

1.'

>s

It

E..§.

c 4
(3 I 1

.;
o g
v QIt

-
i

::'

,

Nature of Your Participation
e

I
(

.
6.

.

. .. .
.

.
.

re
. a

,
vB. Other advisory services, largely to individuals seeking specialized help through telephoiyo-eaquiries, office calls, and corresppndence.Describe briefly the nature of this assistance.

. I ,
t

C. Speaking engagements during the fall qualter (exclusive of professional papers listed under Sectio1V-6).
Name of Organization ,Subject of Talk I Place (I e , city)

, )

- .

J Jr, .

.
}

! ,
1 ., .a . $ I ...4.,,,4

D. Approximate ime during the fall quarter dgyoted to honcatmus servic6 ___Iiactivities listed in B and C above' ours, .
E. Approximate time duruig the fall,quarter devoted to transportationto and fro: meetings in connection with all off -campus service- and professional activities. ..... ,--', hours.,

,
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v .
COST AND STATISTICAL,STUDY roam 32., INDIC/M[1AL won ANALYSE', 1054.1755'

CAMPUS % f I INDWIDUALS MAUL RAMC. 1 1

jDtPARTMDIT

A. TEACREIC woax ANALYSIS

ADuLsr.ST8A7010
1 SIGNATUAT

U

COONO
Nowa
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. PILE NO. COLLEGE DEPARTMENT

Exhibit 3

(Please detach and read Instructions before completing)

WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY:
FACULTY SERVICE REPORT
Spring Semester, 1960-61

1. DIRECT INSTRUCTIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES IN DEPARTMENT NAMED ABOVE
(1) (4) 5 6

PVILIPVL:p
ASSIGNED TO

SERVICE IN THIS
DEPARTMENT

7
DEPARTMENT OR
SUBJAT AREA

COURSE'
NUMBER

Sf:CTIOM 47
NUMBER

C

CREDIT
HOUR!

CONTACT,
HOURS 0

PER WEEK

PER CENT OF $ enTICE
TO DEPARTMENT

NAMED AllOVE

"' FOR
COLLEGE f

USE

. I.
a

.i

i:n. ,. - , .

s
i',' s

' '
. '.0.

2. OTHER SERVICE TO DEPARTMENT NAMED ABOVE

(a) DEPARTMENTAL OR COLLEGE ADMINISTRATION . (a)

I( .

.

*

. ,...,
,:-

lb) RE*;ARCH IN YOUR PROFESSIONAL FIELD (b)
t5,,i'`

,,

(C) MN! G AND OTHER SCHOLARLY ACTIVITIES IN YOUR FIELD
(C)

(d)f*PARTMENT, COLLEGE, AND UNIVERSITY COMMITTEES AND COUNCILS (d) ,
(e) COUNSELLING

,
(OPER CENT UNDERGRADUATE (e.1)

-

.; -
4.2) PER CENT GRADUATE OR GRADUATEPROFESSIONAL (e.2)

(f) CURRICULUMRESEARCH AND PLANNING

(I) PAR CENT UNDERGRADUATE f (1.1)

,

f` .
(2),PERTENT GRADUATE OR GRADUATEPROFESSIONAL .

0.2)
,

(g) PUBLIC SERVICE
-

(g)

,

.

(h) OyatRI (SPECIFY) .
. ,

r'-)

.

-

3

.

2 MUST EQUAL

,

(h) w I
i

1

5-1- I

. TOTAL OF PER 'CENTS JN ITEMS 1 AND 100% ' ,

.

Sogrratujes

r

FACULTY MEMBER
DEPARTMENT lipIAJRMAN (OR DEAN)

Questions should be duetted to your department thainnan (c dean) onto Robert Hubbard, Extension 591. Please return both copievol the completer'
form to yeig dean's office by April 3,1961. .



Exhibitii
Pleas. read ",Instructioas and DefInsifon. s" prigito completing the form.

012 YOUR FILE
e,

ACADEMIC STAFF TIME UTILIZATION STUDY
FIRST SEMESTER OR QUARTER 1965.66

Date Completed-

SECTION A: .dENERAL

A. Rank and/or Title: (1) Professor (6)

era) Associate Professor
(7)

(3,/ Assistont Professor* (8)
(4) Instructor (9)
(5) ar FacyityAssestant (10)

Research Associate
Research Assistant
Project Associate
Project Assistant
Other (Please specify)

B Highest Academic Degree Held (1) _Bachelor1s, (2) _Master's, (3) ....-1__. Specialist; (4) Doctor's;
15) Other (Please speedy) e---- . .

C. Were you'on leave without pay from the institution during tlibsemester or quarters. . . . . . . . . . . .Y e s NoL-----
D. Are all of your salary checks issued by o source other than the institution with whicyou ore associated? Yes ____, Not

4
E. Does your appointment with the institutional system extend far teas than the entire semester or quarter%. Yes , No

If the answer to any one of questions C, D, or E is...Yes:, return the questionnaire without completing the remaining questions. 1 ".

. Yes Noi,_ft--
7H. Are yoy employed by the institution full -time __ _ ; pbrt-time

1 t
If parttime, what pit cent does ledur first semester or quorter employment boor to ful4me employment for that semester or quarter!. %

F. Is your oppcnntment in more than one deportment of the institution?

G. in what deportment of the institution is your motor oppoirrfment7

yt

* Do NOT Write in Box

1 ;

b

2

ploy No
i 1;
,

3 1 4 5 ;06

; $ox

t
1

! 7

i .

1 Comp DI, ; Mow Dope
I

01 Ache,
Rank or

Ity ' Title/
-1-1-71,

Dig App? S,F.T.

I 1 I
,

, 8 1 9 ;10

1
,

11

! -71
-

112,113 /14

'11,

, ,
,1 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

1

e

SECTION B: DISTRIBUTION OF TIME

Where tolled fdr in the following, pleose report to the nearest hour the overage number of boors devoted to the indicated activity in on average or
typical week week during the 1965-66 fall semester or quarter Exclude hours of wank for extro pay in oddHion to regulor onstitutiono, appoint.
men?, and duties and hours for which pep is not received from the institution. If item uncle! "Ave Hoes Per Week" is not opplicoble, placeo
dash (-)"above the bleek

7

4

..,

1 Are xou now teaching any °Nom zed (group) Instruction courses., ,..
If yet, report avensgeehours per week devoted to
1.1 irect In-Classroom ,Teaching .

1.2_ eporation ortd Associated Activities , . .

1 3', onferring wit Students (enrolled in your courses) about that course work

2, Are.you instructing students individually in formal or informal situotions7
If ye's, report average hours per week devoted to

2 1 Individual Wolk (other than extension) i -)
4

2 2 i Individual Instruction (in extension credit and non-credit courses- such as correspondence study)
1

3. Do t ou advise individual students iis.r8go/d to their total academic progrom7

. I

Yes _; No

(es , No

If yes, report aveAge hours per week devoted to such advising
1

' 1

j

,SUB.TOTAL ,OF ABOVE ACTIVITIES ( 1. 2. 3) )
1 0 'I

4 Estated per eel of the "Sub- Total" of items 1, 21; and 3 devoted to eoch of the f llowini types of students.
7

4 4 tFreshmogoSophomore St 4 i .
4 , 1

4 2.Junioe, Senior, Speciol, and Adult Credit Students

4 3 roduate Students . ;

4.4 )LawLaw en Medical Students

4 be"clit EsiletZsir Students .

4

Yes No ---

TOTAL PER CENT = 100

%

%

% 41

43

re 45

Aveelliouts
Par week

21
25

I. 29
1 31

3

35

27

37

k

39

'If an item is ostertsked, pleose refer to the "Instructions and Definitions" sheet for thy' item with the same number.

,., (OVER) 58
48 9

.;-

4



Ave. Hours
l'es.WsrekV

5. Are you engoged in Student Service us Librory functions" . ...... Yes No
If yes, reeortoverage hours Per week desa-led to these services' .

Alr6. Do you perform any departmental, sihool or college, or overoll campus
or Institutional level odministrottve functions,'

. Yes - No
If yes. report overawhours per week devoted to.
6 1 Departmental level administration ,

'6.2 ,School ar College feveradministration.
Allot tdtal hours of School or College level between.
'6.21 Budget, focility planning, recruiting staff, etc. ... . . ......
15.22 Academic program development, teaching assignments, lore.

6 3 Campus or Institutional level administrotrons, .

7 As a part of your regular institutional duties, are you engaged in scholarly,
professional, or odministrative research' , . .1. . Yes , No
If yes, report average hours per week devatedlto
'7 1 Departmental research . .

'7.2 Budgeted research ....... .

'8. As o part of ybuiregulor institutional duties, are you engaged in Adult
Education and Publi*Service octivities° . . . Yes Na
If yes, report overage hourV per week devoted to these octivities .

'9. As o part of your regular institutional duties, are you engaged in
Auxiliary Enterprises° i . ' , ..... Yes
If yes, more overage hobrs per week devoted ta)such octivitis .

'10. Do yen./ engagt, in Other Scholorly Activities° Ys ,
If yes, report overage hours per week devoted to such activities. .

11. Ate you engoged in any university activities which can not be included in
any of items I .through 3 and 5 through 11:1°. Yes No
flies, please specify and give overage hours per week

No i.

Na

TOTAL-13F ALL ACTIVITIES (heals 1 tfirrYUgh 3alus 5 throu0 11) .

Signature.'___
RepoAng Staff Mama,

49

J.

Deportment Heed, Director, or other-oppropriot Faculty
or Admenistrativ Officer

59

r

r

1

47 1

49

51

53
55

57
59

61

63

65
4

'67

69

.4



or eight major categories, because the process of `allocation becomes too

difficult. '1. ,kind of information desired, and the mode of collecting soch

information,will, of course, determine the nature of the form to be used.
,

In my opinion, the simplest and most direct way of' collecting overall:
/

faculty load data is to ask each faculty member to allocate his totar;ork
,

time on the basis of percentages. In other words, a full-time employ-pe ,2___,, r
. t

i 0+- 1 if iwould allocate his .100 per cent time among such activities as_teacktmgt . :a., I
: -

4 -
.,)1

istration, research, 'counseling, etc.) according to his best es mate h7
he spent his ti.me during the specified:term' . No assumption w. d be made,. r

,'about the standard work-week or the equating of 1 s.' He/wo

simply consider all hiS activities and consider th

100 per Cent time. Obviously no one could exceed 100

another paying job.

0

he framewor1 of

Tit unless he had

]t is also important.- to know what each

'of amount .of time spent, but this information)
\.9

</,me er's load is in terms
.. N

obtained in a general\ -,..... _

estimate for a sja.ecii;*ed time period. In' o u er words, each_ fatO10 member
. -, . :. ..- -----"`" ___. ..-- , co,

could be asked
..

to report an.estimate .ofk the average numberof. hours he actually
, .

.,

worked per week ,during.-the particular period being studied. Thus, he might

allocate his 100 per cent time among his-several activities and, then indicate

that he estimates that on. the average he worked about 50 hours per week that
<

semester. With this tnformation, the perentage figures can be used to rel:ro-

duce the number of hours spbnt On particular activities for an average, week,

if there is intereSt in such figures. ,

prefer this approach io the additive process because our studies indi-

cate that spuriously high aveiwe work weeks areiebtained by the latter

procedure. For example, in one sucli study we (:)tind average work weeks of 58

to 59 hours per week and ranging as high qs 120 hours. I be liette that there
°

is a natural tendency for people to over-estimate time spent on infrequent

60
50

9



4

V
activities that may take only 15 minutes or a half hour(at 4 time, and that

when these over-estimates are accumulated, one ends up with an average work.

week thdt is spuriously high. A second reason for my preferring the percentage

approach to the hourly approach is that it is usually more time-consuming and

more difficult for,faculty.meMgers to identify and isolate the number of hours

spent on particular activities over asemester or quarter than it is for them

to make a gross estimate of percentage breakdowns. Although at first I shared

a ra er general skepticism of the ability of faculty members to make accurate

percentage estimates of their time, after much study and involvement with the

several methods of recording time spent, I have come to the conclusion that

'faculty members can do an extraordinarily good job of estimating their time
V 4.

allocatrom After all, most faculty members have to develop a sort of b4ilt-

in time clock to pace themselves in their teaching and other duties, so the

process is not new to :them. 0

-I should mention, I believe, that many people are afraid. of collecting

faculty load information because they believe it will result in a standard
I'? 0144 4 i . 4 . = 4 .. 0'

ofa formula being established. I believe it is unwise to establish'a standard

work-week or to,attg20 to set faculty loads by formula. Our activities,are

. P
so complex and variable that'it is impossible'to set up any simple formula

and even complex formulas cannot take:into, account individual differences in

work habits, the effeCts of experience, or different attitudes toward teaching.

1

However, we must'recogpizeth fact that ether groups such as legislators and

regents often do think) in terms of standards: It is useful, therefore, for

administratbrs to have4figures such as average, work-weeks for faculty. Such/
.

averages can be used as points of reference in making faculty assignments, but

they should not be used as a; mold for livery faculty member -- variation in

lbads should be expected and even planned. 'Faculty load reports without

61
51 0

7 )



restrictive standards can be useful, therefore, in identifying levels and

4. areas of maximum and minimum activity, as well as functional emphases"for the

faculty as a whole, administrator should then be able to combine such

information with other infOriatiOn about faculty activities, such as the num-
0,

ber of committee assignments, publications, number of advisees, research output,

etc., to interpret the figures.

Kinds of Data Available from a Faculty Load Study

Some of the kinds of data available from an 'analysis of faculty activities

are shown in Tables 1 - S. Thorough discussion of these tables requires more

space than is available here, but comments about a few highlights of these,

tables will / serve to indiCate the kinds of interpretation that can be mad*

of such data. It should be stressed that data from'a faculty load 'study do

not provide answers -- data merely'point to areas that should be Iookeli at

,

more clostIy,raisq, questions, or provide quantitative measures useful in

Supporting or refuting preconceptions or claims. The data are intended to

help administrators make decisions, .P

fnable 1 shows one way of presenting data to illustratethe fuhctional
o

emphasis refiected by. the use Of faculty time. The data show the percentages
.

of time devoted by faclty Members in t\e various ranks to teaching, research,

alniqstration, public and professional services, and student services.

Additional detail is provided by breakdown of research into departmental
lir 7

research sand organized an sponsored research and separate listing for depart-
** ,

mental and general administrative Ictivitiei.

',These data represent the activities Of facultyin a liberal arts college. ,

Looking acrosS in the first row under "Professor," theiable'indicates that

7

only; two per cent of the full professors did no teaching Laing the year under,

study. 1p contrast, '25 "per cent spent no time on departmental,research, 90.5 4

52 62



TABLE 1 0

NUMBER AND PER CENT OF FULL- TIME'-ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBERS IN LIBERAL ARTS-COLLEGE DEVOTING
40* °

SPECIFIED PROPORTIONS OF TIME TO VARIOUS FUNCTIONS, ARRANGED ACCURDING_TO ROK
s

4,

,t,,,, . ,
1.-

. . Dept. Org. & Spons. Total Dept. ,..,Genera; Pub 4 _Prof. Student
Adrnin:'Rank and per. Teaching Research Research . Research Admin. ik Services ServiCei

Cent of Time No. % No. i No.. % No. % No. oos No. .,% wok No. % . No. k
? ,Professor _ . A.

0% 3.' 2_, 2,4 21 25.0 76 90.5 15 17.8,, 14 16.7 50 59.5 , 12 14.3 '42 50.0
1-5% . -- 0 - , 13 15.5 0 - ` 12 '14.3 33 . 39..3 26 0+.0 39 46.4:- 27 32.2

----I 07-10% 3 ,3.6 14 16.7 0 13 1515 10 11.9 5' 5.9 23 /27.: 8 9.5
11-20% e'44' 3 3.6 15 17.8 0 - . 15 17.8 T .3 2 2.4 9 10.7. 6 7.1
21-49% 31 36.9 .17 020:2.:, 5 5.9 22` 26:3 ' 13 I3.5, 0 ...... - 1 1.2 (': -
50-79% .34 40.4 %... 4 4.8 3 3.6 7 8.3 7 8.3 0 '' - 0 1 1.2 I
80-100% 11 13.1 0 o . o) o - 1 1.2 0 - ° 0 - , ,v,0. Total 84 100.0 84 100.0 84 100.0 84 100.0 84 100.0 84 00.0 84 100.0 84 100.0

, -
Assoc. Prof.' ' - i ' -, , , '''''
0% 1 .1.4 17 23.0 69 .93.3 12,, 1612 20 27.0 62 83.7 ,22 29.7 ''281 37.8. -1-5% O''' 16 21.6 0 16* .21.6 31 41.9 10---13.5 36 48.9 28 '37.8
6-10% ', 0 , 7 9.5 0 - 7 _9.5 10 13.5 1 1.4' ly p4.9. aiii. 23.0
11-20% 0 17 23.0* 0 - 17 2.0 6 8.1 1 1.4 , 5 6.7
41-49% '1 15 20.3 14 18.9 0_ - 141 18.9 4 5.4 0 .. 0 -.'. 5Q-79% 37 50.0 3 4.0 5 6.7 8,, 10.8 3 '4.1 0 - - , 0

,80 -100% 21 28.3. 0 , o .- o' - 0 o 0 4 -
Total 74 100.0 74 100:0 74. 100.0 , 14 100.0 74 100.0 74 100.0 .74 100.0

,, Ass'. prof. . '
0% 1 1.5 27 40:9 62 94.0 23 3448 27g- 40.9 64 97.0 35 53,0
1-5% '0' 0 - 3 . 4.6 0 - 4.6 20 30.3 2 3.0 23 .34.9)

,
6 -10% - 0 . -

o - 11 16.7. 1 1.5 12 18..2 3.0 0 - .3 4.5
8 12.1 0

2,

- g .12,1 14' 21.2 0 ° - 5 7.6
11-20% .21-49% 5 . 7.6 '17 25.7 1 1.5 11 27.3" '3 4.6 -0 0 .. ..

50-79% 34 51.5 0 - : r '3.0 3.0 0 - 0 -

0.
1:

.-
1.4

o' -
-: -

74 100.0 io

23' 34.9
24 36.4
141 21.2

4 6.0

1.5
80-100% 1 26 39.4 0 - 0 - ,'o - o a -*o . "t- .

Total 66 100.0' ' 66 100.0 66 100.0 4 1000 66 100.0 '66 100.0 66 .100.0 66 100.0 o,
.

.

o 63 g
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O

Rank and Per
Cent of Time

Teaching
Nb. %

Instructor
0%
1.5%'.
6-10%-
11-20%
21-49%
50-79%

-%14 80-100%
. 0T6tal

All Ranks
0%

125%
6-10%
11-20%

,21-49%
50- 79%
80-100%

'Total

a

TABLE 1--Continued

\

.---- 4 Vc:'

,

IOU

Deiat. Org. &-Spons. sthal ,-, Dept.: r -General Pub. & Prof.', ',Stuiet
ReseArch Research Research Admin. Admin. Seivices gervices
No. 96- No. ' % No, % No. i 1 No. % I

0 _ - 40`71:4 4 54 96,4° .38 67. 8 40 71, 4
-0 - 2 '3,6 0 - 12 3.6 13, 23.2

1 1.8 4. ' 7,1 -..- 0' -: '4' 7.1 2 3.6
° 3 S.4 2 -3.6 0 . - ,. '. .2 3.6 1

9 16.1 8 14.3 0 _ 8 14,,,3' 0
.1.8

-
40
33

17.8
58.9

0 - 1:1,3___3_.6
0 . -

2
0

3.6
i- , 0

0 -
56 100.0. 5g, 100.10 56 100.0 56 104.0 56 100.0

4' \ $

;

4 1.4 105 37/.5;,1 261 93.2 88 ' 31.4 101, 36.1
0. - ., 34' 12,1 'O. - 33 11.8 97 34.6
4 1.4e" 33, 11.8 0 -..- ' 32 11,4$ 36 12.8 .'
6 2.2 45 16.1 1 t4 46 16.4 16 "-5.7

,60 21.14 56 20.0 . '6 2.1 62 .22.2 20 7.2
, n's ; 41.1 . 7 2.5 12 tt '4.3 19 -6.8, 410 3.6

3 91 32.5 0. -. 0 7 0 , i- 0 -
280 100.0 280 .100.0 '280'44-106.41. 280 100.0. 280 100.0

f

k

A

,

1

so" '

I

No. No. %

. r -

53- 94.6 35 ' 62:5 26 46.4.
1 1:8-' 17 30.3 23 41.T'' 1 1.8 3 5.4 7 5 8.9 ,

1 1.8
0 = - , 1 1.8 1 1.8
0 - 0 0 -
1 /.8, 0 0 -

56 106:0 56 100.0 56 100.0. .--'.
,e -

229 81.8 .104, 37.2 41/9, 42:6
39 13.9 115 41.0 102 36.4

7 2.5 42.' 15.0 44 15,7
3- 1.1 17 6,1; 11 3.9
0 - 2 .7 2 .7
0_ - 0 - - 2 .7
2 .7 ,- 0 - 0 -

280 100.0 280 100.01- 280 100.0-



3

per cent spent no time on organized or sponsored research, and 59,5 per cent. -

sent
(

ent no time on general administration. `At the other end of the peAmentage

distribution, the table shows that 53.5 per cent (40.4 + 13.1) of'the full-
,

9

professor's spent 50 per cent or more of.theirtinie'On teaching and only 8.3.

per cent spent half or more of their time on research. In comparison, the

of
firstimur figures underifie heading "Associate Professor" shows that

n,

78.3 per cent of the associate professors spent 50 or-more per cent of their

time on teaching and.farther down the same column the reading is 90.9 per cent
P

of the assistant professors who devoted half or more of their time to teaching.

The small amount of participation of the associate professors and the assis-,

tant professors in-general'ad#Linistration of th*"university is reflected by

the 83.7 per cent of the associate professors and 97.0 per cent of the assis-
o

tant professors who spent no time at all on general administrative duties.

This category includes, reported participation

of more formal administrative duties.

on comMittees, asmell as other,

It iscommonlycknown that different colleges haye different functional
.

emphases. The data presented in Table 2 show irf striking comparison the ways,

in which these functions ate-reflected by the us, of academic staff time.

Looking at the utilization of the professOg' tit"e
silswe'

alone, the table slk4
t,

clearly that college A, at east in terms of profesborial emphasis, is the

college that promotes teaching and pubfiC and professional service, because

a comparatively large proportion of the full professors (56.6) spent 50 per

1

6

cent or more of their time on teaching, a large propNion, (69.7 per cent)
,

.
.

. ,

spent frame' per cent or lesi time prvresearch, and another large proport'onl

'9 1v i
I 1(5;20er cent) spent morpithan/10'per cent of their ti e on public and ,. 0

)

idrial*Srifinie6;parik'ctitrege ePol sio show&a.
t

resdnrChi
. i

.0.
o

. . % , ..,'"' 4

and public and professional service emphasis, with a small proportion spendi g
.

1

/
1, 6J°

k
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' ;TABLE 2
r =

,., .

,A COMPARATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF FACULTY TIME
.

IN Z COLLEGES Ill A UNIVERSITY . .,
.

4.

.

Professor 56.6 11.5 53.5 $ 69.7 '13.1 ' 32.1
4.-.

Assoc'. ProfessOr 57.2- 0:5-- '78.3' 64!3 ` 17.0 /17.8"

,.. \
,

. .
- Teaching SO%' t'"-Research, 5% Public Fr, Prof. Serv.
Rank or more Time or less Time ' More than 10% time°

College College College College College 'College ,College College College
A' '8 , C . A B C A B ' C

/, -.

Asst. Professor' 54.6

Instructor " 50.D

,

^

54.7

31.0 90:Q

37.4 76.7

22.7 73.6

63:7 .40.4 39.4,

---0--,3-:-.7. 53.2 71.4

)' ---'---1-
(

7,5 27.8 43.?

..

N.

:

52.2

42.8

27.3

Jn1.5:

36.0

.45.9

51.2

26.2

9.4
..

35.8

1.1.9

6.7

4.5

1.8

,
5

Jr
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half or more of their time teaching, a small proportion.doing very tittle

research,, and a large ,proportion spending a compaatiifely large amount of

time on public and professional services. The third college, college C,

reflects a teaching and research emphasis, with very little time spent oh

public and professional services. The same kinds of emphases -carry fairly

well -thr,aut all ranks in this three college comparison.

jibe kinds of basic data that can be tabulated from a comprehensive faculty.
--load study, data which can be used not oraly,for careful comparisoone

kinds of teaching output in relation to the amount of faculty effort involved,

but which are essential to the .development of a unit cost analysis, are

presented in Table 3. From this table the reader can easily see 'that 16

courses were offered in Oriental Languages at the lowei division level, which

had 234 course enrollments. The amount of money required, in terms of teaching

salary expenditure only-, to offer these 16courses was $14,111; in the far

right-hand column, A, full-time equi,v,alent teaching staff involved in teaching

the 16 courses is shown as 2.20. In comparison, the Physics Department offered

8 lower division courses to 4,192 ...tours& enrollmints. at a' teaching salary

expenditure of $67,229, ythizing-19.31 full time equivalent teaching staff.
-The 'data for the Psychology DeRartment show that four courses were taught to

,

2,511 course enrollments (slightly mire than half of the number taught in
r,

-the physics courses)., with a teaching salary-expenditure or $32,988 (slightly
. °less than hale of the expenditure for the physics course§) and t8.84 fuLl-time

equivalent teaching-staff (again less than half_of the number used in the

physics courses). It is apiarent from these figures' that the salary level
.

and the level of,'Ke factilfy used in teaching Ate courses will in part determine
,.,.the unit cost figures that will be derived fiorn such basic data.

i

c. /.
..

1

AP;

Some of the kinds of unit measures that° can be 'derived from faculty lodd
. .

1 0
'data are shown in.Table 4. Such leasures, like thd basic data shown earlier, 1

/
1. e . -57 .E7
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TABLE 3'

'BASIC DATA, -LOWER 'DIVISION

Number Number of Co.zrse Studerkt T2tal Student 'teaching F.T.Q.
Department of Course Credit 'Credit Class , Cl'ass Salary Teaching

Courses Enrollments- Hours Hours Hours Hours Expenditure Staff'
..

..

-1027 Oriental-Lang.
-.

1029 Philosophy

1030 Phys.' Mc.

103L,Physics

1 ap Pont.t. Sci.

10'33 Psychol

°,1035 Scandinavian

1037 Sociology

1038 Span. 8 POrtug.

1039 Speech

1040 Zdology.

f

16

6

5

8

.2

4

a

15 ,

.
9.

. 4

.

234

3391 .

6360

4192

1519

2511

'Ai,

462
.

1605

3202

4 4,46

.
.

51

24

10

45

12

24

24

9

71,

63

22*

r

'

..

.
- 766

.., .
11)173

',;.:=;,-;
3332

1-2533

4767767

7533

. 164

1386-

. 6027

5525

66

225
%

717

562

r88

128

24

38

387,
403

288

-,

.766

10160,

14106.

18867

6356

10049.,

164

1386,

7158

9944

9894

--

:

r1

14111 2,20

. 39074:- 10.08

, 80334 15.06..
67229 19-31

0 -; ,

.--

--,_
42046. 12.18

3298 8 86 ;

2251 . .. .41

, 7252 2:05, N.
, e

52408.4' .: 1'.95 -, 1

;.
i983'i-l', '011.54

- . *.' 4-

.;".
,72876r4. ,1 a.26

f : . - 4 .- -.

c /
,

O
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O. ..,TipLE 4

UNIT MEASURES, LOWER DIVISION

Student Class . Student
I. Teaching /Salary ,

Expenditure
II`

....
dredit
Hours

' Hours
Per

-Class
Hours

Mean
Class Size'

Department Per Student- Per Student- Per F.T.E. Per F.T.E. F.T.E. Per F.T.E. Non Lab. Total. Credit-Hour Class-Hour Staff Staff Staff Staff Lab.

1027 Oriental Lang 18.42 '418.42

1029 Philosophy . 3.84 3.85

1030 Phys,. Educ. 24.11 5.70

1031 49.12.ysics 5.36 356
.

.,

2 1032 Polit. Sci. , ,8.82 ... 6.62

10343 Psycholfigy -4.38 3.°28

10'35 Scandinavian 13.73 13.73

1037 Sociology 5.23 5.25 ,;

1038 Span. & Portug. 8.70 .- ' 7.32
. . 4

1039 Speech 6.08 6.02
.

1040 Zoology '5.2l 2.91

6414 ... 348 30 348 12 / 12
.

3876 1009 22* 1008 46' 46
1.

5334 221 48 937 21 20 20l
3481 6.49 29 977.- 98 17 34

"S_,
3452 391 15 522 _. 34 .34'

3723 850 ' - 14 - 1134 94 17 79

, 5490 -. .. 400 59 400 7 7 .

3537 '676 rs 676 36 36

3505 403 26 ..478 18

5185 .z. .853 35 '862 25 25
.

z.. 3482 669 35 1198 310 22 3I
4

69t.

p.
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can be,bbtained for lower division, upper division, total undergraduate,

,

graduate, andtotal undergraduate and graduate categories, if iuCli detail

is desired. The,first three columns show what the unit'cost measures look

like,if.only teaching salary expenditures)re considered. In Oriental
, .

for example, the cost was $18.42 for each student credit hour taught,

or$6,414.for each f -time equivalent staff member involved:

hat same.

equivalent

Vg" '348 student

faculty- #4 band the size

was 124,Ar comparisom,these classes

credit

row, some of the causal factors of

credit hours taught per full -time

of the class, where the mean size of

the'cost of teaching each student

hour in phYsital-V14U9 n at the lower division level was $24.11,

with a teaching salary..e.9-. per full-time quivalent staff.of $5,334.

The average class size was 20 and the number of student credit hours taught
,iere

per full -time equivalent staff was 221. In_physics, the cost was much lbwer

per student credit lour ($5.36), which reflects the lower teaching salary

-,-.

expenditu per fful-time equivalent staff-($3,481). As you would expect,
....

1
.,*-,

the,number of student- credit houts tau 't'per full-time _equivalent'staff was

muck higher in physis,(649) than in e other (two subjects and. the average
4'

.

class_,size,Was 34, well above that of the other subjects. A fourthsubject
6

'in tre listing -- psychology -- was even less expensive than the other thre4e

041P4 per2styent credit hour). This low cost was due partly to the lower
4

ieaiiing;Salary expenditure per full-time equivalent staff ($3,723) but more
( .,,,:-

.**.
,spd,iifically because of the large_nunber of student credit hours produced

.,.

,-; -

:,peer full=time equivalent staff (850) -and the very large average class size
-

..A'',`-' total(79). If departmental expenditures are-desirpd, data can also be

'collected concerning the expenditdies for equipment, supplies, and secretarial
-s..: , ^, °Q

and oitier,aSsistance, and added to the teaching salary expenditures, to develop
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TABLE 5

DISTRIBUTION OF 'TOTAL FULL-TIME -EQUIVXLiKT STAFF''.WORING INAD/OR P4ID BY INSTRUCTIONAL
DEPARTMENTS, COLLEGE$, AND SCHOOLS, AMONG TEACHING'AND NON.4TEACHING FUNCTIONS, ND

" AMOtG:ACADEMIC RANKS' ;>' ,

Functions

Teaching
Departmental

Research
bepartmental

Admin.

Public 6
Professional
Ser.

Organized 6
Spodsored Res

1. Organized .

,c, Activities
Institutional

Admin.-

Counseling
All Other

Functions

:Total

Professor

Per Cent
F.T.E Of Total F.T.E

In In

Rank Function
,

174 19.3 43.8 146
u

95 36.3 24.0 62

52 54.0 13:1 24.

21 45.6 5:3, 10

23 27.1 6.0 24

3 36.1. .8' , 1

15 67.5 .3.9 5

. 22.2 .1 44.4

12 40.3 31.1 9

398 27.3 100.0 284

Associate Assistant "Teaching 411
Professor ' InstructoVProfessor Assistant Ranks

Per),Cept Per Cent ,, Per Cent, Ter Cent . Per Cent., I 1,

Of Id£4,- F.T.E Of Tiital F,T.E Of Total F.T.E Of Total F.T.E ' Ot Total
In In In In .. In -, In In, 'In 'r In
Rink unction ° Rank Function Rank function ' Rink' Fufiction Rank 'Function,

,.

-.16. 51.6 179 19.9 56.6
f

101 11.3 66.2 300, 33.3 98.3 901 100.0 61.8
. . 1

.23. 21.t .72, 27.6 -P224? pi . 11 :5 i9.8 2' .9 .8`' 263 100.0 18.0,
..- .

.r,.a.si,.,_ 16 17.4 5.3 2 2.9, 71.8 .5 .2 96 100.0 6.6
,.S , ..

.
' a

22. 3.7 12 26.3 3.9 2 4.9 1.5 .2 46 lop.° i3.2

.
. 28.1 8,7 28.2 7.8 124 ",' 14.5 8.3 1 1.9 .6 '88 100.0 6.1

,,. Is

.t--,
.14.5 S 1 15.7.. ,4, f 2 28.9: i:tv 2.4 ' .1 8 100.0 11' 16 ' ..

. -

;22.5

'29.7
-

19.5

1.8 2 9.1'

, .1 11.1
0,

3)2' 7 . 25.4

100.0 317 21.8

,; .7 .4 ir. .1, ) 23 100.0 1.6
- --'

. 11.1 .1 100.0 .1,

2.4 -:1 ;3.37 .7 . .7 .1
.30

100.0 2.1

i00.0 . 153 10.5 100.0 305 100.0 100.0 1459 100.0 100.0
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unit measures showing total expenditures in relation io the various units

of output.

Table 5 shows another way of obtaining an overview of the total func-
,

tional emphasis of a college or department, by Fink, or for all ranks corn-.

bined. This 4.61e also shows how faculty load data can provide a picture

of the relative allocation of faculty time at the various ranks for a given

function. In.the latter instance for example, looking at row one, the data

show that, of total faculty time devoted to teaching, 19.3 per cent was time

spent by full professors, 16.3 per cent was time spen't by associate, professors,

19.9 per cent wits time spent by assistant professors, 11.3 per cent by instruc-
,

tors and 33.3 per cent by teaching assistants, in this particular college.-

\J
The data in the column headed "In Function" provide g picture of the

V

functional'emphasas of staff time spent''aI each-.rank or by each rank group.

4-
For example, of all time spent by the 398 full-time equivalent professors,

43.8 per cent orthe time was spent on teaching,/24.0 per cent spent on

departmental research, and 13.1 per cent on departmental ,adninistration, etc.

These data,..then, proviole another overview of hOW a faculty, as a group,

spent its time, in a form different froM "that shown in Table 1. O
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4.

,STUDIES IN COLLEGE ADMISSION

Cameroq Fincher
Institute of Higher EduCation

eiversity of Georgia

The difficulties.of gaining admission to the college of one's choice
.

have received' a great deal of public attention in recent years. The nation's

rising birtr-rate in the early, years of World War II and the "baby boom" in

the postwar years, coupled with a rapidly growing general .demand for higher

education, have produced no little alarm that high school graduates will be"'

unable ,to enter the college of their first choice. The reason has been an

increasing reliance on selective admission policies and practices -for an

creasing, wiumber of the nationis, institutions of higher education.. Parents/

hoping that their sons and daughters would attencl.college at the parentis

1
alma mater have frequently found that their Children were in intense compe-

t*.

titian with thousands of other applicants for a tively few, seats in, the

freshman class. Forexample, accling to the-Stanford Observer over 8,000'

'applicants are seeking admission to Stanford University in the Fall of 1967;
it

the'number of freshmen that will be admittecis..1,300,_giving a ratio of

over six applicants. o'one admitted fre shman.

A

qh the Fall. of 1961 the number of 'entering freshmen in the nation's'

. . .
. .

colleges exceeded one million for the first time in the Fall of 1964-the

year in which 'the first crop of postwar babies entered college=-thenumber

of entering freshmen incieased b'y almost one quartgr of a million. Projec-
. -

..-

tions for the future Indicate that, by. 1975 we will have two million freshman

4..
-

entering College the Fall Quarter. Total 'college enrollment in 1975 is

64
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.projected.to be almost nine million--meaning simply that two out of every

nine college students in'i1975 will be freshmen just entering college (Projec-

tions of Educational Statistics to 1974-75, 1965).

0
The purpose of this paper is not to review the innumerable studies that

have been conducted in the area of college admission'but rather to discuss

some of We problems involved in college admi;sions atul to give something

' of an OVriview of studies in'admission as one form of institutional research.

(The Admissions P1ocess

Frank Bowles (1963) has defined the admissions process as "the series

of selections to which students are subjected by tOeir country's edeational

system through the entiie period in which they mature to the age of entrance

to higher education." Admission to college, in his opinion,'is a process

which encompasses'all the events in an indiVidual's life that influence his

entrance into 'an institution of higher education. Many of these events are

planned and AlPt formal:, others, of course, are entirely fortuitous
.4..

.i.."6-111 the Viewpoint'of institutions of highereducationAhe admissions

process begins when:a prospective student maket inquiry concerning admission

to that institution and requests, perhaps, a catalog and ad-application.

blank. The various requirements for admission, to the,nation's numerous insti-
.

tutions are the outcome of °vier two hundred years of trial and error on the

part of the nation's oldest colleges. Broome (1063), in his historical review'
4

of admission requirements, states that the first firrmilly,stated.admissilli

requitements were the ability to read and to writ Latin and the/ability to *

read Gre'dk. Ass other colleges and universijies were established for purposes

other than envisioned by our colonial ancestorsor different requirements were

established. It is of interest, however, that-anything,approaching uniform

requirements in-English were not established' until the close of the19th
.z
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century. Broome toOluded from his review, that the most important problem

involve'd in admission to college was the need for closer, ,articulation between
A

the high school and the cofleges. He decried the efforts of high schools

to play a dual tole of preparing students for college while at the same time

trying to prepare for immediate employment upon graduation. For those unfa-

miliar with Broomeq -work, hig book was first published in 1903 and was

reprinted by the College Entrance Examination Board.in 1963. Broome also

made the statement that "Educational principles and practiceg are undergoing

a revolution." 4 *

Despite the contemporary ring of Brogme's criticisms and recommendations,

it is nonetheless true that college.admissioa has:become.a far more complex,

time consuming process. Application blanks have become more extensive,

testing is an inherent part of the process for almost all colleges, high

school tranScriDts. are submitted and evaluated more systeMatically (increas-

ingly by computers in the larger-universities). Playing a much smaller role'

are letters` of recommendation from ministers, physicians, and other public
. .

leaders. Also diminishing in'importance are recommendations from high school

4

A

principals and---except in the case of athletic scholarships---recommendations

from influential alumni. ,

The increasing complexity of the admissions process is quickly sensed, ,

by a brief perusal of college catalogs%
t
The 'limber otpages given to dis:-

cus of admission requirements and the detailed description of procedures

is ample proo0 that admission to college is an involved prpcess. As Hauser'
/ ,

It4

and la2arsfeld (1964) have shown, the admissiong process'is increasingly

directed by a specialist for whom admissions work iOis major'or sole resliOn-

.
!isibil'ity. Indeed, admissions work' is of such a 'Magnitude that seven percent

,
. , Aga . 40'

of the subjects in the Hauser and Lszsrsfeld held-the title,."Dean of
,A* .

Admissions."
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Current Problems In Admissions

Although there has been a rapid specializativ Of admissions work since

st; World War II, it would be amistake to inferothat the problems of admissions

are common to all colleges and universities. The variety of institutions of

higher education in the nation and the diversity of students entering those

institutions insure that no single admissions prdgram will serve every insti-

tution.

Yet, there is something of a tendency to perceive selective admissions

as one means of coping with the problems of large numbers of students. Some

colleges are committed to maintaining current leVels of enrollment and are

reeking better prepared-students with the expectation that the over-all quality

i of the college will be improved. Other colleges-,are willing to increase

enrollments but are limited by phYsical facilities and fiOncial resources.
, AN,.

Still others---such as the large state universities---are required to expand

enrollients but must, out of necessity, establish some kind of selectiVe
. .

admissions program.
,40

The efforts of many states to develop a system of junior colleges is a

definite mean of facilitating "access" to igher education, but it does not

imply that all ,junior colleges will have ope -door policies. if we may judge

the prevailing.tendencies'in education, many junior colleges wilf4pieve as
.

fr., A,.
.,

quickly as posgible to establish selective criteria. .

As
m

.
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..
.,...... PUrposes and 'Goals-

-7.--

Manyof the problems-in college admissions stem from_conflicting views

of the purposes' and goals of higher education. Many college adiinistrators

rightly reject an institutional role as "custodial" and others argue cbgently. ,4-
. . ,

that no benefit accrues to a student who is admitted even though there isa 4*, .
0 .

',. good evidence that he will be excluded for failure to maintain acaddilic

77



standafds Yet, one of the major problems in college admissions is the

extent to which the institution will be selective, in Omitting students.

To use two terms borrowed from communication theory by Cronbach and Gleser

(1965), we could say that the problem is one of striking the right balance

between bandwidth and fidelity. The nation'sw4olleges and universities must

admit students who will meet degree requirements/ while at the same time

keeping the door open enough to serve the diverse 'objectives of students,

society, and state.

G19bal :Versus Analytic As ssment

',Confronted with the n eSsity-of selecting students: the probleilithen'

becomes one of deciding how to assess the qualifications of the applicarits.

The question or what to assess is not as irrelevant as it would first appear.

o Hauser and Lazarsfeld's study reveals that the majority of admission officers

believe their most important function to be one of selecting students who

will contributeHMOst to the institution and to reduce drop-outs and fa.iAJres.
A

Yet, it is Interesting to note that the majority of admissionidffice do

not combine test scores and grades to make a statistical prediction of college

performance; only 13 percent of the group.reportea firm minimum predicted

4 .
average grade below which an applicant/is automatically rejected.

On the other ha4,4;2 Percentof the admission officers regarded a

personal interview as ttle'single mO8t,imgOrtani fa4tor in the decision to

/
admit or" to reject. AfiOther'51 percentreO rted,lbe personal interview to

be an important factor while only 29 percent regarded the personal interview
V..

These' findings strongly suggest that-the assess-1

. -,,f :li -, , //
is still, for the Most:prt, e global assess-

as an unimportant factor.

went of applicants for college

went and not

p4C-1-9s are

4 rt

an anaytic one.

sgil couched in

ect;1311't admissionWe may further, p a most

glowing teneralies and that the actual factors
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determining choice of students are seldom articulated in specific, behaviorial

terms.

, ,Mhtch-making Between Students and Colleges .

7

In discussing the divdrse student population of the nation's numerous

_ Colleges antuniversities, McConnell and Heist (1962) pose the Problem of

whether there should be greater effort to fit the student to the college.

They report the tremendous range in academic ability found among the typical.

entering freshman at various institutions and give an example of six four-
.

year liberal arts colleges. No s udent in two highly selective colleges

scored as low as the typical fresh an in one college; in another College no

student scored as high as 'the typical freshman in the two selective colleges.

rin yet another college the entering freshmen scored throughout almost the

entire range of possible scores.

The data reported by McConnell and Heist lend support to the belief that,

in so far as academit" ability is concerned, there is a college somewhere for

every high school graduate. This notion is further supported bykjohn Hills'
4

finding (Hills, Bush, and Klock., 1965) that, with effort, any (Georgia) high

school graduat"ould be able to gain admission toosome Alio college in

Georgia. Of 2,185 applicants rejected by at least one Alio college n 1963,

43'percent:ivere4able to gain admission elsewhere. Undoubtedly the percentage
.

is not higher due to'he fact that only 20 of the remaining 1,245 students

had bothered to apply to a college othet than the ona that rejected them.

'None of the \245 Students applied to as many as three dolleges

0 . - The data presented by McConnell d Heist and those presented by John
' 4

Hills, imply that while many students may be rejected by the college of theiaa

1 first choice because of
,
lowlicores on an

1

acadenye
:
MiTlity test, 'their actual

. , ,

failure to enroll in'some oollege lust be attribute to something other than

low academic ability
(.



Implicit Values

Not the least of the factors.affeCting both a'student's decision to

attend.colleg and his choice of a college is what we mitht cal/ his system

of values. It is obvious that studinis enter college fot a diversity of

reasons, bbt despite the many efforts to study student motives, goals, and

needs, the implicit, values held by applicants is one of the;m ajor problems

in college admissions work.

If, as Hauser and Lazarsfeld indicate, the admissions officers perceive

their role as one in which they are expected to reduce drop-outs and failures,

,, ....
......

there would seem to be ample reason to underptand better the valites held.by

wellstudents. -One may well postulate, with justification, that the majority °of
. .

students who leave college without completing degree'requirsments do,so for
gliat,

-reasons other than,a lack of academic ability. This is undoubtedly related

to the finding that admissions officers place such a high premium on perional

interviews. One suspects thati5Ortadmi-ssions officersIudge with relative

ease, from test scores and.high school records the applicant's ability to

maintain academic standards at the college level but feel that a personal

inter(iew gives them better insight into the student's goals; atiltddes,

belief;, and opinions.

How well admissionofficers can assess from a personal interview an

applicant4 's motives and values is a qUestion needing a great deal of empir-

ica4 research. There is an abundance of evidence testifying to the unreli,

ability of personal interviews, but this does not disprove that some admissions

officers may be quite astute in understanding an applicant's 'reasons for

attending a particular college. The 'important-point here is the-need for a

distinction between thereasoos, goal's, and attitudes that student or

applicant verbalizes and the implicit values'he holds: Th t students cannot

or will not articulate certain values rs the problem confronting the admissions

officer. 80



(The Traditional Approach in College Admissions

There has been for the past t free decades, an effort 4 thew of

many colleges to select students n the basis of predicted perfo ance.

Yet, when'we look at the criterion ChosaPas an index of academic perfor-

mance, r
mance, we must recognize that too many colleges have 'chosen, a criterion of

ti.

pragMatic value tb the institution but one of limited value to society and

* 4/

nation. The criterion chosen is4one of the mole interesting creations of..
114) . 7

',,,,

educators' magna ioniitittscesmonly called a grade-point-average,
.

0 .
., .

The intent in
.

averaging of grades is honest and admirable, but the

°
manner in which the averaging of grades has become the' predominant _criterion ---'\

.

academic success is questionable. Skimming the catalogs of our numerous

colleges and universities, we are led easily,to the conclusion that insti-
4:7,

tutions'of higher education have seized. tenaciously upon the grade-point-
*.

average as the faireSr-translat to read "democratic"--means of deciding

" academic survival or failure. Few college catalogs fail to specify a certain

grade-point-average that the student must maintain.. If he doeklipt, he is

placed on probation for the next quarter or semester. During his probation
Nloorg-

period the student is required to mate some specified grade-point-average

for that 'Articular period. If he does Dot, he is academically excluded or

dismissed from'the institution--usually for one quarter or,semester with the

right to petition for re-entry at the beginning A the following quarter or
. .

semester.

,Just why the grade-point-average should be the sole criterion of educa7,

tional achievement in so many collegei has never been made explicit, but few

college administratorsimid faculty members seL to question the practice, cif°
.

.

averaging grades in Such diverse courses as English, science, mathematics,

.
history, music, and art--eaCh_is properly weighted, of course, by the number

, . . .-

of credit hours assigned to the course. If a farmer jOdged the value Of his

81



livesto k by averaging the weight,of his hogs, cows; and horses,,there would

be soryfe questio4 as to his saft4.ty

A

Measured Characteristics

0

The acceptance of the grade-point-average as a criterion of academic

performance has been accompanied by extensive efforii to measure charac-

teristics of the student which would enable college admission officers to

predict student Performance. Because several studies of the Army Alpha

developed during World War I indicated an appreciable'relationship betweei

Army Alpha scores and college grades, the search for predictor variables
*.

began on a gran'd scale. The efforts.to develop standardized tests were

spurred,further by later studies that indicatedthat the'Army Alpha was

actually not'suitable for,selected populations such as, college.students.

Ikpuring the 1920's the American Council on Education PsycholOgiCal Examinu-

tion for College Freshmen (ACE), the Eorlege Entrance Examination*Boarli

Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), and the Ohio, State Psychological Examination

(OSPE) 'were deVeloped, tried, applied, and'sometimes deified:

,What the tests actually measured Was debatpd 0 some years in the

Oofessipnal journals! Much sit' thddtbate hinging im'cleffinitions and too

---, .

often "being caught in the quagmire of the heredity versus environment issue.
f t ` .

What the-tests actually accomplished in the way of facilitating, access to
, ...,,,,, ." S

. highet education fs still a subject, for researchv But once accepted by

S

educators *Id the general public, e tests acquired a sanctity of fio:iiri3rnr:'

1

College presi,dents viewed with pride the rise in _average scores made by pter,-

ing fr meh, and even high gcho61 principals, who at first feared that the

tests would be used to evaluate their schools, began the boast.of the high

scores made by.theii graduating s niors. Despite the incessant cautions of
.

test constructors and dis,tribufors, there was widespread belief for many

41,
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o

years that if a student scored high on a given test, he:wawa facto

"college material."

Efforts to. Correlate

ecause of the ease with'whj,ch test Scores could be correlated with

pint-averages, the validity of academic ability tests was generallyti

\Accepted as the extent toihich they correlated with college grades., As

1

computational devices were improved, making the computation of 4bo4elation
.

coefficients even easier, the correlation of test scores and college grades
, e

became the leitmotif of many 'a masters thesis and doctpral dissertation.

Regression equltions were developed that would enable college admission
t

officers to predict the grade - point- verages of entering freshmen, and

d6pite Hauser and Lazarsfeld's finding that most admissiOn officers still

do not make use pf such equations, there were nonetheless some admission

officers- who knew a gOlden..keY when they saw one.

By 1934 enough studies -trKadeMid prediction had been conducted that

Segel (1934), j.n rswiewing the- literature, eoUld report ypical- range of
..

., . .
-

. .

correlation coefficients from .35 to .54. in 1946 rawford and Burnham

reported that-correlations between gollege grades and test scores typically

ranged from to .50 and i,p 1961 Bloom and Peters, reviewing' the problems

of academic prediction; concluded that despite vast .i- mprovements in testing

techniques, thw.cOrrelation of test scores. with college grades was still

he "range reported by Segel_ 27 years earlier.

Sou<es of Variation in ieademic Perfokmance'

If we ash _why .standardized, tests ,of academic ability do not. correlate

higher with colAge grades thap the elorrelation coefficient§ sp frequently
,

reported, we must recognize. that whatever-pstchological skills a54 abilities r{

' .
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tire tests measure, 'they ,cannot -account for the extensive yariation observed
rt` in VtudenWerformance. Accepting a coefficient of .50 as representative

and comkting a coefficieht of determination by squaring the correlation
,

coeffidke We' find that whatever the test measures accounts for only 25

percent ',variance in.the criterion. That is to say, = fourths of
e

the observed } variation in grades is' still to be accounted. for.

If we seek the sources of variation in student performance, we,'.Can ,
,t't?

immediately designate two major so'firees:, (1) the many individual differences
.

that exist among our diverse studelit populations, and (2) the many differences%.

, -

in grading standards' that exist iamong the various,' colleges, departmen ts of
.., ..... , ... ,

instruction, an,d college facu]y members in the nation. A closer examination
, . ..- _ . ... 4.:.'s. ,,

of the sources of variation"may 301\1 suggest that the.proper question is why
....,,

cf

,

do standardized,tests of aca eiai.0, ability correlate as well with academiC
,,,,
...;

.
grades as they do- -not why do they Trot correlate higher. "e

, .

ier

Individual Differences .

,.- - r
McConnell and Heist (1.902)- have demonstrated best the tremendous varia- ,

...
..D;

6 7 .....

tion in academic ability found.in the nation's student populatibri.. But not '''' ;.i..
.

only have they demonstrated the variation in scholastic aptitude, they have

also gp phasized the individual differences found in a host of what they call
i. A -

"nonintellective characteristics." These incliide innumerable pv;ionality

characteristics that are subtly tied to aciVremic performance. Among these -characteristics ...,

characteristics are the implicit values of the studentsrefeVred to pre-.

.. ..
.-... .

vi_ously,-:their interestl, attitudes, beliefs,' opinions, sociocultUral back- ...

grotuidg, study skills and habits, modes of adaptationor accolamodation' , and
. .

innumerable' Personality traits. .
',. . . .tei

Especially relevant here are the objectives the student puraes in..
...,

. . .

attending college and the expectations he has for successful acitilvement of
1

./
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these objectives. Someone has glibly said that4tudents attend college for
as many reasons as ,

With the 'assutption

Morris Stein (1963)

role of personality

-may be described in

(2) an internaliz,ed

adaptive mechanisms

there

that there are 'over 5 million reasons fdr going to col,lege.
, after.reviewi' a decade ofIstudies Inquiring into the

measures in college admissidhs,, concluded 'that ituddits

ae stud , but it would be b'ettqr not itb,,begin

I

*i.1/4terms of three' major systems: (1) a system, of drives,

system of rewards and, unishments, and (4 a system of

Each student, according to Stein, has his own pattern'
of factors in thesre three systems. iStudies inwcollege admissions suffer from

,a tehdency to concentrat Oredittor.,v

many other variables in play.

Grading Standards

Differences

performance have

4.0.40to igg e the

0

in grading Standards as a source of variation in student
. A ..- ,,,:.; ,O <,receive,d spasmodit attention from educational research workers.:

The thought occas,ionally occurs to a
.
research worker that,tite ,mannentin Which

.0`.;: .14 . ..,.].. . ... .., . . .- k
instructors assign ;grades i\i,highly capricious, anfi-bccasionailly the.-

. ,f.,..,

college

research worker can throw stle ligh on

is tampering with "academic freedom."

the subject before he 21earnAhathe.
Y.

In a'recent doctoral dissertatApn, Thomas McDonald (1966) fou"ndiconsid-tP
Zexable variation,in gradingLpolicies.among departments With courses at the

.

fT
it'

freshman level. With the exception of the. English department, all departments
' , .,,i: - " '.- e '. ". '''

.0 placed a major emphasis on scheduleid quizzes and,final examinations in assigningk. ,
--r, ,s ' .grafles but considered. in varying degrees, at least eleven other factors for 4

,
A --. . -.S14. . . .

. grading purpoes. ;- ti

,

When hic4vdual faculty, members, were qUeried as to 'grading, standards,. .

the great Majority, of'them responded that they'field to art- ab4.otlute grading
, '., t '

...

standard as dpposed to a retativeolie. ,McDonald concluded .from his Stu;
< . .

. ,



A

4

that the rationale for assigning grades was a.definite function of subject

content among the various departmbnts and of individual, preferences among

faculty members. He also foUnd from a survey of student perceptions, that

students possessed a more accurate knowl of faculty grading patterns

than the faculty itself did.

.

4
Efforts to Achieve Higher Predictive Efficienc%

4 .

The desire for better prediction of college grades has led

at

to a number

of strenuous efforts to imprOve predittion eq151ency. This hai meipt that

many colleges have sought means of accounting for the unaccounted-for vari-
k

,
ance in academic performances and that they havek

resorted to an amazing

. , a

number of different ways of doing so. H& -successful each of the
$

milthods

.6
, -

have been is still too much a matter of,preference--not empirical research!

4
,

Multiple Correlation Techniques .:
0

.A

.
. . ,

One of the firsc5--and the most obvious --methods of improling p dictive

efficiency is_the combination of*two or more predictor variables in: mul

.

,,,

regression equation, with eaCh.appropriately weighted. Again, despi"Ite
-.;,

ti
fact that a majdifty of Hauser and Lazarsfeld's'admission oficers, did not

combine high school averages and academic ability scores to make a statistical
.,,

ple

O

prediction of college gra4ps, there are some advantages in doing so/ As

John Hills (1964) has shOwh, the differential weighting of high school averages

and SAT scores,: result in atypical multiple correlation of.6S--1. correlation
4.

coefficient significantly, improved over the so-frequently r4orted.coefficient.-

f
.of :4-50,kfor high schOol grades or academic ability scores alone:

While Hilt'. data a4ply demonstrate the advantages of multiple corre-

lation techniques, there must be recognition that there are also diSadvantages.

The use of a multiple regression equation implies, compensatory efflIS which

are sometimes logical and sometimes not (Fincher, 1965).. The major weight

.



in such equations usually goes to the high school avorages, and the question
;-actually becomes erne -of4iow 'much can the add.itiOn of scholastic aptifudee-t, 1

'''% . .
1''c test scores improve the predictability of college grades over and beyond the- .

- ..
,

.use of high school grades. An unputklished study by this writer,- using fills'
. 1 . . / ,,.data, indicates that the improvement, in general, is .slight and may t be.

worth the ef'fart.
0

Mutiple telection EriteriZ
- st' e

Efforts- to imprOtyes predictive efficiency tViough multiple- selection

criteria have peen exiensiyebut seldoM7formalized. as confused the;.-.-.
effectiveness of .tpo liffetent methods,. and -`rip, attempt shall- be made here

i: : ;to debate the compar4iive utility of the two methods. ", ., .
.. .- ...:.Under multiples selection criteria, can applicant is expected-to_meet got

: .....'one.; r.csi4erion, or several combined in a multiple regression-equatiOn, but, .:, ..- :,..

''rather jointly two or;,mOre criteria. In ...other words, the app.licant is ex-,

7- &1 . ., -...,
a certain level and'aca- -..,_..,

-'/
et troth` criteria results.

.pected to present 'botll a high sc.00l average above,-,
score above, a_Certain level. --:F.ail.ure-tO me

- .in a delcisiontto .ieject the' applicant.
1 Y

,, is.
1 .-- .-

..
.;1"he application of, multiple cri&eria _may be more frequent than thee

- --: . ..- ;
Application o(multiple correlation techniques.. On. .-

- . .

the one hands this method' _ -
- _

appears moire _logicat to many ixersons--14hile, c;n..the other; it 'denies bot.,

compensatory effOr-ti
3 .

applicants who' w'o'uld,

and -di-iferential weighting, penalizing certain individual
--*n fact, 4ceed -

% .

Purification%of Hitt School Records; .
,,,._ . . -tit I- :-. -' ''..

o . .

. , ' There have beeynumerifrus attempts Jo iMprove pkdictiA4e efficiensy by
. , .. .. . .

modifying or adjusting the.higkschoolcreciard on v;hich.apiilicants are assailed.
The most

with the

Ya ..
frequent-I-ed methbd-rso.that.of. computingting a high schoql average

?`"

exclusion 'of, -nnon-,acIdemlc" ,atitrse grades- -that .3s to 'say, '1)(

rs-**---'r"'

-



eliminating such course grades as recorde4$ok home economics, agriculture,

shop-work, physical education, and triVer training. j
'Yet, John Hills and,his staff (Hills,, Bush, and Klock,*1965) have

O

examined the problem with five different types of public colleges and cm-- C-
.

eluded, that the i4rovement in predictive effi4ency is not worth the clerical

effort involved. According to Hills' findings, it makes little difference ,

,

t ,
. C ,:

t,
1

whether a college purges nonacademic courses or merely computes a high school
. .

.s
, , ,,

,

average based on all courses taken. -,
' . 4

. .

, .. . . , * ,
1

Another method of purifying high school-records is one of adjusVng,high

9 . '
.

..3

.

-.... spotl recordi.according to the level of academic ability found among typical i

P
graduates. This method has been.suggestl_by various-testing experts from

:
?..,=

)time to time and is presented in cogent form most recently hr Bloom and Peters

(1961)'. The argent for adjusting high school grades in terms of the quality
-.,

of the high school are persuasive, to say the least, but there is good reason
. ,

.
,,tq believe that the argument applies only When studying the general,relation-

. 3 . .

.,
, o. .. .

ship between hi'gh schOol grades and. college grades--a matter in which few
- -. . . .

......_._

,!.

colleges agear,tc>be'intbrested. The argument loses much of its' ardor when
) 1

. _

no less an authority than E. F. Lindquist - (1963) concludes that if high school

3

grades anddstandardized te'stsare-useA irrconjunction, no adjusIment of high

0 .\ . * 1 .4;,'

school grades is worthwhile. ,ft.appbars that no college or.ogiversity attracts
.,.

, .

students randomlfirom the nation's secondary schools, Rand that the di fer-,
' . 40'

.

. ential weighting of test scores and high school, averages41n a regress n
- a.,

equation is, in itself, an adjustment of high school records. _

.....0

.. -
.

I . /

Purification of College Grades t

A method less frequently discussed but nonetheless desighea to improve
, ... .

...

.predicOve efficienCy is the modification Of re college grade-point:average.

3 -,..
- ,,

. This method takes various formsbut, in essence, restricithe prediction of
.

..

`ie I 0 . b. b

7& '

..

f
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If

grades to subject matter seas that have a greater degree of communality with',a 4 r
high school courses. One possible approach in this area is to identify a

modal curriculum and then to atempt,prediction of the individual's grade -

point- average On the basis-of if he tdok specific courses in a spdtified

sequence. This approach to improving predic eefficiency deserves more

attention than it has been given in tfie past

,

.

S

7 .

Use of Non-inteliectual Predictors

Over- the past decade there has been rash of doctoral dissertations

whi4 Sere has lieen,aeintensive search for non-intellectual, non - cognitive,

or motivational predictors of, academic sUCcess,at the college-level.

correlates, it's use-
.studies range from a strictly edpirical_approach--if it

3

111Cse

. . .

ful--to a few fairly sophisticated theoretical approaches.

'&1" Much of the eff6rt in-this areahas been directed to the search for ,'

measures!of an 'e l usive quality commonly,,,know as -"mottvation." The oftstated
..

. ,

cliche that, "e wi

measure motivation"

the doctorate.

. . . ,-
11'never'be able to predict college'success untilywe can,r- t . A

,

has been accepted as a challenge by many candidates for.
44'

e..have turned.up promising leads,, but Unfortunately, these

W

Sam

dead.S.bave nof withstood the tough - minded requirements of cross-validation.

Some wit has said that enthusiastic researalers and doctoral candidatesalways

--get posi,tive results, but--ike most grains of truth- -this doesnot'explain

fullywhykso mani*PromiSing andings ilwaltoutSwhen cross-validated On dif-

ferent groupS of students in different bolleles. The difficulty is tore likely

due to the lack of:adequate theoretical "rationale.andthe plowing up" of

'spurious or chance relationships:

Within the past few years there has .been,a flurry of activity in the

area of measuring student chalaOteristis andstudentperceptions. of the f
'

.

coliege,envirohment. The* Studies are 'the outcome of innumerable references
r/
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to tile importance of "college climates4 and student expectations. The intent,

needless to saY, is to And, a systemas4c,way of. identifyig' characteristics
, .

of the-student which .caii e matched with their perceptions of college char-

acteristics. (4-
A

i Educational Testing Services has recently initiated a program for.insti-

tutional research whereby Pace's ollege and University Environment Scales
....,

(CUES) and Peters! College Student Questionnaires (CSQ) are ,avail'able, for

gene rai use.

A considerable amount of interesting data has been mined with the CUES
.

and its predecessor, the College Characteristics Index (CCI). Other inter-;
. .

eiting-lpromises have been shdwn by_the CSQ, bdt no convincing evidence is

available as to uses of either type of inventory in aiding the decisions of .

tolkple admissions. Better- promise is shown by the work :of John Holland and

his staff (Richards, Holland, and Lutz, 1966) in which there,has,been an

effort .to go beyond the prediction ofundergraltuate iraies and to study vari7

ables related to postgr uate achievement and to nonacademic, accomplistment

in cellege.

Celitral Prediction Models

y, some attention uld be given to what has keen *ailed 'central

prediction models. As Bashaw 965b) has stated, acentral prediction model
\

"referi to'any centralized statist al,systeA for' the prediction, of academic
1

success at a given educational leve from achievement at a previous leVel."
it l

TINe notion of central prediction is elated, of course, to Bloom andPetersa
,

methods of adjusting high,school grades more efficiently to predict ccilege
,,

grades: , / '\ .
- . _

Tucker (1963) has developed several general mathematical models foia . ,f
central predi,ction systems in which several predictor variably and several .

90



criterion variables are included for alrschools and all colltates'in a syStem.

A basic assumption is ,t distribution of glades is not the same for
ieeither schoOls or colleges. ashaa--41965a) has modified Tucker's prediction

model' and applied it to the study of junior college transfer students in the

state, of Florida-with promising results.
1`Although not formally identified as such, Hilts! work in the University

....

System of.Georgia is the hest example of 'a central prediction Model using

linear regression techniques. For ei4ht ,years Is provided a norms booklet
....

iin which prediction equiations were, resented for each unit in the University

System. Also preserited in'.the,norms booklet were the distribution of SATe , .

scores and high school' average4 for each unit' (Hill, et al., 1958-65).
,

,
Bashaw (1965b) has publish dta study in which

...
he compares tfhe effective--

, g

ne s of Tucker's central pre ction System, standard regress-io technique911.
ea .

SU as those used by Hills, ac d h s own mollified version of cker's tech-

,nique. The results indicate b4th B is method and stands regression

, techniques're More effective thin r.'S.-nio.siel. Basilayi's1 ..metho'd compares
..,,,,.. .

quite well' with standard regression techniques, Abut Bas4iaw recommends that

both lands- of analyseebe made'and the user 'select the one., most suitable for
° Or

his pafticular situati6n. ,/

airmail/ 110./r.
-

This paperhas beerCan attempt to review briefly some .of the problemi
. '.,

4, encountered in institutional studies of the admissions, process.. No effort
.

.

has-been madelito" summarise or Criticize thehundre of studies .published

Since 1900,,,t enough studies havecce;; 9,____',i e to substantiate to some degree
.,. the writer's biases. g

1, ' . . 6 .
The major criticism presepted here )g that too much effort has been

directell the problems of predicting academic grades. Efforts to improve

.'1 91



the prediction of grades may have excluded from educational researchers!,

vision the need for a befter understanding of other Sectors involved in
r *

college admissions. The sources of variation ilytudentoperformance require

more intensive study than they have received it the past, and the develop-

ment of more adequate cr teria of academic success remains the most, impor-

tant challenge in a ssions research.
.,- "

. 3

In reviewing the numerous efforts 'to improve predictive efficienCy; it

>

is hoped that the need for a Iroa:derperspective?becomes evidefitn The
4

grade-point-average is a convenient criterion of academic performance, but

it Ittas served as the only criterion in too many institutional studieg. DApite
2

. r

an increasing so phistication in measurement and statistical techniques, there
*

is no overwhelming evidence that we Can prOiet )oLlige grades better than
i

did the first-generation of educatflinal researchers.
4111

.., ....
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NEEDED RESEARCH IN COLLEGE ADMISSIONS

0

, .

Cameron Fincher . ,..
.

Institute of Higher Edication
r

Un0-ersity apf Georgia

4!

..

The needs for research *n college admissi ns *are many and rious.; For
c ,

\ .

those who believe that th 'r partidular institution does
?

not have the time,
,

7 .*
4 . I

,

. resources , sor facilkti plxamlne More closely their admissions program,.

.. . i , ., CI
the .answer may w I be that th'ef not affo( cl not to. Tli cOsts of no resear

. 1, .
..)

.

will, in the ng run, exceed the costs of some!i-esearch. And the cost of
.

systematicsystematic 'research will always be less than the costs_ of spasmodic or hap:. "
,

___ ____ _

N4zard research. In this conne ion, _it is well to mention .that. ood research

.

is ,not o much a matter of time and money as it is a furiCtion q .cle9..-,_critical7
Noc

),

\
--.

'1.
,.

. ...

thinking- i. _

-i"
.,

..,.

,

The purpose of this paperis to take a look at college admtSsiOn's and

to let a few ,mental wheels spin freely. If a few utopian notions creep in,-

%.,;g can keep one eye on them while we-examine constructively with the other

eye what. needed research is. But with both eyes, we should take a good look

at what we know 'about coLlege admissions, and we should be both able and willing

.._ to"recognize what 'we not ;now. :.

f
Some research nee in college admissions can be met only through con- .

, ,-..'
\ .

certed efforts among. gratis o ? institutions; others can be met best by national-,

studies or.sdrveys. Most of the research needs discussed here, however, can
x.,

be met by the willingness of individual' institutions to examine their own
v° ',!'

.

_ '
,

.
,

-..-,

,,admission procedures in a, critical JilanOpmand to report for open,discussion

4



their findings st that other institutions May benefit from.their experience.

.
This is, in essence,/(he writer's own conception,of,institutional research

at its best--the willingness of one institution to examine critically some .

aspect of its or.% operations while maintaining concern for its meaningfulness

.for other institutions__Qf higher education. zY

Recruitment Versus Selection
r - t

1.
.

One of the more important needs for research in college admissions is

a better understanding of the relationship between the recruitment practices
, . 4

and the admissions policies of institykions. Many col eges are apparently
: ,,

able to
.

attract many, applicants whom they dq not` want 14i titers are Unable
,4.1

.

_
, ,

tó attract the stOduis they would Select. The "halo effect" haslong been
... .,

-
,

recognized,in industry, but few colleges or universities have examined Closely'.
.

./ . .

the nfluence_of prestigious graduate -or prOfessionalp grams upon their
/

recruitment:practices at the undergraduate level. It `Would b advisable,

10
therefore, to study in more detail just what the reputation or "image" of a,

part icularinstitutiiZis, how the reputation was-ob/ained,,,ohat effect it

has upon recruitment Practices, and how it influences the admissions progl-am.

It is conceivabletthat some students are attracted to certain inSti tions

on the basis of prestigious programs and are selected by the institutions

when their, undergraduate programs are not actually in best keeping with the

students' objectives and,ex pect3Xions.

1h Effectiveness of Reer ent Procedures
4

e,\
,

i .s

y colleges could study, with .great benefit, the devices by which they

attempt to recruit students. The amount of money spent on brochures, pam-
,

phlts, and catalogs is no small,sum--even in small colleges. There is good

indication that. college catalogs gave become more attractive over the years,



. .

but little evidence that they have become re readable. The questipn, how- .

ever, is how effective printed materials re in attracting,the students that
, , k

4 A-

the collage .is looking for. -

440

John Sullivan (1966) has investigated the program, of yisitation by

college representatives to high stools in-,Qeorpa. One of his findings was

that college presidents were freiwently dubio us of the value of sending a
a -

. representative to the higti schools. Some fett, however), that it was necessary.
71

#
(becauge of competition while others thought it necessary in order not to be

. , , -. , -,,,,, .

conspicuously, absent;,,in brief, though %lng- the value of the Program, the
A . f.',

*. ;,college prpidente:felt trapped by. it.
..: 4. ,,.

.. . ., 1,,-,
,..N.-44--,,. ,.- e ...Sullivan's study of the cattle night`Protekh istiV.t- one example of

'N* ,
researck needed to ,evaluate the effectiveness.o a college's recruitment -

..- .efforts. Other areas of research mig* include_,studies of the nature and
A 0

....
.. =type of information actuallj, aesirechby prospe-ctive students; -the kinds ofvi ?

information actually needed by high scficool counsglors; the relative ell:ea-
c. , . ,

' tiveness of press releases, filmstOps1" motion -picture films, and talks by- . -
1 ,

altIlmli; and--not the least of stdrj6cts ,to be, siticlied-- the influence,at, college, ,,

administrators
.-. .

. 7. ,

\. ,r,

.... administrators and faculty member, . A °

:. ' ''' 1 t .
.

c,
The Selection Process

,.. ., 4,, s,

,

o

inquiryDefinitely needed in athnissions research is a i
more Systematic, nquiry Jr,

,_
. .itself. Sitnittollgies are falLowing a procedur

10

r
t) ',:. ',-,

may long have been outmoded. Ittlbuld not seem
" -,

suggest.that most colleges could
CI - A /

...

into th selection procesi
.,

of sel ng students ,that
d.

imperti nt, therefore, lib

closer look at them4nner

lection proscess. in need of

gathered from applicants,

the nature of the informat

actually made.
r

'.- .
in .which they select stIldents. As'pects*,of the de; .

...t .

investigation)14Clude the natult of. the information,
4 V / :o - 1:4

the actual uses to whiCh the i tiOn is put, and ,

benefit from a

ion upon which. the decision t5 reject is
, -
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a

The validity of admission requirements in general is a subject-Many-

colleges have failed to question. We have apparently fofgotten that several

studies in the 1930's and the 1940's demonstrated that no paiticula4.pattern

ofcourses in high school guaranteed Success in college. Yet, few college's

fail to specify the number and pattern ofugh school units that must be

submitted by the applicant. If asked to justify with empirical evidence the

reasons for setting suChadmission requirements, post coilege admissions

,officers and registrars would find themselves in a highly indefensible position.

Most colleges have established--presumabljron.the basis of experience--

a sequence that must be followed-in making application. Frequently the se-

quence becomes a series of hurdles that can only be taken one-at 11 time..

This often results in a time consuming process for admissionS personnel and

an exhausting or al for the applicant. What appears to be logical seq4ence

in the admissions\process may well'turn out, upon investigation, to be both

illogical and quite expensive.

.In brief, it would appear that the selective process,in'many colleges

Ncould be studied with benefit from a

officers have attemptedto establish

cessing applications. It is safe to

.doing so while others have not.

spst7ms analysis approach. Admissions

a logical, orderly procedure for pro-

speculate that some have succeeded in

Policy and Decision Making

Perhaps the most important research needed in admissions is systematic

inquiry'into the manner and means of making policies and decisions,. The

typical admissions process is a series:ofchoice hints and decisions for

both applicants and admissions. ersonnel. The prospective student must decide

to make applitatioll. to college and he must choose the colleges to which he
- 0

,

will apply. Upon initial contact by the applicant, persons. in admissions

t



4.:

"..-
li '4

'. ,,

.., .

/ . .
.

work must make a,spries of decisions and choices before a final letter of

acceptance can be sent. That we know so little about how decisions and

choices of this nature are made is indicative of the research.needed.

AdmissionsPoiicies

The need to understand how admissions policies are made and the need' to

understand the respective roles of'admissions officers, registrars, presi-

-.dents, other administrhtors, and faculty.members would seem t6 be paramount.

Eighty -seven percent of the subjects in Hauser and Lazarsfeld's study (1964)

reported theexistence of an admissions committee in their particular college.

The committees varied appreciably in composition, some being small with little
(

faculty representation while others were Large with heavy faculty representation.

The more selective the college the ,greater the numerical preponderance of

facu'Ity members.

Yet, despite the, fact that in most formal admissions committees faculty

members outnumber representative's of the administration, the admissions officers

petceived their own influence in Setting admissions policies to be as strong

as that of thk admissions committee. For changing admissions policies, they

perceived themselves as having more influence than the committee. It is of

4

, interest to note., therefore, that 90 percent of the responding admissions'

officers believed themselves to have a propel amount of freedom in admitting

students. They also felt, that they should have some influence in curriculum

r se

matters, but they wisely refrained from seeking influence,in athletics.

Hauser and Lazarsfeld's study is highly suggestive of institutional studies

1

,into the establishment of admissions policies. Although the study barely

scrapes the surface in studying the.attitudes and opinions of admissions of-

ficers, it does indicate that admissions officers are more closely identified

' with the administration ,of the college than with its faculty.

98



Decision Making by the AdmissionsOfficer
. .

Equally needed research in the area of,admissidns. pertains to the de-

1

ciSion making activities of the admissions officer. The need here isa

*letter understanding of hciw the admissions 'offic makes the final decision

to reject or.to admit, the individual applicant. There is a need to know f.

What inf4rmatiori he regards as impOrtant about the applicant, how he'weighs

' I
or evaluates, the information, and how he uses that information in making a

decision. Since Hauser and Lazarsfelathave reported that on1)5' a few admis-
,

i s Officers
4
have p minimum' predicted grade-point -iaveragklfielow which they

will motxaccept an applicant, and since a majority attached contidqrable

importance to personal: inte.cviewing, it would seem that inquiry into the
t)

admissions officer's' decision making should prove most interesting. It would

be of value' ho know at factors a.4 conditions influence the adMissions of-.

ficer's perception o the applicant; how he judges the appli9ant's gdals,

t \ ,

attitudes, opinions; and beliefs; and-how he estab,lishes,pfiofities in his

decision' to admit or to reject. In brief, ,it Aouldbe ,of,value to study the
41 /

admissions officer as an-information-processing systeth.

-

Speaking of information systems, it is of_inteiestto note,thatadmis-

lions officers do notifear displacement by computers. 'Hauser andIazarsfeld

found'that Only 1 percent of their subjects thought that computers Auld make

admissicims decisions-20 years from now. Fifty-eight percent believed

that Computers will,play a major role inadmissions decisions, but 27 percent

reported that computers would play only,a minor role.

Counseling and Advisement

,
Although frequently meptioned in connection with admissions and oftell

an inherent part of the admissions- process, there is still a need for a better

tindexsianding of the functions of advisement and codnseling aV'they relate
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to admissions work. Since, according to the-Subjects of Hauser and lasaxsfeld's

study, admissions officers spent such a large proportion of thetheir time inter-
f1

viewing applicants, it would be interesting to know if admissions officers

regarded counseling and advisement as a related function, what efforts they

make to provide advisement and counseling services in the admissions process,,

and to what extent they refer prospective students-for codhseling services.

High School Counselors

The role of the high schOol counselor is one deserv/ng more attention

than it has received. It is generally recognized in industry that once job

requirements become known, there is a tendency for the unqualified applicant

to eliminite'himself from consideration. To what extent high school counselors

-eliminate potential applicants bytadvising thM not to apply is a question

deserving the attention of all admissions officers. As documents such as the

Manual of Freshman Class Profiles, publithed by the College Entrance Examina-

tion Bbard, and the Counselor's Guide to Georgia,Colleges, developed by John '

Hills (Hills,.Klock, and Bush, 19(6), become more accessibly to high school '

counselors, they will play an increasingly important role in admissions work.

In the meantime, it would 'seem imperative to study.bie uses made of such docu-

ments. That some counselors will.use such materials, well and that"-some will

not is highly probable.
r

, .

EaCh institution shouYeatteTpt V investigate its "image" among high '

) schbol counselorsserlfing,schoolsfrom which the college :-attract applicants;

How well informed the counselors are about the college, what kinds of infor-
. .. :,

mation they use in working, with
.

students who are applying to college, and how

much'- influence they have oVqr the student's final choir are questions toit's

which any admissions officer would like to knil the Answer. In this respect

4- 7
iiit would seem especially reltvant to know the role of test data inlitgh schobl '

II
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.counseling:.'Some counselors may actually be. doing the college and the studept
.0.

a diss vice "by making recommendations stalely on the bas4 of test data. Since). .1 A

.

Hauser and Lazarsfeld repOrt that high school counselors ,are the persons out-

side the college who are most likelyito disagree with an admissions'decisiom,

it may well be thht with friends such as some colleges have, they can't o d.
,.

enemies.

Admissions Problems of the Transfer Student

A subject receiving a considerable amount of attention in the past few

.years is that of the junior college transfer'student. Dorothy Knoell and

Leland Med4er (1965) have documented many'of the problems encountered in
,t.

,transfer from two year colleges to four year colleges, and a national Joint

ComAittee'on Junior and Senior.Colleges has published a set of Guidelines for *

Improving Articulation Between Junior and Senior Colleges. A recent study'

completed Eby this writer" (Finche, 1967) indicates, however, ti at the transfey

,
problem may be more extensive than commonly recognized. We have long knpwn

. that college students were a highly mobile group, but a state-wide study of

'transfer students. in both publio and private colleges indicated that students

ktransfer at all levels of academic progression. 'Not%only do students transfer

from two year collegds to four year colleges,'but they transfer from junior

college to junior college, from senior- college to jUdior college, and back

again. Some students before earning a baccalaureate degree may have enrolled
/

in and earned credit at- a.half dozen colleges or more. '

it is evident, therefore, that more systematic investigation of transfer
T.

students, their problems, and the problems they cause is greatly needed. For

some colleges ana universities, the,admiseions process for transfer students

has ,become as extensiveas that for entering freshmen. With the development
, .0

of the College-Level Examinations, Educational'Testing Service has moved to

10.1
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,provide some assistance in the matter. But collegesUs1dg these tests for
e 14

selection of transfer students will: need both research and experience with
1

the tests before they can use them in the same manner in whlLh the scholastic
1

Aptitude Test and the Graduate Record'Examinations are used.

Development of Other Criteria
-,

One of the most urgent needs in admissions reearch4 is the cl velopment

of other criteria for the evaluation of the admissions process. The ork of

tho research staff of the American College Testing Program is suggestive of
68

how other criteria can be eveloped, and research with National Merit Scholars

amply demonstrates the need for post - collegiate criteria. Unfortunately, the
6

magnitude of' the need does.not leSsT the difficulties of developing such

criteria: Most institutions have been unable to mo'v beyond specifying degree

requirements in terms other than academic units or credits and grade* averages.'.
For four year liberal arts colleges the institutional testing program for the

,Graduatt Record Examinations is a valuable means of evaluating student achieve-
- P

ment at the pniesir level,' but little else. is available in,the way of objectitre

measures of academigt ccomplistwnent.

An interesting start in criteria development has been made by Stern,

Stein, and Bloom (1956).. 1 Their app roach was to think in terms of the end-
. .

pr2duct of educatfon and to,attempt t1 construct m6dels of students who would"

be the Outcome of certain educational programs. Much. tte same approach has

been used by J. Davis (1965) in a series of studies dealing With the "desirable"

studera. as described by college faculty members. Davis has attempted to find

out wii.ht kinds of traits are valued by those who instruct' students and to
. , s

comparh these traits with conventional measures, of academic achievement. How

successful this particular approach will begin providing meaningful information

ford use in admisqions is an open-questipn at the present time.

1.0
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Studies of Student Mix
..

If, as many critics have pointed-out,, the effect of most selectii admis-
. ., .

&ions programs 4s to produce a homogenalts student popUlation, it is .well'ihat
...*

.
there is an increasing reco ition of the heed for experimenal studies of

... ,
, ,

,

student mix. Since same colleges have so belatedly come to the conclusion,

that male and female-students can be instructed in the same classroom, it
' . .

would seem advisable to stiidy'the composition'Ol student populations-in more

detail. r .

.
,

aam.The need for studies of student mix is especially relevant for students
.

. .
from culturally deprived gackirounds. 4s financialaids become increasingly

available for students from low income families, college administrators and

faculty members will need to understand,ttow learning of these students is.
. ....

affected bath by!the college environment &1421 by the characteristics of stu-

.1

an

dents already enrolled in the college. The culturally deprived student may
.

..,

respond well,to the challenge provided in certain classrooms because his trans- ,..

'- , '
V., ., s

.,

actions with other stAdenti reinforce his effortsrso learn. In classes where
0 04 6 M

qi3

he is the only ,"one of his kind" or perceives himself as being such, ige sit-
..4..

uation maz be more threatening than conducive to-learning. On the other

hand, if'he finds himself in a classroom predominantly occupried by other/
0.

.

culturally deprived students, he may be discouraged from learning because he.
.

.

tlerceiveS the-course as being second-rate or remedial tAher thari being the
-

.

regular college course. Now many students from culturally.. deprived back- .
.

,
.

grounds are heeded in a ingle class to provide aproper mix is an empiripl-,

question yetto be adequately answered.

At

a

It'has frequently been suggested that'each college in the nation should

admit,a certain proportion of its students on an experimental basis without

regard to their qualifications. There are some indications that wherestudents.

103
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1

are admitted on an experimental basis and neither they'nor their instructors

.are informecrof such, the students' achieve at,a level substantially above

what would ordinarily be;expected.

Drop-Outs and Failures

The admissions' program in many colleges may, be suspected, with some

justification,. of being a vestibule operation with little Di no actual con-

cern-with what occurs after the student is admitted. Although the majority

of Hauser anci, Lazarsfeld's admissions officers felt that they should hoot

some influence in curriculum matters,'tbere is serious question that the

typical admissions officer devotes, much time
4
to curriculum development.

1
Since 53 percent of the group did assign, however, a high priority to the

reductiOn of drop-puts and failures, recognition of the need for systematic

fellow-4 of admitted students would logically follow. Unfortunately, most

. 4
follow-ups of admitted students are made with the intention of finding out

(f.ow well;they did - -not why did they not do better. `

4.

. The Student Who Drops Out 4
* 1

ri

The student who vOluntari withdraws from college before completion of
1

..

his degree .requirements deserves serious study by the administrative official
.

. .,

who admitted hiM. Iffert's (1956) national survey of college drop-outs indi-
,, 1 ,

cates.that the typical entering treshmen has only a fifty-fifty chance of
'

.
.

surviving four years of college and earning an academic degree. Yet, the

,attrition is due more to voluntary withdrawal than failure to maintain aca-

demic standards. Since there igood reason.tp believe that a student, who

survives academically the first year of college is capable of going the full

route; it would appear that more systematic research on the problem of drop- '

outs is definitely warranted. How much the problem of drop -guts can be
A

° 94 1 04
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reduced through more effective admission procedures is an open question.

0 The Student Who is D ismissed

Also, important is the need fora jpetterrunder stattding of the student

who is dismissed for failure to maintain academic standards. Perhaps even.
more important than an investigation of why students fail Would be a sys-

tematic study of what failu means to them.

academic stliidards that'the s dent fails to

and usually accepted by-society. In

not the student:- From the viewpoint

array well be that in terms of his own

failed. How many students enroll in

4i is easy tb forget that the

maintain are set by the college

other words; the college. defines failure--

of the individual student who fails, it
t

Objectives and expectations, he has not

college with the implicit expectation
' 40.

that they will fail or drop out before graduation is, of course, unknown.

But there is reason to believe that s d students do actually attend college

"for the experience," "for an ortunity tote what college is like,", or

enjoy the fun of the football season and the fraternity or sorority
merely "to

rush."
,

For those who contend that it is harmful to the student to adMit him '

when it is highly probable that -he will fail4t is well t counter that we
,

shoul6 know more about the student's actual objectives and expectations. It

is also well to remember that Kate Hevner Mueller (194) has said, "Students
.

who do not succeed in their scholastic work will yet carry away with them

much that will be of permanent value

e
io them."

Social Consequences and

F;om the perspe

lications

ve of highereducatiOn in genefalthere is consieterable

need for research into t e social consequences and-implications of current

admission policies and practices.- The increasing demand for higher education

AX
has been met by a commendable effort to facilitate access to higher education

1.0t3'
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for those who would seek its benefits. Yet, the rapid expansion of state'

universities into multiversities and the rapid building of junior colleges

has not been-without a certain athount of stress. .The increasing cost pf

higher education is undoda;tedly one of the reasons for an increasing proporl

.tion of-students seeking imfission to public institutions. If the trend ,

Continues as it is projected, more and more public institutions will:be

forced to become.saective in their admissions program.

The necessity of a selective admissions .program' poses problems. One

is how to insuie that,,e'adi institution not be selective for the wrong pur-

poses.. Despite the boast of most colleges that they are unique and despite

ILthe frequency with which the ternkui nirnnovatio used by college L)

cynic might rightly suspect that most colleges are more imitative

than innovative. In establishing a selective admissionsprograR, it would

not, seem' to be to the advantage of either na.tion, socie'ty:4students for
.

eachcollege to follow the lead of those institutions with highly selective

criteria of'a strictly intellective nature.

Astart in investigating thallocial implications of college admissions

, has been made by the Russell Sage FOundation. Although focusing-primarily

on the uses of standardized tests, the studies have irect implicatipns far.
_

'

cdllege admissions. David A. Goslin (l963) has rev ewed-testing 'practices

.,

in industry busines, government, any' the militafy services, as well as

those in educatiA. ...
' ,

.--

.
In a public opinion survey oedattitudes toward intelligence tests,

1 2,1,

.
Orville G. Brim (1965) and thatV ...41 percent of,thetgeneral public was op-

: ...,

posed to usingteV deny admissions to cc:liege. Only 25 percent were

I

(.

,.
opposed' to using tots for sectiOning special classes. -- d/)/

.
.

. .k 1
.

. ,

It isevident from these studies, that there are social implications foF
f .

coll admissions, thatthe,Public igrbecoming aware of these social implications,

... 1.06:
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and that there isonneed for each Colrege. to consider more,carefully the,.

)

_ _

social consequences and implications of their admission policies and practica.'
,

,.
,

1

IA

.SociaI Implicationsof the National Testing Agencies
t

Directly related to the need for inquiry into the social implications

.

of college admissions is a parallel inquiry into the role of national testing

agencies such as the College Entrance Examination Bpard,...the American College

Testing Ptogram, and the National Merit Scholarship Corporation That these

agencies play- an extremel)rimportant role in college admissiong is obvious.,
- s

But exactly whatthis role is and what the social implicatilinsof such agencies

are is not at all clear. Several critics have received considerable press
t .

coverage and a large audience by lashing out against the tests lused by these

agencies. Setting a straw-man argument that tests are the sol e criterion for
1

admission to college, these critics have pictured,college-a'dmissions in broad,

°Twellian strokes and splashes:
. -

Critics of the national testing agenci.es have ignored the fact that no

agelicy has tried as diligently as Educatioaaljesting Spririce td warn agaillS1**

abuse 9f tests and to provide educational materials for the proper use of

'standardized tests. Yet, the effectiveness of Educational Testing Service's

efforts is a matter worthy of empirical inquiry.' It may well be that, desPitp

their intensive efforts, ETS staff have not succeeded,dn warning consumers

of testing abuses, and that the tests are misused as wi0Iy as some critics '

claim.

In any the role of the national testing agencies in college admis-

sions is a subject fOr needed researRh. There is a need better to understpd

the influence of such agencies upon adaiission policies and practices; the
., L.

.
.... 2,

actual use that-college Vrnission officers make pf test data in college ad-
.

miSsions;and the general Social implications of having national testing
--, . 'lit
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agencies presently constituted. .Also needgdis research, from the viewpoint-,

of high school counselors- -how they perceive the role of the national testing

40. _ .-

agencies, how they use the varidus tests distributed, by the agencies, and
-
the

.

influence of test data in student decision-making as perceived by the counselor,.

Summa.
V,

This paper has been an attempt briefly to review needed research in

college admissions. 4
. ....

1

.
. ,

While some of the taloicS requiring research are.obvious to those con-
. g

cerned with admissions work, it Is hoped.hat some topics have been suggested
t.

-

which are. not obvious but nonetheless important. There can be do6bt

that there is an increa'ing awareness of needed research in college admissions,
.

and with the growth of iristitutional research as 'a specialized field, re search
. I

in admissions work should provide some-of the more interesting challenges.

4 's .

The discussidn has touched upon a subsetartial.number of interesting

leads for research. An appreciable number of research workert are investi-

-;
.

gating a variety of problems in college admissions. Much,-of this 'researcb

. r
'is both Commendable and challenging. It is hoped that, in some way, this

paper-will convey some sense of the'challenges'in admissions research and

provide soMe small measure of stimulation to inve,Stigate the admission process ,

with the methods .of systematic inquiry required.
.
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AN INTRODUCTION.J0 BUDGETARY ANALYSIS'

1

James L. Miller,'Jr.
Cehter for the Study of Higher. Education

The Uliiversity.of Michigan .

Therelationship between institutional, research and institutional bud-

geting varies greatly from one campus to another. On some campuses these

functions are closely interrelated - -on others they are not. This usually is
/

a reflection of the sla.rticular institutional problems or needs which led to

the establishment of the institutional research office: In the, long run,

however, it is apparent that numerous interrelationships between institutional

/

research offices and budgetary decision makers will develop.

!-*It The comments in this paper are designed for those who are not familiar

with'highpr education budgeting. The intent is.to provide institutional

research peoplwith enough information to enable thed to understand what

college and university business officers are talking about when they discuss

*

budgets. Hopefully, this will encourage institutional research people to

enter into Escussions will budget people in their own institutions, leading

toward greeter cooperation and a greater exchange of information.

Budgets frequently have beeh described as i3rOgrams expiressed in terms

of dollars. Although this is not a new definition ;of budgeting, it is be-
.

coming increasingly apt because of recent developments, particularly the

advent of "program budgeting." Several things are implied by the'definition

of'budgeting as program expressed in terms of dollars. One is that the bud-
, Ax

get is a comprehensive presentation of the institution's activities and

1111011,0
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prograMi': For many institutidns it is the only'place where one can review

the tot a4 activities'of the iAtitution in a ;ingle document. Another imp1i-

---datfon'is that dollars become a common vocabulary for discussing dissimilar

atti.yities such as building maintenance, student services, and classroom

teaching.

Budgetary decision-making usually is inter- related with programMatic

decision-making because of the fact that,money is necessary to implement most

programs. ' Budgetary decision-making represents a series of "choices" among

alternative possibilities. These choices reflect conscious or unconscious

decisions about institutional pribrities and balance. Insofar'as'institu-'

tiOnal research can provide fnformation.and analysis which will. improve de-.,

cisiO-making, it will make an important contribution to the future well-
,

being of the institution.
-4

In some cases the institutional research office will be involved directly

in budgetary analysis and cost studies and in othet cases financial studies

will be made by the budget office. The ter situation probably,is the
. -

most cdmwon. Even when the institutional research ofEice is not,direCtly
. P

involved elk making financial studies, other }rices

institutional research office will have director

getary decision-making simply because'of the fact

concern themselves with so, many different aspects

OE studies made by the

indirect relevance to bpd-

that budgetary decisions
a lc

of the total operation of

the institution. It is important, therefore, that institutional research

people-16,ve an understanding of the, institutional budget and of financial

analysis techniques:

si

0
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THE STRUCTURE OF THE BUDGET

The Principle of Separately-Balanced "Funds"

A blsic principle in college and universitybudgeting'is that all'of
4

the money handled by the institution is not pooled into a single,account

frtnn which money might be spent for 'any worthwhile institutional purpose.

Instead the money handled by the institution is divided into a series of

"funds," each of which has its own sources of income and purpose of expen-

diture.
7

diture. There are six separate funds at most institutions. These are

described in Appendix A. They are

1) Current Funds-''

2) loan funds
3) EndowMent and other non-expendable4funds
4) Annuity funds .

5) Plant funds
6) Agency funds

Restricted and Unrestricted Funds

Each of the six fund groups is divided into "restricted" and "unre-

stricted" funds. Restricted funds are-those which have dome limitation con-
'

cerning the purposes for which they can be expended (a restriction beyond
0 .

4

that'implied by the nature of the furid group itself). Restricted funds

usually come to the institution earmarked for a particular project or purpose
. % , .

by the donor or C9tracting agency: I'or example, unrestricted npnies in.the

curKent 'funds could be spent for any p6rpose designated by the institution,
%

but a donation earmarked by the donor for the supper of an Economic Develop -
4

. ,

ment Research Institute would be placed in a "restricted" current fund account.

The division of each ofithe six fund categories into restricted and

unrestricted segTents, results-in twelve sepaiate "pockets" into which monies

.7 *

may be placed (Figure 1). Each of'these separate fund categories operates

0

independently, that:is, the income and.expenditures of'each must be in balance'.

, ,112. 7
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Current `Fund Ca;egories

1,

a °

We have"already noted the potential confusion res ting from ithe exis-

/
tence of twelve "pockets" into which monies san be placed. This potential

confusion is further., compounded by thNfact that the mest important fund

group--current funds.--is subdivided into three majo?
4

categories:

f
1) "educational- and general"
2) "auxiliary enterprises"
3) "student aid"

And each of these ds further subdivided as indicated below., -6
I

Educational and general monies are those whicare currently available

for instructional research, and public services programs and for 'general

administrative ppenses associated with the operation of the institution

These are th e major expenditt.Os of interest to most institutional personnel.

Therefoie, this is the category mostirequentlir subjected to intensive anal-

ysis, Educational and general expenditures are subdivided into the following

eight sub categories which are described in Appendix,8'
2 Q:°

, t

1) General administration
2) General expense
3). Instruction and,clepaamental research

'44) Organized activities-relating to educatiodal departments.
s Organized research .

6) Extension, and pubdic service
7) LibrarkeS , ,

8) Operation And maintenance of-the physical plant

Student aid funds, as the name suggests, are those funds.Vtilized for

scholarships,.fellowships andlirj.-zes. ,

: ( ... . oi
Auxiliary enterprises ge those institutionally operated activities whidh,

1
do not acttially'constipute a part of the program (such as dormi-

..

tories, .cafeterias,,sttidena t unions, book stores, etc.)". At most institutions

these activities are sef-supporting, and,therefore it important to sep-
,

arately account for their incomelgnd expenditures. Such a separateaccountine

provides information on whether they:are,genuinely self - supporting. A''
. .
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separate accounting for auxiliary enterprises also koeps the picture clear

concerning which monies are available for "educational" purposes and which,

,,ire earmarked for other purposes.

In summary.; the structure of the budget includes three major levels

Al. categorizing expenditures--the six "funds" (eaCh of which may have its

restricted and unrestricted side); the separate categories within funds,

the most important of which (for financial analysis) are the three categories

within the current fund; and finally the,sub-classifications within each

category,the most important of which are the eight sub'-classifications
4.6

4

th'e' Oucational and general classification:

k

BUDGETARY ANALYSIS

1
'Pure ses of Bud0t Analysis,

dor

Budget analysis constitutes ihe liiIK:between raw financial data and

thelipellthose data }for interpretive and planning purposes. Budgetary

ana$sks reveals the,patteins in the institution's expenditures. The pat-

teing'themdelves.often WA a' Meglingful story. When the patterns are

.
compared to other normative patterns, it is usually possikle to make some

7.

interpretations and judgments concerning them. 4

Reports growing out of budgetary analyses may be used for a variety of

purposes. One of the most common is external-reportinI--the presentation

of information to an audience outside the institution itself. State legis-
,

latures and state agencies concerned with higher education planning and .

coordination often requite such reports on'institutional finance. Private

institutions, although lessoften "required" to submit such reports, often

Choose to do .so as a method of informing donors, past or prospective, about

the institution's needs and its managerial efficiency. Budgetary'analysis
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. 1 '

afso414, used forinternal'purposes;,especially when it can be tied in closely

with . institutional budgeting and long-range planning. In these cases bud-

getary.analysis may constitute one of the bases for deeAionlmaking concerning

the.alldcation of money among competing claimants.
%/1-

In this presentation the term budgetary analysis is used fairly loosely.

LeSt this create confusion, it shoUld be noted that there are important

%

,:ilistinctions between budgetary analysis (or cost accounting),,on the on

Aiand
f

and budget "formulas" on the other. Budgetary analysis is Ane after

the fact (whether it is after expenditures actually have been incurred or

after'a budget is developed) and therefore'the analysis can be made in con -

sA.derable detail, ,Formulas, are developed,prior to detailed budgeting and

s'erve the purpose of providing_ estimates which are useful for the allocation

of resources. Formulas can provide only an,appro4imation of the. resources

z
a.

needed by various parts of the .total' organization.

It should be noted also that there are important differenCes between

studies in single institutions and inter-instqutional studies. In the latter

case the usual difficulties associatedItith making an analysis are further

complicated by problems specifically related to the inter-institutional nature

of the project. Among the most frequentlyiencountered diffidulties are prob.

lems associated with insuring comparabi ity of information, respecting Wil-
1,.

fidentiality, to the degree desired by each of the institutions, and making

comparisons among activities which are similar but not identical. Individual

institutions can take advantage of the comparisons which are possible because

of the increasing availability of public information about other institutions

orgroups of institutions. Such information provides norms against which.an

individual institution can compare itself. Studies of state systems provide

one such source of readily available information,,
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.. . -9-:-
'.\ , ,also is used for internal purposes, especially when it cap be tied in closely

.
. .with institutional budgeting and long-range planning. In these case bud-

getary analysis may constitute one of the bases *for decision-making concerning

the allocation of money among competing claimants.

In this presentation the term budgetary analysis is used faily. loosely.
Lest this create confusion,r it should be noted that there are important

distinctions between bUdgetary ana lysis (or cost accounting), on the one

hand, and budget uformulastcon the othei: Budgetary analysis is doni after
,

.4tlip- fact (whether it4tis aftir nditures actually have been 'Incurred or

after a budget is developed), and therefore the analysis can be made in con-'

siderable detail.. Formulas art developed prior to detailed budgeting and
.

serve the -purpose of providing estimates which are useful for the allocation
V ,:iii

ti9f resources.' Formulas can provide 0-nly an approximation of the =sources
.needed b,y various parts of the total organization.' 4 ,..

It should be noted Also that there are important differences between el.

s

Studies in single institutions and, inter-institutioital studies. In the latter
case the-usual difficulties associated with making an analy- sts are further/
complicated by proble; specifically related to the. interinstitutional nature

-
tit 4440 le the project. Amon, the most frequently encountered -difficulties are prob-e 1-

lems associated with insuring comparability of information, respecting con-
\ .

.
-,.fidentiality to the degree deslise-any each of the institutions, and makings-

. -.Y.
'w. .comparisons among activities. witch are similaf but not identical. Individual..; .

:
.

institutiont 'can take advantage of the comparisons which are,possible becausealla .,-,
-*/1 . I

of the iebreasing availability of public information about -other institutions ,
or group `of ins t4utions . Such information provides norms against which 'an $

individual institution can compare its,eif. giddies of state s

one such source of readily available information.
- '
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fiistical 8ackgroua ofBudgetarY Analysis

The history-of budgetary analysis, represents the iriteAeaving of many
, $ .

J. ..

forces and interests. These include the development of a uniform accounting ,'---

system for American higher education; the development and initial populari-
4 , . . - - , , 0

r,
e o -

r

0;
n of cost-analysis procedures by a group I° shall refer as the

.
,

...., .

':Chi agoschool;"the pressures for adoption *Tr budgetary analysis procedures
A , / ''''V. ,..

which have emanate& from state agencies since the ear y 194P;s; and finally
.

I
#4 ., . f ,,, .

the
/
contemporary emergence,of,the Planning -Programming-Budgeting,Systeml(PBS)

.

movement.r
,

- t> . ..

4,

. . ,

The development of a uniform accounting system fox all i1stitution$.-of -%

.'"t. ''

,higher -learning does not sound like-a very ex6i$ting:piece of history, al.

it was' the sine qua non for any interinstitutional financial comparisons.. '

Without a common "vocabulary" and commonly-accepted "rules of 'the game," it
,.

.

was impossible to compare one institution with another,and.it'also was,lb- .0.

. possible to develop normative data against which individual' instituti/Ins might

re

..

measu their own performance. There were ) 1-everal early.attempts by individ-
c .- --,

,

r uals-to develop an accounting system which ali collves-.and universities would

c-- _.
.

accept. This laid the groundwork for the appointment, in 1930, of a National,
, ka, ,

)Committee on Standard Reports' for Institutions of Higher Education. That

1/- . a . , _

committee developed a classification procedure, published in.1935, which still

i 0 . ,

.! 0 .

provides the toasic structure for college and university,acoqpnting systems;

---._ .

Two ubsequent revisions of that report have been prepared, both by committees

of c lege add university business
X

officers. The first'rivisicin Was published
. . ,

ti the American Council on EducatiOn in 1952 as College and university A041
.

._
--,

ness, ' lume I. .A second reyisiod is currently under way with- thee --..

, -
.

. $. $. . .

scheduled for publication in 1968 by the American CounCiltn EducatioA,/),
_ 0 k.,-

' 1
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Adoption Of the uniform system,by.indivdual institutions poC;;I"d

slowly at first, but today it is used almost universally because of the fact,

that samany governm ental reportsmust.be-based upon it. The major outlines

of that accounting systemwere)discussed eAplier in this paper and are pre-

sented in somewhat more detail in Appendices A and B.

- What I have chosen to call the "Chicago school" was a remarkable group'

of faculty members at the Unyersity of Chicago to the late 1920's and early
. ,

1936's wheeurned their attention to the study of higher education organi-

zatiini and administration. The group included Floyd Reeves, John Dale Russell, i

A. J. Brumbaugh, Lloyd Blauch, and others. A series of tulti-institutional

studies were conducted and published which for the first time provided norma-
. .

hive information about institutional organitation, administration, finance,

curri , staffing, physical plant facilities, and many other matters.

Although he works produced byithis group are principally of historical interest
.

toda they laid the groundwork for much that has happened during the 1950's-

and 1960's. Among other things, the system they developed for analyzing and

Comparing institutional patterns of income and expedditure was to reappear in

the 1950's as the most widd'ry used systet of budgetary nelysis. The work

done by this group also provided the basis foracomplete overhaul of the

accrediting procedures used by the North Central Association (changes which

ultimately were kcc4ted by other accrediting associations),. --It

_)
sl.

Not all of, the work initiated by the Chicago,school s been replicated.

One 'piece of!work which is generally overlooked and which has particular

significance to small institutions is the table developed by John Dale Russell

and Floyd W. Reeves that provides a series of corrective "weightings" that

can be used by institutions with less than 1,000 students to adjust calcu-
.

rations of expenditure per .studerat_so as to make thiliw expenditures' comparable
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to norms established for larger institutions.' ,It is commonly recognized
. that small institutions have certain inherent inefficienciesZch as the

' 1 : .

necessity for providing aebasic.library, faculty *.and physical facilities;
4,, .

plus certain.unavoidab e overhead
.:
costs, The small enrollment means that

).

the cost of.....tiiis basic program on a per student basis is higher than would

he true i..f the enrollment were larger. Small institutrons maykknow this to
'1 k

.- r . ,.., ..,-
be true but

;

often are at a loss to know haw great the -,costof this inef-are
,

ficiencyd in terms of'dollars and,cents. The Russell-Reestes table quan-
, , 4', ...

ti fi es th . It is reprgduced here becatistaeit is ndt generally available

in other soCisses (see Table 1)'. The dollar 'figures are badly-out of date

,because f the fact that the table was published. over 30 )tears ago, but
-..- ' k-

there ih reason totbelieve that the sleight S are still, reasonably accura te.
I. Y

. 7 ..,

The significant 'column' s in the table'are Column 1 which shows the enrollment
.i

andgroupings an Column 3 which indicates the weighting that should be used as
' .

-a multiplier in reducing the actual .cost per student before attempting to

make comparisons with larger collegest The table has a number of uses.

interinstitutional comparisons it provides.= approQriate "handicap" for

smalller *institutions to make comparisons more reasonable. In estimating

budgetary needs for a small, college it provide's a basis for estimating the

amount of extra funding the institution Will need on a, per student bails

becauseof its small size. It provides food for thought for small in-,

stitutions which are woidering about the economics involved in increasing

their enrallnlents, Obviously a larger enrollment wiligequire increaser

institutional support, but the amount needed per student to do an equivitlent-

educational job will drop. -
The years between 1.935 and 1950 saw very little interest or act3 vity in

the area of institutional budgetary analysis. The Second ,WorldWa intervened

12b
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.7393
:7244

.7091
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TABLE 1 -- Continued

°

,Co=ordinate Redding . - Weighting
(Dollars of Expendi- (Co-ordinate

, ture per Student, Reading

.,

Enrolment Quality Being Divided by
Group Invariable . 205.00
(1) .. (2)

226-35 405.05
216-25 0 413.20
206-15 421.85 N."----
196-205 431.10

'186 -95 440.95
r

176-85 o 451.50
166-75 462.85
156-65 475.10
146-55 488:35
136-45 502.70 1

,

126 -15......---------518.25
116.25 535.0
106 -15 554.25
96-.105 , 575.90
86-95 601.65

o .

76-85

56-65,
46-55
41-45
36

633.15
;575.50

732.00

808.50

846.50

° 914.00

4

do.

Difference from
1

Preceding Increment
Co-ordinate in

Reading Difference
(3) (4) (5)..o00.,

.5061 7.75 .4

.4961 ,8.15 .4

.4860
, 8,65. .5

' ..4755 /'

.4649 9.85 .6

.4540 10.55 .7

.4429 11-.35 ..8

0.4315 12.25. 0.9
.4198 13.25 1.0
.4078 14..35

ir
1.1

.3956 15.55 1.2 .

.3830Y 17:05 1.5

.3699 18.95 1.9

.3560
).'t

21.65 2.7
.3407 25.75 4.1 .

.t..3237 32.50 6.75
'9:8542.35

.2801 56.50 14.15

.2536 76.50 20.00

.2422 48.00

.2243 5,70 9.50

*The weightings for the institutions with less than 100 students-ere not as stable-as the weightings
for institutions of larger enrolment. Only a few institutions with small enrolment were available for
the study, and the reference points were insufficient forldetermining accurately -the behavior of the

weighting curve n the'lower brackets. The mathematical behavior of the -curve in the lower extremity
is, however, essentia)y the, same as in other parts of the enrolment scale.

3.-



-- 31-35 983.00 .2085 69.00 11.50
.4.

26-30 1,066.10 .1923 '.83.00 , 14.00
21-25 1,168.00 .1755 102.00 19.00
16-20 /e.; r,296..00 .1582 128.0Q 26.00

TABLE 1--Continued

Co-ordinate Reading Weighting
....-

. ,

(Dollars of Expendi- (Co-ordinate Difference from.
ture per Student, Reading Preceding Increment

_Enrolment Quality Being Divided by Co-ordinate t# in
'Group Invariable 205.00) Reading Difference .; .

(1Y (2) -(3) .(4) (5)

. .A. .1
. f/

Reprinted from The Evaluation of Higher Institutions, Volume VII, Finance by John Bale Russell and
Floyd W. Reeves, by permission of The University of Chicago Press, copy175-i-T935 by the University &f
Chicago, all rights reserved. Published November 1935.
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during this time, and the post-war
veterans''enrollment boom consumed insii-

_tutional energies. In the, early 1950's the veteran enrollment began td be

replaced by non-veterans,;,and'Federal financ al support un r the GI Bill no,

longer provided a major sourceof support'f r stude or institutions.. The

state governments found themselves faced w pidly mounting 'higher educe-
,

tion apptopriations and became increasing) interested in securing more in-
.,

forMation aboutithese appropriations--th purposes for whi'ch they were needed

the "efficiency" with which they were man ed, gnd%the possib'le'effects of

reducing requested appOpriatiOnS. This inter= t grew stronger as enrollments

'in state-supported colleges and-Universities mounted more and more rapidly .

during the1950's and 1960's. One result of this concern was the establish-

ment in virtually every state of a state levenlgher education planning and

coordinating agency. Another result was the adoption in many states of some

form of statewide budgetary analysi. The procedures adopted tended to vary,

from one state to another.

One of the best procedures was developed y John Dale Russell for the

New Mexico Board of Educational Finance in the early 1950's. The procedure

drew heavily upon the work Russell himself.had done asa member of the

'" "Chiefly school" in the early 1930's. A detailed description of this pro-,

. ,

cedure was published in two different places, and'the procedure has had widei r
.-

influence. Russell and his associate, James I. Doi, piepared a series of
. /.

Ili
12 articles for College and University Business magazine describing this v

system. Vese articles appeared between September,-1955 and August, 1966.

Subsequently Russell madified.this material slightly for presentation at a

conferente, the proceedings of which were published in 1960'by the Westerns

Intersta&:Commision for Higher Education under the title College Self-

Study: Lectures on Institutional Research (Richard G. Axt and Hall T. Sprague,

,- 4editors). Neither the, College and University,Business Aeries nor, the WICHE

n51.25
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publication are lUrrently available ,crom the publishers, but they can be

located in many libraries or in the busliness offil on many college and

university campuse.

Other states which have developed-procedures for budgetary analysis or

formulas for estimating future budgetary needs (which usually-were based

upon a'rough analysis of cost patterns) iriclUde-California, Indiana, Okla-

homa, Texas, Kentucky, Colorado, Floriga, Utah, and Virginia, In recent

years t number of additional states haire moved in the same' direction.
-

The Ford Foundation through its.Fund for,the Advancement of Educaiidh

provided the stimulus for a series of interinstitutional cost studies which .

.

noeonly prcvide useful normative information but also helped greatly in. Al

the deve4opment of cost analysis techniques. Among these studies were the

.

two "60-college studies" (A Study of"Indeme and Expenditpres in Sixty Colleges --

Year 1953-54, and A Second Look at the Sixty College Study: Comparison of,

Financial Operating Data for 1957-58 with a Study of Income.and Expenditures

4
kin Sixty Colleges--Year 1953-54); the "California-Big Ten Study," ( California

and Western Conference Cost and Statistical Study: 195i-55)1 and Sidney G.,Tickton's Needed: A Ten, -Year College -Budget, (New York, Fund for the Advance- ,

ment of Education, 1961).
.

The two ".60-college studies" provided normative information in great
4

.

detail for small and tiedium-sized colleges. The California-Bigjen report

did not report much detail but provioed a gooediscussion, with supporting

illustrative data, of a methodolo for cost analysis in large, complex uni:

'versities. ,TicAon's work dealt with the:analysis of curriculum and expen-_

ditures in small or medium-gized colleges, as did the writing of Beardsley

Ruml and Donald 41. 'Morrison (Memo to a College Trustee), Earl J. McGrath

(Memo to a College Faculty Member), and of Hungate, Meeth, and O'Connell

"126.
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I
educational programs if they will expand and integrate their efforts at

. ("The Quality and Cost of Liberal Arts College Programs: A Study of Twenty-

Five Collges," in Cooperaiive, Long-Range Planning in Liberal Arts Colleges,
edited by."Earl J. McGrath):

The message in this growing literature on budgetary 'analysis, parti-

cublarly as it interlocks with program analysis, is that institutions c an maketi.---

better decisions about their financial expenditures and cantepport better

(1), long-range planning, (2.) program analysis, ,and (3) budgetary analysis.
oThe recent emergence of-PPBS (Planning-Programming-Budgeting Systems)

and its application tb higher educat ion institutions is, in some respects,
simply a further extension of the trendswhich have been noted above--trends

toward increasingly sophisticated quantitative analysis and toward more com-

plex interrelationships between 'program analysis and fiscal analysis. 'The
11°

concepts of PPS first developed in the field of public administration, with
particular applicability to large Federal/agencies with complex administra-

tive problems. The Department of Defense was the major testing ground for
PPBS and-the technique has been highly successful there. This has led to
wide-spread interest in it and to proposals for its adoKicin throughout the

;Federal government and in state and Ideal governments as well.- Were is the
further suggestion that it be adopted in ,large universities where administra- , .

:

tive problems are fully as complex as are those of many governmental agencies.

Such a proposal was4ade in 1966 by HarrytWilliams Di Planning, for Effective

Resource Allocation in Universities, publi-shed by the Ameritan Council on

Education.

Long-range planning is at the heart of the PPBS proposals. Analytical'
information of many kinds is brought to bear during the plann(ng procesq.

The adoption of any form of PPBS will increase an institution's need for ana-
l t

lytical studkec of all kinds- -a matter of no small interest'toqnstitutional
research ,offices. .117127



TeehniqUes Used in Budget Analysis
,

kr

=

Two basic, tedhniques*rre utilized. in most cost analysis procedures--
3 I

percentage'analysis"hnd unit cast analysis. The first involves computing
r '11 ,4

.

the percentage which is expended for various sub - categories. The second

technique 'involves computing a unit cost that relates the dollars expended

to services received. These are discussed in greater detail below. -

A

"Percentage Analysis" Tech nique /

The percentage analysis technj.que consists of computing the percentage

of the total cost' why i,is devoted to each of .the sub - items. the object is

to find and Understand the patterns of expenditures and the reasons. for

variation in these patterns.

Two 'key generalizations about percentage analysis are: 1) the fact that

there is a pattern which-,can be 'identified, and 2) the fact that -there is

' wide variation among institutions inthe patterns which they display.
.

Tabilen, which is taken from the desciliptions of instilutionaj. financial

analysis by John .Dale RusSell and Jalles I. Doi refeired to earlier, shoWs a

1 4

pattern for six institutions in which the average pattern involves almost

60% of expenditures going fbr instruction and approximately 17% for plant

operation and maintenance, 16%'for administration and general, 5% for libraries,

and sma percentages for extension'and organized research. These are the

normative data against which tie six institutions individually can be compared.,

.

It is impottant to note the wide variation among the six institutions,
'1,-x,4

is
however. The percentage of expenditures which goes for instruction '6nges

i

from 48% to almost 62%, The percentage for plant operation and maintenance

angeslfrom 15% to over 304-. The percentage for administration and general

ranges from 14% to over 22%. These figures clearly ,indicate the two general-
. .

izatiods just made- -there is a pattern (instruction consistently gets CFI%

128
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Percentage Distribution
for Each of,Six

Aver#ge

( TABLE 2
. .

of Total Educational and General Expenditures for E
State institutions 'of Higher Education-for 1954-55,
for Six, Institutions Combined for Five-Year
Perla, -Including Budget for 1955-56

ach Funetibn
and

Full-Time
Equivalent

Institution Enrollment

Adminis-
_'ration
4 General Instrtiction

Organized
Research Extension Libraries

Plant Opera-
tion and

Maintenance

3,727 14.6 61.0 1.6 2.4 5.5 14.91,702 ' 14.6 61.8 0.2 - 0.0 5.3 18.1"C" 925 14:0 60.1 0.3 4.9 20.464 21.8 50.4 3.0 9.1 14.7"El'
967 22.2 54.4 - 2.7 5.7 15.0"F" 174 15.9 48.4 4.3 31.4:-

Weighted average
for 1954-55 15.9

. 59.0 0.8 t 1.7 e, 17.3

.
Five-year average
for all insti-

tutions combined , 15.7 : 58.9 0.8 1.6 5.3, 17. 7

Reprinted from College and University Business, 1955-1956.
reserved. .
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-rargesi percents for example), while at the same time there is tremendous

variation from one institution tb another.

What are the causeS of this variation? The following factors stand

out:

1. Institutional size and complexity. Small institutions have rel-

atively high overhead costs for such things as administration and

the upkeep -of the physical plant,tcause these costs tend to be.

fixed. This reduces the percentage's which cap go ;for other things.

r

a
As an'institution grows larger these fixed expenditures represent '

a smaller proportiron 'of the totgl The percentage expended for

administration and genergl,declines and large amounts are .made
e

available for other purpoes. Institutions which are quite large

110 complex normally have high expenditures for organized research'

and for extension, which reduces tIe percentage spent forinstruc-

. .

, other things being equal, instruction will

resteive the highest percentage of total expenditures in'medium

sized institutions which are large enough to be administratively

efficient but not large enough to have developdd major research
`

and extension activities.

2., geographic location. The costs airany things, such as utilities,

labor, and police protection, vary in accordance with the geo-
, A

e graphic location of the institution., Heating costs, for example

will vary with climate and labor costs may differ markedly between

urbari and rural locatiOns.

3. Adequacy of Resources. The adequacy ofresources becomes an

important actor in determining whethex there is enough money tO

properly fund the instructional program as well as the many fixed

130
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a

overhead.,costs whilp are unavoidable. An institution first

pey for those sings_which it/must buy and will then` put its money

se.into other things whiCh it values. In general,-a oor institution

(financially) will be forced to spend a disproportionately high

propottion of its resources on administration and physical plant

"upkeep, whereas an institution with more adequate resources will

be able, to put.a higher proportion of its funds into instruction

and libraries. a

. 41.44Type of institutional programs. The percentagedistrittution of

expenditures will be influenced to a significant degree by the

type' of gram offered by the institution. The best exampre of u
%.`

this is fqund in land grant universities that have major agx* c 1

tural extension prograps. These programs of off-campus agrictI
a .

tural service consume a large enough proportion of total institu- '

tional expenditure's 'to make the percentage analysis show lower

ivities. If the institution's percentageo percentages for other a

analysis is re-computed omitting the extension expenditures, the

pattern may approicimate. that of other institutions. The presence-
r

1or absence of a demonstration p.chool for teaclerktraining,purposes

is another example of-a Major expenditure which.influences the
.

percentage shown for all Other activities.,

5. Matters of institutional choice. 'A certain degree of varia on is

attributable simply to choices made by the institution about such

things as the level of adiainistrative services, the relative

emphasis placed upon campUs beautification, or the relative emphatis

placed upon library, lopment. Some institutions choose toput

all the money they 'possibly can into faculty salaries; other -insti
.

tutions choope to provide a "Ili ie" among such things as faculty
0 v 1
.

41.
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salary levels, library adequacy, campus beautiff'cation,,and ad-

.4

ministration. 4

t *
, .

mpfiasize the'point made earlier, thoreis wide variation ininsti-

tut al expenditure patterns, but they are variations On a theme. One

needs to, understand both the basic pattern common to most institutions and

the types of variations most frequently encountered.

Normative information. Arialysis consists of finding the, pattern in an

'4,institutton's expenditures; normative information provides the SNfor

'meaningful interpretation: N9rms, can be derived from 'a variety of sources.

There is a growing body of il-terafiire.whish makes available normative infor-

mation' horn various groups of Institutions.
-

, The best normative information for purposes of institutional decision-'

..f.',.
,46, . .

making is information about expenditure patterns over a series of years

Q . ' a
within the institution itself. Many of the difficulties encountered in com-

parisons with norms baied upon other institutions (such as noncomparobility

of programs'dr accounting systems) are minimized when information'is avail-

able lor the same institution over a period of years. Unfortunately, cost

studies usually are not initiated until the pre*ssdre to-make use.of them is

fakrly great. This frequently precludes waiting for the accumulation Of

'
informAion over a sustained period and forCes institutions- to analyae hnd

use data. from only a f6w past.years instead. Until longitudinal record can

provide for at least five consecutive years oT.information, ;their full 'use-,

fulnbss is not achieved: ;Yearto year changes generally are not dramatics'

. '

°Even whin they are, a genuine shift in the pattern of expenditures cannot

be ascertained with certainty.until several years have pas .sed Over a period

of four or five mars, however, trends can become quite clear..
. .

Normative data draNfrommOther institutionsparticularly other insti-

tutions of similar tizelind purpo-secan be extremely valuable in providing

122 1 3 , Is
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'an additional dimension'of interpretation. The normative information becomes

markedly more useful if, in addition to the averages for certain'types of

institutions, the ranges of expenditures also are shown Ito indicate the extent

of -variation from the norm.

When an institution compares .itself ,to such norms and finds that.its

expenditure pattern deviates from the norm, it can then analyze its own

program to determine the likely reasons-for the deviation. This provides a

basis for deciding whether the deviation is one which,t4 institution wants

to continue. An institution may-findr fOr example, that it is spending a
40

higher proportion of,its money for library than is the norm in--Similar in-

stitutions, but it may also be known that the library was neglected for many

andyears, and that high expenditures simply reflect a rebuilding pTogram. -In

this case, the institution presumably wouldwant to continue rebuilding

until its libraries became comparable with those in simile institutions.

At that poi*t the institution would be faced with a new de ision: whether?

to Continue tobuild the litrary in order to have one that was better than

most, 'or Whether to settle for. an average library. and inves the extra funds
a

in dome other activity.

The "best" pattern of expenditures-42sually is considered to be one in

which a high percentage is spent in the "productive" functions *uch as

instruction and libraries. The conventionhl wisdom says that expenditures

for supporting activities such as administration should be relatively low.

in a well-managed iligtitution. It should also briemeMbered, however, thatt

_ there exists an optimum level of upportingexpenditures, belOW with an

imbalance is wasteful: --An example of this is neglect on regular maintenance

of the physical plant so that monies can be spent for other purposes! In

Astitutions-deTerred maintenance becomes a serieus_problem which

133
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necessitates heavy expenditures or even replrcement of buildings. Admin-

istrativd,expenses also can eall below an optimum level and result in damage

to the institution through ineffe9Itive leadership and inefficient administra-

tion.

Unit Cost Technique

The second basic technique of budget analysis is computation of theicost

for each unit of service rendered. Unit costs can be computed for the insti-

tution as a whole (Cost for a full.-time equivalent student or they can be

computed for Anctional categories of activity, such as instruction, adminis-.

tration, and libraries. Unit costs serve a different purpose from percentage

.

analyses and the two forms of analysis taken together can be far more helpful

than either technique alone. -

The purpose of units costs is to facilitate comparisons of several typos:

1. Comparisons between years.

2: Comparisbns among institutions.

'3. Comparisons among units within a single instituton or system of

institutiOAS.

A few examples will make these uses clear. One might compare for a

series of_years in a single institution the costs of chemistry instruction

per credit hour taught to see whether unit costs are changing.and if so, the

nature of the change and the reasons for it. One might also compare 'these

A.
costs between two or mo.re institutions as one way of testing the "justifi-

ability" ofthe current cost (care must be taken to recognize differences

in types of programs,, including qualitative differeecps). And finally one

. 0

might compare the costs of teaching chemistry with the: costs of teachilg

other subjects, noto1 .within a single institufions but within a number

of institutions. This would s w_not only the fact that a difference exists



or,

a.

in the cost of teaching various subjects but also the extent of the diT-
e

ierence, whether the difference is greater in one, institution than in another,

an if so, why.

Three'crucial steps in determining unit costs are the followipg:

1. Selection Of the Proper Cost Unit to Use.. This can be more diffi-
.

cult 'than it might be assumed. The unit must beone Which can be

defined clearly and unambiguously, one for which cost figures can 1,,t

be identified and'one which can be related to a clearly identifiable

worilioad unit (see below). A comparison of costs, for the operation,

. and mai4enancelf taphysical plant expenses in two institutions

might sound lausible until.one considalzthat the category actually

is such a conglomerate classification that the causes.of variations

are not likely to be clear. A'-much more meaningful measure would

13

be the unit cost of ttore precisely defined categories, such as the

provision of police protection or the cost per square foot of

custodial services,

-
2. The Selection of an Appropriate Work Unit to Use. Here ag4in a

good deal of care must be taken. The work unit selected must

actually relate to the costs which are involved. For many types

Ofictivities a wtrk load measure which involves students or student"

activity (such 'as student enrdllmdrit in particular classes) would

be appropriate, but for others, such as maintenance or custodial

services, another type, such as a square foot theasureTent related
9

to the total area of buildings wouldbe more appropriate. Certain

library work loads are most apfropriately measured in terms of

numbers of books handled

135*
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3. Establi.Shing the Proper Relationship Between Steps rand 2. This

is an extension of the selection of the proper work unit discussed.

above, Student credit hours. may relate ,approp tely to a measure-

,

ment Of.faculty work load or facUliy productv* y, but student

credit hours do not bear a direct'relationship.to the-workloaeof .

administrative offices onto the cuie4a1 serAtices.

.. .

, ,

/ Unit costs are not susceptible to the game, kinds of distortions which

can influence percentage analyses. (For example, unit costs for on-campus

liberal arts instruction are not affected by the presence or.absence of a

lar e agricultufal extension prog , but such aprogramjnevitably influences

.

a pocentage analysis of institutional t.xpenditures.).But unit costs are

susceptible tb other kinds ,..o.f distortion. A simple example is found in the
e *.

Case of an instructional department which is teaching to full capacity and,.:

is in need of additional' faculty. In the. year just before the new faculty

member is added, the work load willibevnusually high (which is the jtisii-

fication for adding the new faculty member) and therefore, the unit cost, for

producing each student credit hour in.thedepartment will, be unusually low.

In the following year, when the salary of the additional faculty person is
.64 . ./ t

added to departmental costs, the unit cost for produttngeach student credit

hour will 4ump. It would be easy to misinterpret this as a sign of.sqidbn
1

Phefficiency. It is ind simply one of the expected fluctuatlions in unit

costs over time. A perceptive cost. analyst is aware of:this type of flUc-
. ...'-')

.
,

tuation. He also dekipsa sen4;i4 SitiVenessfb the possilbility that some costs
,..,.

. . .

may be too:low ratherxl n too high.
. . .

,
o

General Comments on Patterns of Expenditure
i ,d& -

Certain categories of expepiture in th4.niform Qassification ofJ1.1V

11 I.

1k
accounts are much better defted than other

.

. - . '

2'36

,
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Instruction is fairly well defined except for the inclusion of "depart'.

mental research" which sometimes creates
confusion, especially in large

universities where research constitutes a matter of considerable interest

and c9cern. Instruction typically constitutes about 50%°of total edusa-

tiodal and general expenditures. This perCentage tends to be lower in mall

institutions because of the inherent inefficiency of small operations and

° also lower in large complexiUniversitfes
where public service, research, and

extension activities constitute major program areas. The percent for instruc,

tion frequently is higher than 50% in medium :-size institutions which con-

centrate heavily on instruction, with A minimum of competing activities. .

Salaries constitute 75% to-80% of the instructional category, and therefore

any analysis of instruction becomes. to a significant extent an analysis of
aw,=.

":"

7
, .

faculty salutes.

) Libraries ire probably the most fully analyzedsegment of-the

and university program because of the emphmis-librarians themselves place

upon the analysis of this activity.
Libraries:typically take about g% of

the' institution's total education and general budget, There is somewhat more

stability in this percentage than in the.percentages for some of the other

functional actiiitiS. Of library. expenditures approximately' 60% goes for

salaries.' This often is surprising to people unfamiliar with libraryvactiv=

ities. It is easy to assume that major expense of library ojeration

would be the purchase.af b Actually the cost of making books accessible

to users is greater--and this cal,ls for personnel.

Other Qategories of expendixtirf are less well defined. The categories
. .

of general adminision and general expense probably have caused the

greatest amount;Of ouble.' The names used for these categories imply that

they represent the cost of administrative overhead in the institution.

a.
Rightly or wrongly, Americans,tend to believe tht'administrative overhead

top
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is analogous to waste and shoul1 be held to a minimum. In fact, however,

majior items of expense which, do not constitute administrative overhead are

inclucded in these categories ant this has inflated the apparent administra-

tive costs. and caused institutions to be subjected to unwarranted criticisms.

The category of general expense is the special culprit in this casg: Only

one of the three sub-categories within general expense, general institutional
4111%.

expens s, actually consists of administrative expenses proper. The sub-

category of student services is generally recognized as an important service
,

activity paralleling instructional services and quite unrelated to general

administrative overhead. The separation of student services into an inde-

pendent category would reduce confusion and seems advisable. The sub-

, l

..

category of staff benefits consists of items which in modern -day America

constitute an expected form of salary (euphemistically called fringe benefits).

It was an administrative convp

item when institutions were sm

to lump these into a single budgetary

but now that most institutions are large

enough for staff benefits to constitute asubstantif amount of money, it

is desirable to allocate these eoenses to departments and offices in the

same way that salaries are allocated. Unless this -.is done, the true cost

of the departmental operation as not shown, and inflated administrative cost

appears to exist.
1".

Organized activities related to instruction offer a number of problems,

in financial analysis bedauSe many of the activities ar,,e in part rela4d to

instructional activities (such as a farm which is used' in connection' with

,

amagriculture program or intercollegiate atheletics which are used in pre-
, .

paring physical education majors for coaching) but are in part used in,pur-

.
.fposes ( the arm also may provide milk for the.dining hall and the inter-

.

cOlegiate athletics program provides entertainment and a public relations

, vehicle). In some cases these activities are.incorrectly claisified no -*`':\
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matter which category one chooses. Russell and Doi have suggested that this

category should be removed from, educational and general expenses altogether

and should constitute a fourth category under the current fund (along with

educational and general, student aid,:and auxiliary enterprises):*

° Operation and maintenance of physical plant is a conglomeration of varied

activities which can be understood and analyzed only if they are broken down

into their component sub-categories.

.;
Organized research, and extension and public service are the two func-

tional areas which vary the most from-one institution to another. Large

complex universities tend to have a great deal of.one or both of these activ-,

ities, whereas most colleges have little 4m.mone of either. Any Comparison

between an institution which does have these activities and another institU-.

tion_which does not have them must take this programmatic difference into'

account since it will influence the percentage distribbtion of expenditures

for the total institution.'.

. The Role of Institutional, Reseaich in Budgeting
i

. .

Like many 'functions of an institutional research office, its responsi-

bilities in the field of financial anilysis,andbudgeting_ari0red with
t

D .= -
other university offices. Furthermore, the role played by the institutional
. ..

.

research office in some respectsis a secondary or supportive role. This

suppostiverelationship is not 'unlike the institutional research role in

t/ connection with faculty' studies (where operating responsibility lies with a

department head or'a dean) and a dmissions studielw(where operating respon-

sibility lies with,a registrar or -an offide of admissions

r .

- *John Dale Russell and James I. Doi, "Analysis of Institutional Expen-
ditures," College and University BusineS1aober, 1955,, p. 27.

- 1
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Budgetary decision-making is the responsibility of the president, the

Chief academic officer, and the chiefjbusiness officer, acting with the

assistance of others within'the.institution. The budgetary role of the

institutional research offiCe lies in the collection and/or'anally,Of

4
relevant information and the conduct of speci,41'studies which will assist

in budgetary decision-making. Since the budget office also initiates studies

of its own, a.question can'arise as torthe appropriate division of respon-

sibilities between the budgettffice and the institutional research office.

In some institutions this could easily' degenerate into a jurisdictional

dispute. Such a dispute cj be avoided if institutional research is con-

.

ceived of as a "field",of activity in.which many'university offices may.be

00'

engaged simultaneously. In an institution which is receptive to the pse of

research findings in decision - making, -the number of needed studies will surpass

the capabilities of any single office. Institutional research offices, there-

fore,fore, have nothing to fear from the fact that operating offices are als
.

conductitg studieS--they should welcome such studies and coordinate them with

the work of the institutional research office itself so as to permit maximum

utilization of the information developed:

C

4.
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APPENDIX A

Classification of Institutional "Funds"

1. Current funds. Current funds are those funds available for
general operating purposes. Current fund,expenditures,
especially those from the current fund subcategory called
"Educational and General," constitute, the expenditures which
are usually the principal subject for fiscal analysis and
budgetary decision-making.

2. Loan funds. As the name implies, loan funds include monies
which are loanable to student, faculty, and staff.

ti

.

3. Endowment and other non-expendable funds. As the name implies,
this includes the institution's endowment, plus other monies
which for any reason are non-expendable at the current time.

ti Earnings from endowments are expendable, of course, but must
be transferred into one of the other funds before they are
actually utilized.,_

4. .Annuity funds. Annuity funds are those monies acquired by
the institution subject to an annuity or living trust agreement.
Upon completion of the annuity or living trust agreement, ,the

remaining funds will become availtble to the institution for
use according to the stipulation in the original.agreement.

S. Plant funds. Plant funds are those monies intended .for ore', -

actually expended for the acquisition of property or buildings
for institutional use. ,

6. Agency funds. 'Agency funds are monies which do nqt belong to
the institution, but are held in custody for groups such ,as
camAps.oigdnizations. At most institutions there are a large
number of agency accounts, many of them small. The institution
acts as "banker".for the Campus- relaeormizations and
agencies to whom these funds belong.

'

1.4 1
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APPENDIX B ,

, e A
-' .

" Classificatiod of Educational and General Expenditures

,General administration. This includes expenditures for the
,

`offices of administration such as the governing board,Ipresident,'
vice- president, business office.

2. General expense. This category is furt r sub - divided, into
three major sub-categories: (1) student services (offices and
activities such as the registrar, student health service,
guidance program); (2) staff benefits (group insurance, retire-

,ment contract premiums, social security, unless these are
allocated to the departments and offices within the institution);
and (3) general institutional expense (such offices and activities
as the alumni office, publication of catalogs and bulletins,
institution-wide convocations, institutional memberships).

In large and medium size institutions,the amount of money, which
falls in'the general expense ',category can become suite large.
Since thd category.really'is a.citcli-alL for a diversified
group of expendifbres, it, often is daft-cult to explain why the
institution's expenditures should be so large fora category'
which'sounds so vague. A modification of the generally accepted
classification of accounts to sepaniZe studentservices into a

separately, identified category.appears desirable, as does the
allocation of staff benefits to the offices and departments
throughout the institution whichdirectly benefit from the
services of.the-individbals receiving these benefits.

3. Instruction and Departmental Research. This category constitutes
. the heart of the institution's instructional program. It is

sub-divided iwtaxthe separate instructional units (schools' and
co e es within a large university; ordepartments within colleges)

th n further sub-divided to show a breakdown of expenditures
w thin departments. In addition to faculty salaries, it includes. .

expenses directly alsociated with the instructional programs, such
as clerical assistance and supplies and equipment used in academic.
departments.

"Departmental research" is a term which confuses pekle who are
unfamiliar with collegiate budgeting. Departmental research is
any academic research that is carried on by members of'the
teaching fatuity without any separate .funding for the research,
project itselI It frequently,is asserted that a certain amount

° of scholNrly or research activity is expected omost faculty
members. The inclusion of ,departmental research in the instrpc-
tional category constitutes a budgetary recognition of this
expectation.'



4.) A

,

4. Organized activities relating to educational departments. .

This category is intended to include activities such as
demonstratiOn schools and fa that,.are operated by the insii-

tution as'an_adjunct to theed tional.program of the insti-
tution. In so far as these acts ies are operated for purpose
not directly related to educational departments, they should be .'

listed under auxiliary enterprises. Often the distinction is
hard to make. A' farm may be operated for several purposes--as
a laboratory for agricultural instruction and also to provide
food for the dining halls. Intercollegiate athletics may be
operated,in part.as an adjunct to physical education instruction
and in part'as a self-supperting activity for the entertainment
of stud is and the kenerat public: When,the total amounts of
money in!

an

are significant, as frequently is the -case in
intercollegiate athletics, the choice between classifying the
activity a&tirelated to instruction" oQr as an auxiliary..entecprise
can significantly affect the distribution of institutional funds
among "educational" and other types of expen tures.

5. Organized research; Research units an rojedts which are
separately organized and funded,'su as,agricultural,experiment
stations, engineering experiment s tions, and separately. funded'
research projects fall into this category.'

6. Extension and public service'. Separately organized and funded ft,
-.. extension and public service activities appear.here.

7. Libraries. In addition to the main library, any subsidiary ,
6libraries which are separately organized should be included in ...

- . 'this' category.

A
.

'8. Operation and maintenance of the physical plant. &xpenses .

associated with the' operation of the building and grounds and '4%. .their maintenance are included here. This includes utilities.
..,

,.
., -

..0

4'
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FUTURE ENROLLMENTS AND PLANNING

L. Joseph Lins
Wisconsin Coordinating. Commitue for Higher-E"ducatj.on 4

0 O

aking enrollment projections for any institution is not a simple as-

signment. , As much care{ must be exercised in, their preparation as is true

of any research. The,groblem, as well as its basic assumptions or postu-

lates, should be stated and defined. A hypothesis or hypotheses, after

tieing formulate V ,'ghould be evaluated in terms of agreement or lack of

agreement with observed facts, and should be tested for logical consistency.

After testing, each hypothesis is restated and retested. -Objectivity is

the keynote.

'I believe that no college can use the presently available national pro-

''' jections of enrollment and/or college-age population data ,the best source

(6of,infOrmation on which to future ollegeits estimates of futulege edgIlment.

. ---

, The national data have been correct in indicating that, collectively, higher
y

educational ins4tutions can expect substantial increases in enrollment.

It is questionable, howevert that those projection's eapbe interpreted even
. .

nationally in terms of how much theillirease will be. It isAbubtful that
r

state or institutional estimates will be as accurate when based lipon national .

. projectiohsas when based upon conditions prevailing at the state or insti-
.

,tutional level.

All factors related to the enrollment of a particular institution must

be considered. Those factors mint be analyzed and, as far as'possibial:con=

trolled in order to do the best job of forecasting. It is often assumed in

1 4 4
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,national projections, for example, that the undergraduate college-age pool

consists of individuals who are 18through 21 years ofage. Generally it

is 'trio that a greater proportion of college undergraduates are in this age

range than in any other four-year age'range. ''It is questionable, however,

that the enrollment in any undergraduate college or collection'of colleges

consists of an equal proportion of the youthsat each of the ages 18 through

/ 21.

It is evident that education beyond high-school encompasses'a much wider

age range than1112-four-year span 'immediately following high schooDggrad-

uation. The socio-economic change following' oeld War II changed the pattern
4

of college attendance. Many persons older than the traditional college-age

group are entering college for the first tiMe.or are returning to college

for further education in order to compete in business, science, and industry. ,

-

There has been an.increasing emphasis upon post- baccalaureate education to

meet the demands for better prepared persons in research positions and

40ecializectoccupations.
,

A second major problem in national projections of enrollment his been

inadequate definitions of-a student. Definitions of enrollment and concep-

tions of what is requested on an enrollment questionnaire have changed:" Not

all institutions are using a uniform definition in reporting. Projection's

made fromiincomplete and unreliable basic statistics are subject to the

inadeqUacies and limitations of those statistics. All too frequently there

,lias been-no-distinction made between on-campus and extension center or branch

campus students, between full-time and-part-time students,lioetween day and
.

late -hour students, or between regular', class and correspondence students.

A.third difficulty in national projections is that the System for,

making the national projectiOns is frequently applied to the state; within

the nation. The migration of potential or actual students is not uniforms
"0
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from state to state, nor are the population survival rates the same foi all

states.

The enrollment projection must be campus
4, based since it be depen-

dent upon 'the aims and purposes of the campus,, the long-range goals of the

pus, the ability of the campus to attract students from a pool of.poten-

teal college-going individuals, and the ability of the campus to hold those b

students until the completion of the acadenlis sequence. Projections should

' be made likewise for the entire state: (1) as a check against the individual

college and university projections, since the, sum of the projections of the

individual institutions should reflect the potential for the entire state--

being neither larger nor smaller, (2) in order that 'total educational planning

for the state can be carried on realistically- -this may result in, or be c 44,

preglited upon, total master planning. ,

The projei ction, as I indicated, must e,be based upon the best data, avai
.

able fo*and the best knowledge possible of future- planning Educational '

policy does not remain static, nor should it Some of the areas for which,
I-, .

<..

poliCy de-cision area needed "prior to the institution making.,intellAgent en-
. q .

. iollntent projectio ,are:
. . , 1 4 i'R 0

.,

s

-1.1etre institution l'imit its enrollment , or is it committed to
.

lk
accept 'N-li.lncliiri4.uatt ho- meet certain genfotal reluirements? Will there

. ,7* ,

' be chaneiiii4admiss.icins rep ntsi -:,
6,

'N 118;14

-2. Vri.4there !Senor n ..-, i prep totchangei.t he "mix" of students 14

A r
by class level? Will the irtht' i * for esiMpk, o greater degiee than

7 . 4

previously, centra,te on attract a higher p oiprtibfi of graduates students?
, '

, .. 314,-

3. Will there be an effort tb grxtly tncre the proportion of the 4

institutional effort devoted to research $gi' /vrtits?' ,,,

., _ ,

4. Willnew programs', disciplines or fAlds of sttidy be added or
.

, g
abandoned over the forecast period? ,over 06'
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S. Will there be changes in the geographic area from p4ish students
'

come? Will students who are non-residents of the state be acce0t0 to a

greater'or lesser degree than in the past? San 'changes in .the types and

numbers of institutions in the state.and their influence on the enrollment

in the particular institution be forecast? Can one detect tendenciesofor

colleges within the pationage areal or in other sttes, toirierict,enroll-

ments?

6. 4Can changes in the economic structure of the patronage area be

- anticipated?

7. Is\N,t4ere evidence that an increasing proportion of youth.will be

graduated from high schdoi,and that an increasing or decreasing.proportion

of high school graduates ,will seek to attend the particular iletitution?

Will a higher proportionof students continue for post-baccalaureate,or

post-doctoral work?
4

8. Will sufficient housing be available for the,number of studenti

who might'desire to .attend the institution? .15-lige anticipated building

program adequate to provide the necessary instructional facilities?

9. It, is possible to ,secure sufficient qualifies staff members?

.These are only a'iew of the questions which the pqrson making an enroll-

ment forecast should attempt to answer prior to Making the forecast.. If

definite ,answers are not possible, a framework of logical assumptions should

°be set lip using the best data available.

/..t.r.

.

One
.

, .
notes'from these questions that thlwrojection of enrollments is.

. -
o

not merely a statistical problem. All too frequently, enrollment'projections

are made by persons not knowledgeable about"higher education fn its broarON

scope. In enrollment projection, *the statistical study of past enrollment

records must be ;up emented wledge which may be quite non-statistical
4 e

in nature. 'Futur college enroll ents are depe/tdent upon comOlei factors
. *

14 7ti
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which are difficultto,aaalyze or on which data are not readily. available.

.Some factors of this type which affect the size' of college enrollments are
4

changes in economic and icternational

benefits and/or Am

situations, provision. of education

and scholarship programs, unusual migration, changes

in mortality rates, and Selective Service drafts and deferments.
-

Persons making enrollment projections cannot be aware of the future

op 1ration offal? factors; consequently some error in projection might be

. . ,'; ( .

-
'4Sk'

expetted. It is a continuoilespOnsibi,lity,to make

projections.

and revise enrollment_

You will note that I speak of. projections or forecasts rather than

predictiOns. The projection represei4s a normal or mean trend duri he'

period of_projection and is basedwon,

year within the forecast periodioit can

mght may fall above or.below the projec

jeCtion is a good 194/grang6:rojectiOn
-
-...

be about the same as the total negative

making projections, and deeding upon

-

are to be put, tit may be well to try to

projecting,a high, 'medium, and low enro

6

for which a forecast is made; these wil

tens .

specified assumptions. For any given

b expected that the actual enroll-
\-- fn

ted trend line.' However, if the

, the total positive errors should

errors about the trend line. In

the uses o whiCh those projections

anticipate the- variations through

llment number for each point (year).

I usually result from varied assump-
.

I would like to distinguith also.between poterRitl and estimated enroll-
0

.

ment. ,Potential enrollment is used in long -range planning to indicate the

number of college students which the institution might attract from-the total

persons expectdA to .desire a collqge education in A geyraphic area. Estimated

4

enrollment is

I
.dependent ypon factors

used in' short -range instructional and budget planning and is

N.
such as tge ,facilities and staff currently available",
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or expected to be realized during the forecast period and the size of the

current student body by class.

41 '

I have indicated.that the forecast is based upon a well thought-out

formulation of assumptions. Unless this is true; the forecast-may be mere

guesswork or speculation. A lirge amount of reliable, detailed, and relevant

data upon which to base the assumption,is es;Ntial. Good forecasts Will

-call for logically. integrated, analytical-techniques.

Thorough consideration should be given to, the purpose of the forecast

prior,to collecting data and formulating assumptions.
.

If the purpose of tlie forecast is to determine future instructional

staff needs, there should be a clear definition of faculty effort (sometimes

calla work load) and a knowledge not only of the mean number of credits per

student but also of th$ relative sizes of classes. Facts should be avail-

able on the number and distribution of credits carried by fullr_time and

4
part-time students as well gs the time of,day students desire and can attend

Classes. It may be necessary to define students and faculty in terms of

ul Mime equivalkdis..

As r mentioned, the person making the enrollment projections must -be

aware of the purposes and plans of the institution for4which the projection

/is Made". He'therefore shouil be informed of administrative decisions as

those decisions are being made. Those decisions are related to the conditions

over-which the institutions has control. A'college, for example, can control
.

the size o it student b'tacly through an arbitrary ceiling on admissions,

through increased tuition and/or fees, through highet admission-and acaclemic-

tandards, through adjusting the proportion of in -state to out-of-state stu-

dents admitted, through changes in-Academic offerings, etc.
0

(!

There are, however, conditions over which the college has little ,or no

control. Among those conditions are population changes and shifts in population,

6
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military crises, economic change, and'modifications of the social structure.

. .

If, for example, there is a sudden shift toward higher educational require-
--

merits in the labor force or if employers give increasing/priority to job

applicants with a college education, the potential demand for college educa-

tion will be increased. v

A sudden upward shift in a state's economy'usually results in more

college applicants. Chi the other hand, numerous institutions have found

that during the first years of a recession sr depression there is a tcuTce

110,

for more students to seek college admisgioni if the depression continues,

it can be expected that there will be a downward shift in college attendance

unless scholarship and loan.p.ragrams provide tale funds not otherwise avail-
,

able. Several recent studPeshave indicated that the proportion of aCa7

demically qualified students who will attend college is moreslosely related

to the education of the parents than it is to the wealth of the families.

1

Thus if, within the area from which the students .are drawn,.there are Indus-

,

.. 4. i... .tb., ,

6.
trial changes whichcause a shift in the amount of education of the labor '

:J±.4., . . .

force, it/can be expected that there rill be a change in the proportion of

high school graduateswho Will atte4c011ege.
r

t. Fri" I can hardly pass without say*g a few words about the effect on senior

colleges of the increase in the number and enrollments of,junior colleges. To

Kelsey (1967), ina report to the Assoclitiori for Higher Education on March'6,

1967, stressed the -fact that."Nearly one freshman in three is beginnillfiis

,1010

college work.in a junior college. . . In the period 1960-q, enrollment,

in.junior colleges increased at a .rate nearly twice that of four-year insti-

tutions." There'also is a changing mission, in some states, of the vocational-
,

technical institutions In their becoming a pars ofthe system of academic

. .

higher education.
: 15to
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Two effects of the increase in junior colleges are (1) an increasing

number of youths enrolled in collegiate program, because when a campus is

set up in an area some persons who otherwise would not attend college find

it possible fingnciafly to try themselves out in collegiate work and (2) a

chango in the senior colleges to higher proportions of upper-class students.

The latter change does affect the average quality of staff_neede.d_ara_ihe

composition of instructional space at the senior college. Knowledge of those

Changes is important in projections of staff needs and facilities. The pro-

Sections of course sequences and content also are affected by thoge changes,

as well as by another important fact that students coming to college are
. ,

better prepared with each generation; therefore the college curricula need

. \Cto be upgraded.

ePrivate institutions as well as public ins ittAlons hap.o take-into
'

account, in' projections, the state and federal, funds available for scholar-
ships,ships, loansrand facilities.

We conceive the mission of an institution, to be teaching, research, and
.1.

serviCe. For most institutions, the student-is ihe most impoftant product.

We have a responsibility to see that he is educated to the maximum of his

abilitrand that his preparation is directed,tb his being Most productiv64A

in the local.; state, national, and international effort. Collectively insti-

tutiOns have a responsibility to see that all' individuals have-en opportunity

, for the best preparation for life.

Thee are approximately sixmillion students enrolled in degree crept

UnitedStates colleges--about 1.2 million more than were enrOffse five years
1' '

- 3

iEyen thotigh it can, be expected that the college population will inciease

theat a'decreasing rate in the immediate future, we can reasonably expect that
t

in the next five years enrollments will rise by about 1.S million students.- (
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Not all colleges have prepared for increasing enrollments. This may

have been by,Tce, by lack of foresight, or by poor projections. If

through lack of foresight 6r poor projections, this certainly. represents

poocresearch on the potential for students, for, according to the National

Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges (1967), there are

a number. of state universities (mostly in the East) which expect to turn

away qualified in-state students this fall; the numbers are as follows:

University of Connecticut (400), Georgia Institute of TechnolAgy (100),

University of Georgia (450), University of Illinois (502), University of

Maine (200), University of Massaq4etts (40000), University of Missouri

(1,210), Rutgers pniversity (3,150), Pennsylvania State University (2,250),
1.,

'

and Virginia Polytechnic Institute (1,104.

These ures present only'part of the problem,for as the result of

some states not preparing adequately for enrollments, institutions in other

4
states are turning away large numbers of qualified non-resident students.

As reported by the'llavroMelssociation of State Universities and,Land-Grant

Colleges (1967 , of the 99 State Universities and Land-Grant colleges-

..

expect to t away out-of-state applicants this year. Some of the largest

numbers ,of expe cted non-admittees per institution are University of si

, 7

Colorado (5,000), University of Connecticut (2,500), Univer-siiy of Dejtare

(2,000), Purdue University (1,500), Universit7 of Kans'as (600), University
. -

of Maine (700)2University of Massachusett§ si,000y, Michigan State U niv%r-

. sity (1,000), Univers'ity of Michigan (2:500), Universitioidew Hampshire

(1,300), Rutgers University (850), (Shim University (850), Penn'sylvao. State 1

University (2,250), University of Vermont C2,200), and University of Wis- .f

..

consin (6S0). Eight institutions, all of them east 6f the MississippiRiver,

received at least six od-of-State applications for every out -of -state
, .

freshman they plan to admit.-' 152
142-
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ss,
tjons, and the socio-economic status ofhthe families from which they come.

It has been said that students make up the college. At least they are

its most important product. For some colleges, students are the only or

nearly the only product,'since little attention is devoted to research and

service.

We need to know the characteristics of students and chNges in the

types of students--their intellectual.
capacity,-their-educatienal-aspira-_

Since students are an important product, Sinde the total aim of the

institution must be kept in mind, in projection's., and since the projections

are devekoped for functional purposes, it may by well at this point to

emp)i lid briefly some of the purposes pf daa7gathering and projections.

1: Is the institution serving the stlaentsjt should be serving? Are

students from impacted areas being given adequate educational opportunities?

One function then, is to determine the needs for financial aids--loans

scholarships, and work programs--and the needs for student'servicess

2. What are the needs for facilities? Win departments choose to

rostrict enrollments? Will the student "mix" and teaching, research, and

service functiOns change? In planning, one must develop space guidelines

aakeen the guidelines current. The projections serve as a base for deter-
;

-

mitering the size of classes;size of classrooms; )the number of laboratories

)-
versus the number of classrooms; the size and types of:offices; the amount

of space for libraries; research, archive and equipment storage, inactive
-

).

areas (such 'as space being remodeled), buildingt and grounds service, stur

0.

dgt service, campus hoppital and health, gymnasium and fieldhouse, audi-
.

A- '153
)),
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ere

I

1

-",

toriums, theaters, museums, and laboratory schoOls. ome types of space are
I

related quitydirectly to thenumber of.student. Hedd count enrollment
1 .

projections are necessary in determining,space such as parking facilities,
.
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dining facilities, student service space, gymnasium and field house seating,

and residential facilities.
X ,

3. A third area is that of budget planning. Here it goes without saying

that there must be projections or, in the case of the annual or biennial

budgetilstimates of74rollment by department, by level of student, by sex,

e equivalent students, and-b)/ credit hours.

4. This leads us, then, to a fourth purpose of projections and esti-
,.

mates---that of determining the size, quality, and differential' abilrties

of the staff.

a . ;

Needless to say all of these projection areas are dependent one on the

.
N

other, The best information should be available on all factors about which
. .

',knowledge can be available.

Sources of Information Relative to Population-and College :Enrollments

There are Niumerous sources of information relative to population and

college enrollments. Before any of th ese sources,are used; it is essential

to discover whether the available information is applicable to the4c9llege

or collection.of.colleges for which enrollment projections are desired._

Some ;sources of population and enrollment data are:

1. Bureau 8f the Census, U. S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.

2. National and state educational associations, regional boards, and

coordinating committees for higher education./r The organization of state

)

agencies and ihe information available may vary. from state to
.

1

,

,,

. ', .

3. Philanthropic foundations.
.0 / 4

(

Insurance companies. Particularly useful maybe the mortality or )

.

i

.

.

survival' tables. . ,
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5. Jhe U. S. Office pf Lduaation' Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare, WasIZngton, D.C. lt,should be kept in mind that the5e enrollment

data presumably include all ,students or all students taking work creditable'

toward d degree; consequently, the enrollment data may be more inclusive

than is desired far-a particular projection,

6. SoMe states have an agency which collects en limen data from all'_

colleges within the state; quite frequently this is done y a representatiye

pf the regional association of the American AssOciatiotof Collegiate Reg-'

istrars and Admissions Officers.
0

4

7. State and national departments of public health (Vital Statistics).:-

8. The office o)the Register of Deeds of the various countiesbirth

're cords.

.

'9.
. , :

. ;

.. ,

arious institutional bureaus of research of offices of institutional

Studies'. .

10, State departments of education. Many state-departments of education

Have only public school--eleientary and seCondary--enrollmeni figures.. In
J

.

Some states, if is very difficul:t to.obtain,thaenroll.Ment count for private
1

'..,Jlementary and secondary schOols. 1

. .

1: 11. The American -Council on Educaticni, 1785 Massachusetts Avenue., N.W.,

Washington, D.C. 20036.' N, le -.

. 1 . . .

12. Thereports of Ronald Thompson, The Ohio State*University, especially
.:\ ,

',Enrollment ProjectiOns for'Higher Education, 1.961 -1978 (The American Associ-
, ' - . .

ation of Collegiate Registrars and Ad455),ons Officers, September 1961),
1 .

bp. xi + 36. )-

f

i

Thompson's publications liZ useful if one is con6rned with a general
;

1
/ ,

measure of enrollment potential. The reports -are more useful on the nationalr
;

-

evel than on, the state pr institutional level but have some limitations...,

1.55
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Weighting was not done by age even for the narrow age -range used. Adequate

.

correction for migration and mortality also was not made. The most signif-
A

icant contributionof these publications has been th-at they have emphasized

. .
the need for long-range educational planning and for immediate Consideration

of providing for rapidly increasing enrollments.

13. Student migration reports, especially Residence and Migration of

College Students, Fail 1963 (WashIngton, 'D.C. 20202: U. S. Department of

Health, Education, and WelfareOffice of Education, July 1964)

I want now to go ,into a short discussion of enrollment projection ech-
.

niques. This can be elabofated upon as we find time, during the 1.7orkshop,

for questions' and exchange of ideas.

Enrollment Projection Techniques

%

There are four methiclis in use for making enrollment projections:

el) curve- fitting; (2)'ratio, (3) cohort- survival, and (4) correlation anal-
-,

ysis. In practice, the best technique for, a particular institution or state
..,,

or the nation may be a combination of these mehods. .

ti

Curve - Fitting Method

Enrollment, projections by the curve-kttingmethod consist of deter-

mining the functional relationship-which exists between past enrollments and
, .

_years. .This functional relationship then is projected to the year or years
,

1
N for which the 'potential enrollment*hunbe is desired. It is assumed that

A s
enrollment trends, based upon hist4tcal enrollment' data, will continue and

that the influences of the recent pastare indicative of the factors whith

will operate in thb future. The enroltment of the pastLaccoiding to time

1

may take the form of one of many` curves.
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1 will not attempt today to speak about, the curves which might fit the

data. I would refer you rather to my publication, Methodology of Enrollment

Projections for Colleges and Universities (Lins, 1960).

,

Ratio Method

The ratio.method,determines the ratio between the persons enrolled in

college and the college-age population of which those persons are a part.

This method has bebn used widety but, as generally employed, is inferior to
..,- .

the cohort-surviva.method
1

The ratio method can be,. but seldom is used

t,

, .

to forecast freshman,, sophomore, junior, senior, etc., enrollments eparately.

1 ,

More generally the ratio used is that found by dividing the total college
,-.

. .

enrollment by the total college-Age pool, definedras all individuals in a
.

,

Aeo raphic area who are 18721 years of age or 18-24 years of age; done in

this way, the projections are quite Useles s.

An age pool in which each age i4 given equal weight more frequently.

than not is a Nor representation of4the population from which the students

come since the proportion of students at each age in adVgiyen 'ins'titution
. N 1,
,.. is rarely the same. A better estimate can be made by weighting.the patronage

. 00 1

area population by Age accordi to he relative weighting of ages within

the coAege enrollment groUPi

. .

1

To employ the ratio method, 't is necessary to have past and present

data relative to the number of individuals in the college-age range, which
1.1,

_ is representative of the college enr,011ments., and to have historical infor-
.

mation concerning the weighted propprtion of the college-age range population
. , *

'which attended the college or collection of colleges for which the projecti.on
i A

is being made. There should be separate.proje9ions for undergraduate and
I

i

for post-baccalaureate--graduate and professionalstudents,.

t
,

J..
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:the enrollment grouping for which the projection is desired must be

analy4pd carefully over a period of years. The sex distribution by age and

by class should be determined. In order to discover the population to be

' used as a basis for the projection, the enrollment should be distributed
0,

according to the geographic areas from which the students come. These areas

may be High schools for the commuting college, or counties or parishes for

the college attracting students from wide areas;
1

the area may encompass a
o

number of states. When the area or areas from which the students come is

4 determined, the next step is to evaluate whe.t4er or not there has been a

consistent pattern in the distribution of students by area. The present

college -age population of the area or areas and the anticipated college-age

population should be known. The latter may be based upon birthi corrected

for deaths and "migration. The college-age population figuies ale weighted

according to the proportion of students fibm each area by age,

CohorttSurvival Methods

r The word "cohort" is usedto designate a group OflandividUals'having 0

a similar classification trait. The cohort-survivaljtechnique is a method

based upon the extent to which a group of individuals survives by grade from

1

fi'rst
%.

rst grade through college (fradelsuccession) or upon the extent to whic1

a group of individuals survives by year of Age from birth through the age

of college graduation (age-survival). In the ratio method, for each calendar

year, one ratio is computed beTW en the college-age Pool and the persons'
AY .

enrolled in college. In the cohort - survival method a systeM of ratios is

set up to determine the college enrollment for each calendar y ar; for

' example, in the grade-succession method, respective ratios of.secorid grade
? #

1

;to_first grade, of grade to second grade, of fourth grad to 'third
,

grade, etc. are computed. Thus the#cohortof aparticUlar year is-4*owed_

' f I



through grade succession until the senior year in college and perhaps on to

post-baccalaureate calege years.

Combined Ratio and Cohort-Survival Method

4 I believe that for many institutions a grade-to-grade or an age-to-age

survival technique is not sufficiently superior to a simpler and /ess cumber-.-

some combined ratio and cohort - survival method to warrant the extra effort.

If the problem is to proje'ct enrollments through all leveli of education

from first gradAhrough college, then there seems to be no reasonable alter=

,

native to a.complete grade-to-grade or age-io-age survival method. However,

if the problem is only one of projecting college enrollments, it may be

,_
satisfactory to set up direct experience ratios of survival from birth to

, v
;,;,

l\17, 18, a 4 19 year olds:.1 This assumes' that the new freshMan class in a, T.-,.

lgo,-

college is- composed primarily of 17, 18, andA,9 year olds from a readily

:identifiable area. The ratio of new fieshmen to the population,of 17, 18,

.
.

and 19 year olds, weighted according' to tile proportion of 17, 18, and 19

year olds among the new freshmen', is determined .for.the45,as't few years. It.
.

is noted that this, procedure, through building pp an experience,tre4 over
A : .

a period of years automatically considers the factors of mortality, migra-

tion, and desire for college attendance: The assumption
ois

made that the

effects of mortality, migration, and desire for further education in the

future will be the same as in the past.
f

From the new freshman' enrollment, a cohort-survival.(grade-succession)

method is used to determine the size of the total' freshman and;the sophomore,

junior, and senior classes.

. 159,
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'Correlation Analysis

The correlation analysis method is an. attem pt to determine the associa-

ti oh between enrollment (dependent variable) and one or more independent

factors or variables". It may be found, foi example,. that university or

college enrollment varies concomitantr0 with the number of high school seniors

and per capita income. The variation' in ehrollmedt may be closely related

1t.to a single variable or to a combination of variables. In any event, zero-
.

order epeTficienls of correlatiOn would ge,computed between the dependent

variable of ,enrollment and each of the Several independent variables.

.

it' Were found that there is a significant concomitant association between

he .dependent variable of enrollment'alid two or more,of the independent
. . ,

variables taken(separately, a co rrelatioh-natrix con$isting of the interr

ciqrrelItions shoUld be set up.

6hort-Bange: Estimates of Enrollment

t a
The primary purpose of a short-range estimate ,o, o4r011ment is to pro-

vide an annual or biennial basis for budget preparation and educational

planning. At the institutional level this may involVe college or school,
§

class, and departmental estimates of enrollment.

In my ownr,basic short-range estimates, It.estiniate by class, sox, and

college or school with current entrance divisions of continuing, reentering,

adva4ed standing, and new. ,A combined ratio and coh rt-survival method is
. ...., .

. 4
,

. employed. New freshmen (residents of the ,t4te) by fex and college or school
4 I e ,

lb 'Ns, '
are estimated for the Madison campus by developing the ratio between ,new

,

...,
,

,..... .1 -
.

v freshmen and the weighted 17. and 18;year olds in the state as of April l;

.i.

1 this is practical since the Madison campusattracts students from all areas
,

of the state. By policy, the MadisOn caKus in the paSt has onei
. . ,

. ,

as accepted

. 0 , iv . '', .
,

.

non-resident new freshmen for each two resident new freshmen; therefore ',.,
. ,

slf

Al

'v

11



the estimated number of resident new freshmen wasmerely multiplied by 50.

per cent to arrive at the estimated number of non-resident new freshmen. 4111

We now are allowing only 30 per cent :non-residents among new freshmen;

therefore the non-resident'number is increased tiy 42.9 peg /cent to arrive

at the total new freshmen.

For the University of Wisconsin- Milwaukee, the ratio method also is

used, but the ratio is one between new freshmen and Milwaukee high school

graduates, since the UWM is primarily a commuting institution and only. about

o 0 -
two peer cent of the new freshmen are non-residents of the state. There is

an additiondl problem, however, in that about 14 per,oent of the UWM under'- -5,.

gradUate students are evening part-time students.
/

$

The continuing, reentering, and advanced standing students by class,

sexi.and college or school then are computed using the cohort-survival tech-.

hique. I all phases of the estimation, policy changes are teflected in

estimates.

Long -Range Projections Of Enrollment

4

'Unless there are drastic changes downward in economtc and social con-

,
ditions; changes in mobilization patterns, and.changes inuthe desire of the

college-age youth to attend college, it can be expected that there will be

a coniinuing increase in collegiate enrollments." The present increase in

enrollments is due at least in part to an increasing population, particularly

in that part of the pOpulation which is college age, And to
.t
an increasing

14!
proportion of t1 population which actually attends college. We can expect _

r

1

at present, of course, a leveling off of thg size of the new freshman group.

)

In a few years again there will be a substantial increase in new freshmen .c

During the year after World War II, the birth rate rose. The increased'

number of births waS only one of theitItits contributing to larger enrollments.
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.

At the present time, economic conditions are favorahl*there is an increasing

Ilemand fdr college graduates, and there is a. marked tendency i3 the direction

of inc -reared family size among college-educated parents. It is known that

a lager prpportion of children whose'parents have a college education attend

4
college than of children whose parents do -not have a college education-.

There must be continuous careful planning for increased college enroll-

,

"mnts., Each state, and each institution within le state, must analyze its

enrollment potential, and, on that basis, must plan asithoroughly as possible

the means for serving its students. For some institutions this will involve

. . ,

the construction of many new buildings; however, brick and mortar alone will

not suffice to guarantee high quality education. The need for instructional
4

) ' . . c

.
staff also must be recognized. It not only is necessary to prepare the per-

)

-sons who desire to,becomdteadhers, but it also will be necessary to make

the teaching profession as4aggiaiently attractive to hold the pt sent teachers
1, 7

and to attract a larger proportion of college graduates to'teaching.

For some institutions instructional and administrative costs are directly

<5.
related to enro111llment In othei institufioni particularly those with

,

large evening and/or.par0-time programs, total enrollment is a quite

isfactory basis on,which 'too estimate instructional costs. In all institutions

better-index for budget prepargftion may be faculty effort (load) data end
, )

number of credits taught., m umber of students classified in a partictilar,

college or schobl withinauniversity, fcir example; may be, little related

to the number of crediSA taught or students served by that college or school.

Departmental budgets usually are more closely-related to, student credits
- ;-

taught and adv,iier loads than. to the humbe ,f students Classified in .the

department.' Dr, John SteOlein has disc sed faculty studies including de-

fining, measuring, and estimating faculty work effort, and Dr. James Doi-
,
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has discussed campus planning andfacilities analysis. Di. James L. Miller.

spoke to the topic of research and
institutional-budgets: Therefor I will

not go into those areas.

That increases in enrollment can,be expected is important in alerting

the people ok this nation to the needs of higher education. Even more impor-
-

tant are educated ejections of how great the enrollment increases might

be at any particular time.
Enrollment projections must be based upon the

best possible data supplemented by-a set of wellTintegrated and well-fouerde
4

I 6asic assumptions. The data as well as the as'sumptions will vary.from sta

to state and from institution to institution. It is recognized-that no
1

',-single. method of long-range e rollment projections will Me-et-411e needs of all

states or all institutions. hod to be used must be determined-by

,,persons who have a good backgroundin,wojection
theoryiho understand demb- '

igraphic data, and who are awareof-the,educational needs of the particular
.

_5 . c

state or institution. 'The projections shouldbbe reviewed and, if necessary,.."

revised periodically in order to take into account changing conditions.
'

1 .
::

...e-The validity and reliability of eitrollbent i5rojettions are sombwhat
, ?

relaXed to the size of the popul9tion area: and to the length of the projec-c.
.

.
' ,tion.period. As the size of the population area Is.decreased as.the

(. .

.
,

lengtN.of the projection period is increased, - the reliabilit of theiprojec7 .

r-,

tion generallor"dacreases. Thous long-range projections for a state
,

are usually
..,

.* . . * . ),

more reliable-than fora city or county. Also Aojeciioris clO to 15 yeais 'III

.
",f ..., 0

o the future are less reliable thalare estimates fora shorter period ,

of time. In a small population segment, very rapid:changes in Migration,$ .

mortality, and economic 90111tions'iliaytoccur; these chadget.,usually;oncur
.,

.

. .
e "6..

a more slowly in an entire state, for the los.$, through migration in dal urea:, '.i
.1 0",.r n . '

may result in an,iwrease in populatioi in another area.

e
O
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Enrollment projectionscan be madc as faias 17 years into the future

without esiiMating births. Nearly all individuals who will4,e enrolled in

colleges and universities 17 years from now are born and can,be-counted..
1'
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- PROJECTIONS FOR CAMPUS PLANNING'

L. Joseph Lins
Wisconsin Coordinating Committee for Higher Education

Projection of the potential student pbpulation at a college or univer-
sity is one of the prerequisites to planning campus development. Instruc-

iionalAkerkloads, the number of faculty required, and the physical plant

and land requirements of an institution clearly are' affected by the size
Of the Itudent body which the institution undertakes to serve and by the

total mission of the ifisititution. Instructional workloads are a' function,

of the level ancl''distribution of stud t enrollments. The space required

for instructional effort (general classrooms, laboratory - classrooms, labo-

-ratories, seminar rooms, 'studifs, and instructional' gymnasia) is tied to
contact hours in each cairse subject) in the institution.
N.,

7' The amount of 'other types of space needed also is affected by the size

mf the student enrollment:., Some of these types of ,space are office space,.,

library space, research space, archive and research equipment storage,

Aliactive space (such as space being remodeled), buildings and grounds ser-

vice space, student service space, .campus
,
hospital'1 aniihealth facilities,

;,gymnasium and field house seating, auditoriums ,, theatres, museums, and, - .
laboratory schools:

1Adapted from: L. J. Lins and "PrOjections of Enroll-
ment for Campus Plannine(Appendix C of A e ogy for Determining
Future Physical, Facilities Requirements for Institutions of Higher Education,

$. Department of Health; Mutation an.dWelfare, U. S. Office of Education,
Project No% 2920, Contract o. 0E-t5-10-291, December 1966).
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Since some types of Space are related quite directly to the number of

studehts, head count enrollment projections are necessary in addition lo.

the contact hour type of projection. This would be true of space such as

parking facilities, dining facilities,""student service space, gymnasium and .

field house seating, and residential facilities.

If the projections of ,total.students are to be most useful, it will be

necessary to have those projections divided by sex, by singled and married,

by class, and by school or college.

For estimating research space needs, it is essential to have projections

of graduate enrollments divided by department and lower level (pre- masters),

upper level (pre-doctoral);, and post-doCtoral. It is important, too, thai-

,

projections of FTE (full-time equivalent) students be made by level of stu-

dent (lower level--freshmen and sophomores; uppetYlevel--juniors seniors,

and.)ecials; graduate; and professional--law, medicine, veterinarymedicine,

_Ole:). The number of staff and type of staff are elated to FTE students

by level.

In our fiwk 'session this afternoon, we developed the general pattern

of ,projecting enrollments. We will assume at this point that we already have

projectiOns of enrollment by sex and by class for the institution. These

projections, can be broken into. college and school projections by class and

sex within the institution where for men,'for example:

The Projection by School or College Within the Institution

(A) = the rent year and (B) - four yearkprevious, i.e., the fifth.

year of enrollment datatof the past, and

Xlm = males in the class kn the p3llege of Letters and Science;"

-
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X

2m = males in the class in the, College of Ehgineering;

el*

t
XN '= males in the cliss in college N.

m

X
lm(A) therefores the males foil the respective class in the College

of Letters and Science in the current year.

Y
A the male enrollment in the class for all col leges ,in year A and

YB = the male enrollment in the class for all colleges four years

previous.

. The changing ratio of total enrollment for males by class by college -

then is determined according to' the following formula, illustrated for the

College of Letters and Science:.. . O

Xlm(A) - Xlm (B)
=.acy. or average change pei: year

4

The average 'change per yearthen is applied to the current ratio to
obtain the ratio for each year within the 'forecast period: For the first
year ler men by class in the College of Letters-ana.Seience itt new ratio:

would be:

Xl.m(A) + 1 (acy)

YA

For the second year; it would be:

Xlm(A) 2 (°acy),eetc.

Y A

0

These ratios then would be applied to the projected enrolnient total

by sex, and class as projected-bre institution for the respective year to
. ,
,

_
.'""X %

\?'''

A.2b-7---..--------LL=----

1



.................
.. ^ ..... ^ ........... ^, .......... ..... ,-- ^. - ...-

arrive!af the expected enrollment by lege, by class, and by sex and

. adjusted in tile summation of all colleges to arrive at the institutional,

'projection of\lhe total.
,,-

1 ,

(. The tab &able d)' developed then for each projected year would show
. . .

i

the enrollment by clasPand sex; by tollege, as follows:

TABLE I

PROJECTED ENROLLMENTW CLASS, BY SEX, BY COLLEGE
FIRST SEMESTER OF" TEAR 19 -19

geColle
V1

Freshman Sophomore Junior .... Graduate
M W M -W.MWMIg mw

6 ,

Letters and Science
Agriculture

A.
/,

.,

College N
TOTAL

..

4

.

.

0

-

*

Each college or university, in analyzing trends, may find that the

foregoing requires the introduirkon-of judgthental factors and a changed-pro-

cedure based upon policy decisions about relative growth of individual units

pf the institution. This is illustrateein Appendix -A, which gives the

design for the 1974 projections for the Madison Campus of The Mniversiiy of

Wisconsin,

Projection of Graduate Students

Since there is a'relationship between the number of'graduate'students

and the amount of staff and space required for each department, it is essen-,

.

tial to' project graduate students.by derartmen.

A doctoral candi ate generally requires more research spade for his

doctoral work than does the masters candidate for his research work. Also,

O



,doctoral Candidates generally are involved to greater degree in funded'
Et(

research than masters students are. Therefore, the department-al projection

of graduate enrollment must be 'divided according to masters and according

to doctoral candidates. It is essential also to survey the departments for

the best data possible on pOst-doctoral researchers.

For the projection of graduate students, one surveys- the current and

past majors by department at _the pre-masters and pre-doctorai levels. This

survey should be by sex as illustrated in Table II.
.

TABLE II

UATE MAJORS BY DEPARTMENT
FIRST SEMESTER OF YEAR 19 -19 ,

Major Field Masters Candidates
M W Total

Doctoral Candidates
M W Total

Accounting . 40 1 41 '. 14 2 10
Actuarial Science 8 1 9 - --
African Languages

& Literature 2 .1 -4. 3 3 - 3
Agricultural '

Economics 41 2 43 54 1 55
.

.
..

-.

Zoology 1 50 22 72 36 14A 50_

If the survey 'of. a five-year period of majors shows no appreciable

change in the ratio of men to, women, in the rai6 of masters to actoral

candidates, or in the proportion .of
graduate students by level enrolled in

the various departments, the enumeration of total graduate students (without

regard to sex) by level anddepartmentYfor the year just previous to the

projection,period can be .used. 'ff it were 'found that the ratio of men,to
11swomen has changed appreciably, that the ratio of masters to doctoral can-,

2.,
&dates has changed, or that the proportion of students registered in the . r,-
*

\-:
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various. departments has clanged a great deal, a changing ratio (acy) will

need to be developed as talked about in projecting school or college enroll-

ments within the institution; the proportion then would be a departmental

"acy" projection stratified by sex and by level of graduate student. This

wpuld be the same procedure,as the illustration of males, by class, by

106Ilege of "The Projection by School or College Within the Institution."

If it were found that there ha& been no appreciable change over time

in the r -atios of men to women, of masters to doctoral candidates, and of the

proportions of ggeduate students registered by department, the protedure is

a simple ratio procedure with the ratios developed on the basis of the

distribution of graduate students by level and by departAnt fog the year

immediately preceding the projection period., In this tvent, the total

graduate enrollment of the year immediately preceding the projection period

would be used as the base of the series of ratios as follows:

Graduate Projection :

= total graduate enrollment;

X1M =,masters enrollment in department 1,-,

X1D = doctoral enrollment in department 1;

XNM = masters enrollment in department.N;

XND = doctoral enrollment in department N. ,

'r

A
The.ratioS'for the year immediatdly preceding the, forecast period then'

.would'be: 4

X1M XID,; XiIM. . XND

YO' YO YO YO.

,



These ratios then would be applied to the total graduate enrollment for

the respective years of the,prbjection period (Table I). These, years are

Y1 = first year, Y2 = second year, . . . YN = last yeai- of the projection
t.

period. For the first year, the projected enrollment by departments would

be:

.°X
1M X" X

ND

.#

1p
- Yl'v---- Yl; .* 4 . .Y

Y

0
.

i' Y
Y1

0 0
1;

/0

This procedure provides-, through summation, the total masters level

students and the total doctoral level students for the ins /tution.

'Again', it is noted that 'a'particular school or college may need to vary

its projection technique from that above. In the projections-for the Madison .

*
Campus of The University of Wisconsin an alterniie method was used (See -

Appendix B).

p.
Proojection.of Enrollment by Course

Course'(subject) enrollments arerelated to the college and year (fresh-

man,' sophomore, etc.) of the Students. Some institutions'may find desir-

able to break the relationship down to an even finer division, ekg.7-student

classification (EE1, AMP1, PRC,1, COM3, etc.). This would be true in institu,

tions where the?e are-a small numberOf colleges and schools and where stu-

dents are classified into specific disciplines at the freshman level. InA6

many institutions, however,' most freshmen and sophoMores are Clasgified into

very broad categories (general BA, general BS, General C4Ilege, etc.) ant

these students. do not major or transfer to a semi - professional college until

the beginning of the junior year. This would, be true, for example, bf stu-
s

example,

dents trans ring into the School of Education, School of Commerce *School

of Pharmacy, etc. after a year or.more required in a liberal arts college. ,

Therefore, we will discuss only the c011ege-cliss breakdown. .



The course enrollmint and the number and variety of courses will be

. affected by the policy decisions of the institution. However, for the pus-

11'
A

poses of the methodofogical procedure presented, it is assumed that the

proportionate enrollment by course, by college and class level, as of the

year'prior to the projection period is indicative of the proportionate dis-

tribution by course, by cog,gege and class level, for the future, There will

be changes in courses offered. Some courses will be offered only once every

two or three years, but it is reasonable to assume that students of respective

'colleges by class lev61 will enroll in courses which require relatively the

same itypes of facilities as are required at present. Also, since it Is

difficult; if not almost impossible, to anticipate changes over as much as

a 10 to 20 year period, in diLiplines offered, it is adyised that the pro-
._ e

sections be updated yearly.

Ordinarily, the enrollment projections will be for day students only,.

4
It is assumed

P
then, that the facilities required for day students will, also

take care of the'evening enrollmeht. Only in institutions h'Lting a larger

4
evening program than day programolper hour, will it be necessary to project

evening enrollments. It should be kept in mind, however, that even under

the assumption of the facilities .for day students taking care of the'evening

programs, certain special purpose classrooms may'have to be developed for

11
the evening program. If Extension classes"deOn the campus and if the

Extension dents are not included in the regular enrollment projections,

it will be necessalr, too, to program space for.the Extension instructional

activities. .

The basic format for the course enrollment projection is the tabulation

of thiwnumber of students, in the first semester 6f 6 ypar immediately
.

',woo ..,
,olio-

_

preceding the projection period; frohl each college b "ass revel (LS1, COM3,
...,it .

*.

ENG2, etc.) enrolled in the respective courses. 'A,ratio is established

.
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between the course enrollment by respective-class and collegiand the enroll-
..

ment in the college for that class. The projected class enrollment by college

for the respective year is multiplied by the ratio of the respective class-

college enrollment in'the course to the respective class-by-college enroll-

ment for the yeal. immediately *ceding the projection year. The respective

results of the multiplications are summe to arrive at the.total course

enrollment for the respective projection year. As indicated, first semester

data would ordinarily be used'Since, in most institutions, the first semester

or quarter enrollment is larger than any subsequent semester or quarter enroll-
,

ment of the year. This assumes that first semester or quarter facilities

will meet the needs of any subsequent semester or quarter of the year.

The first step, then, is to secure current data on first semester course

enrollment divided by class and college. This would be reported asenfollows:

TABLE III ,

COURSE ENROLLMENT BY CLASS AND COLLEGE
FIRST SEMESTER OF YEAR 19 -19

14o

. Department*-
, and Course

Anthro 100
Anth OS

Zoology. 961'

Freshman
L & S Agrit...Pharm

Graduate
L & S A ric....Pharm

-

Step two is to.develop.the ratios between.the respective class-college
1.>

enrollments in the respective course and the respective class-college

enrollments of the first semester of the year immediately preceding the pro-
:4*

jeCtion period (Table I): fdr example, the L'&" S freshman enrollment in

Anthro./161 4 by the L & S freshMan enrollbent.
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Step three is to apply the respective ratios by course developed in

step two to the projected enrollments by class and college for year X. This

will give the projected enrollment by class and college for the respective

course in year X.

Step four is to sum the college enrollments for thespective class

for the respective course.

C7r
Step five is to sUm the course enrollments by class for the respective,

department.

The result of-steps four and fi e will be a table of enrollments by

class, by course, d by department piesented in Table IV for yetr X.

. ?rojection of Contact Hours by Type of Facility

Table IV is the base for.projecting contact hours inthat it presents

the total enrollment by course. Tile next step is to develop the contact

hours generated by each course. For example, and hypothetically, Anthro-

pology 100, is a three - credit course with an enrollment of 300, broken into

one lecture and 12 dis usSion-quiz 'sections. The lecture section meets

_twice a week for one hour, and each discussion-quiz section meets for one

hqur perweek. There is generated by this course 600 Student contact hourg
41

per week in lecture and 300 student contact hourslper week in discussion-

quiz.
(7.,.

0 ,. ' ,

The summation,45y department, of the number of studentcontact hours
.

bytype of instructional facility gives the total contact hours brtype of

facility for
,

the department. The summation of the total contact hours by

iype'of facility for all departments within the college O.ves thetotal

contact"hours by'type.of facility_for the college,,and the summation of4the

coftegg contact hours by type of facility gives the total,contact hours by

. type of facility for the campus.
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...TABLE IN
. ,

ENROLLMENT BY, CLASS, DEPARTMENT, AND ,COURSE.
FIRST SEMESTER 19 -19

Department and Citase Fresh. 8c)ph. Jr. Sr. Spec. Grad. , Law % Med. ... Total

Anthropology 100
Anthropology' 105

.

..

Anthropology 999 ...

TOTAL ANTHROPOLOGY
.

0

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

. ,
. .

.

.

r

.

. . . A

e

Zoology 101 ,

Zoology 125
.

.

Zoology 961

TOTAL ZOpLOGY 7''

.. "

.

.

.

.
.

.

_ ,,,,

.

,

.

,

,

.

t
,

TOTAL ALL COURSES
- 4 .

.

fe

4,
1:7 5



I

Projection-of Full -Time Equivalent (FTE) Students
.4.5%.

.0*, The need for tehchi staff for a department is a,fUnction of the stu-g
_ .

dents to be taught. Sin e the rank and type of instructor is dependent upon

rthe ..

level of Students taught, i,t becomes necessar5P+to develop FTE student
\

counts by student level. Here again, the department is the basic unit.,
,

' :.

Student level is defined as lower level (freshman-spphomore), upper

level (junior,. senior, and special), professional ('law, medicine, eto.) and

graduate. For purpo§es of illustration, we will define the number of FTE

students at the undergraduate and professional levels as the number of credits

carried per,semesNter divided by 15. The number'of FTE students at the grad-

uate level is,defined as the number of/credits carried divided by eight. It

is true that the normal load f6r graduate students is 9-12 credits for full

Howexier, due to the numbers of students who nave completed their

course work 'and wh6 areregistered for only two credits, of research while

, working on the dissertation, the average number oE credits is reduced to

eight,: will, "vary with institutions, ts will the number of credits, used

,,for full -time equivalency varywith the type of "turn-around" or/academic.

-,Calpndai setup semester 'vs. quarter).
qs.

The ETE' students by.course arevcomputed,.the FIE students by courses

Within the departmeht are summed tegive the,FTE students-by departiept,

the FIL'students by departments are summed to give the"FTE students for the

college, and the"FTE students for the colleges are summed to give the Frs.,

student for the campts. r'. .... .

,

The illustration ii for vodurse with a department in which It' g lower
.

D. , gl,
level credits; UL = upper level Credits; P = profegsional

0
+
graduatp credits. Thejormula then is: .

IL UL 2 G
TT,..stzg + =.FTE students

176
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Neferring to Ts:bike-IV; the enrollment by class, by course, was derived.

The °average number of credits for which the course is offered must it

- secured. .4(r example, Anthropology 100 is a three credit course. If that

course enrolls'125 freshmen, 75 sophomores, 50 jutiers, 20 Seniors, 15

spe,cial students, and 15 graduate students, there are (125 x 3) + (75 x 3)

lower level credits, (50 x°3) + (20 x 3) + (15 x 3) upper level, credits7and

1/1. (15 x 3) graduate credits, or 4

.6,,

11... T42
(125x3)+(75x3k1 (50x3)+W(3)*I6x3) (15x3)

15 8
- FTE students

600 225 45 0
+ + --,7 = 40.0 + 17.0 + 5.6 = 62.6 FTE students.1S7 0,-.

4-
There ire 4G.0 lower level, 17.0 upper level, and 5.6 graduate FTE

students.

Some will cbntend that the formula for FTE students for the above pur-
.

pose should reflect a varia4student credit load becituse of large numbers

of laboratory courses in some departments, or because-the per semester stu-

dents load to be graduated in one college in normal progression is higher than

in another college. 'I feel that thishOuld not affect the formula. Dif- .

41kw.
ferences rather are a function of the variable standards for teaching loads

of the various departments. Thepteaching load standard, therefore, should
C

reflect the differences if such differences in standards can be proven to be

valid. J
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--II
:11R)D OF RROJECTION BY CIASS, SEX, AND COLLEGL-

, R MADISON 'CAMPUS OF THE URNERSITY OF WISCONSIN

APPENDIX A

Undergraduate Projection---

At the'pres.eat time, for the
Wisconsin, a simple long-range p
colleges and schools on the bas

the total undergraduates enro
questionable proigdure due
the College of Le7kers and

large increase in the pro
college over the past fide years.
would result in an unrealistically
(80.6%) expected to be enrolled in

the fall of 1974.

dison campus of The University' of
ection of undergraduate enrollments by

of recent changes in the proportions of
ed in each college or school,would be a
the large proportion of students enrolled in

cience (66.2% in 411, 1965.) and the unusual
portion of tottl'undergraduates enrolled- in t

The use of this method, at this t
high Proportion of the undergr tes

the College of Letters and S ce by

4
Under the assumptionkthat.the current rate of growth the proportion

of the total undergraduates enrolled in the College ccf--C ers and Science

will not continue, and that possibly a reduction in the 'apportion of total
undergraduate-enrollment in the °College of Letters cience may occur at

some time during the next nine years, an alternate. hod of long-range

projection of college and school enrollment by c and sex gives results

that seem more reasonable.-The alternate metho ses the mqst recent pro-

:
portions of total undergraduates by class and enrbiled in the College.

of Letters and Science and applies those pro tions to the, institution's
. .

expected total enrollment by class and sex .the projection semester
(here fall, 1974) to arrive at the expecte ,enrollment by Class and.sex for

the 'College of Letters and Sciente. The her colleges and schools' are .

allotted the remaining projected stude by class and sex according to

their recent pattern of grqwth. 10, 1

The general procedure fot,the her colleges and schtoly,0STOTitlined

"NNilow, was to record the five mo recent fall semester enrolments for each '.

1'

college orschOol for the Lowe. vision (freshmen and sOphomoresI and the'

upper divAa,On.(juniors, seni. 2 and specials) without any sex.distinction. .
ils

'
The average year-to-rear ra 4 Of increase (or decrease) was calculated along.

.i

with the average enrollmel
Al
l'..r the fivelyears for the loKer and upper

divisions, respectively, %r each college or school. The average rate of

increae_Was projected t he projection semester and tiVen it was applied

to the recent five-yeai . erage enrollmen in each division in each college' \\____,

.
k or ifhool. If a divis within a.college or school had experienced a steady

pniform growth in enp went, without any decreases, and no restrictions ,

on enrollfient co 6 anticipated fot that college or school, the, five-year

average enrol' lad be expected to.be in the middle of the projection

histOry peri 2 the average enrollment had to be projected an additional

:
two years. Th -' "two" was added to the number of years involved iirthe

r-
projection heti, e multiplying by the average rate of increase, to account

for the recenrgrowth.from the average enrollment. In the .case here, the

lir
,projection40,fqx nine years, so the average increase was multiplied 12y.11.

Jr-' , 1778
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for those divisions that have experienced a steady uniform increase in
enrollment over the previous five years. 'For the divisions that, had experi-
enced increases and` decreases in enroltment, the average five-year enroll -ment is the best base estimate, and the projection was only for nine years,

in advance;, the average rates of increase (or decrease), for these divisions
were multiplied by nine.

The lower and upper division projected totalS. for each college or schoolwere broken- . into class and sex according to the class-sex proportions:for the r ve years., Each class and sex group was summed over thecolleges an` ols to- "arrive at tentative totals. Such, totals might not
agree with the'institution's expected totals (with tA projected Letters and -

' Science students-,subtracted), and Ira fact did not. Thus each tentative.. ' .college or school projection was increased of decreased by a constant pro-
-jection within each ,clau-sex division to arrive at the expected class-sex
totals fo.the piojectiSn semester.:' <.' ....

. The sexes were 'Combined for the basic projectiOn because of the erratic
enrollment patterns for women in some colleges, or schools (such gas Engineering)

4 and formen in others (slid' as Nursing). Lower and upper division were used.
, - instead of straight class divisions for two reasons. First, undergraduate

majors generally fare not tletermine4 until the junior year at The University. of Wisccinsin, and, second,;'etratic fluctuation in enrollments in some colleges-, , .and schools ail smoothed:lout by combining the two Classes. .
...,

I ,
There was .a 'sliiht deviation from this general procedure -for the College

of Engineering and the School of Nursing. The average enrollment increases
NO the average Irollmerqs were based on the most recent four yearS, rather

<IPth& the most rec nt fivevears. The School of Nursing had experienced a
recent rapid increase in enrollment whisk ks4Anet expected to,continue, while
the College of Engineering had experienced .a decrease.in enrollment which_

s., at the present Lithe arrpears to be reyersing. In addition, the average, growth ,'rate of enrollment -in 'thetScho61of Nuring was cut in half because of tte
anticipated rest.. r

A

i ttion'ot enrollment in) the School of Nursing. . .

. ,, . .

., , "' Till's system "gives conservative growth (or decrease) estimates in that
the average increase rates are not applied to successive yearly expected
enrollments, but are multiplied by the number of projection years and applied
to the average base-period .enrollment. The result is that sizable recent

.,,, enrollment changes that are not likely to continue have less influence than
' if successive yearly expected enrollments were used with the increase rates.

General Procedure

. °1. Letters and Science :,

1 _

a. CalCulate the most recent proportion oltota1 fall undergraduates
enrolled in the Collegei5f Letters and Science for each' class-sex *.
divislon. -- ..

b. 'Aiiply these propirtions to the respec/ive class-seic divisions of
the campus projectio for theprojeciion semester: (This gives .

the expected Lette and Science enrollmenp for each class-sex,..

2.. 1'19:
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7

c. Subtract the expected Lettert and Science enrollments from the
campus projected enrollments for each class-sex division. (This'

gives the remaining projected students to be allotted to the other '

.colleges and schools.),

2. Other Colleges and Schools

a. Record the fall undergraduate enrollments for the most recent five,
years for each college or school according to lower division and
upper division (i.e., total freshmen and sophomores--men and'Amen--
in Agriculture; total juniors, seniors, and,specials--men and
women--in Home Economics, etc.).

. 1

b. Starting with the second recorded year, divide each year's enroll-
, merit by-the previous yearks enrblkment for each division within
each college or school. (This gives four yearly rates of increase
(or decrease) for each group.)

r

c. Average these four yearly increases in proportion for each group and
multiply these, averages by the number of years,to be projected. Add
one to each projebted increase rate to obtain the projection factors.
(This merely causes the average enrollment to be included when;these,
projected increase rates are applied to the average enrollments.)

d. Avefage the five-year enrollments for each di 'on within each
College or school and apply the respective- projects factors

from 2c) to these averages. This gives the tentative "ections

for divisions within colleges and schools.
e. .Calculate the five-year average class-sex proportions for the

divisions within each college or school for the five-year feriOd.

/ (In thelower division of Agriculture, for example, dividdReach
of the vital male freshmen, the, total female freshmen, the total
male sophomoreS, and the,.total female sophomores for the five
years by the totalfreshman and sophomores enrolled.in Agriculture
fdr the five -year period.), .

f. Apply the proliortions arrived at in (2e) to, the tentative projec-
tido fbr.the respective divisions within collegeind schools
(step 2d). This gives the tentative class-sex projections for each
college or school. (These are tentative since they have to be
weighted on the hasibpf the class-sex pool ihticipated for the

-

campus for the projeeftbn,semester.) , .
;,-

g. Sum eachitentative class-sex projection (step,24 through the
colleges and schools to arrive at the tentati4clasi=sex totals.

h. Divide each class -,ex remainder (step lc) by the'respective tenta-
tive class-sex totals (step.2g) to arrive at. the scaling factor for '',1, 4

each class-sex division. \ 4

.

i. Apply the appropriate scaling factor(step 2h) to each tentative
college.or school projection (step 2f) within each cla4-sex
division; These,,, then, give-the class-sex prsjections for thelion-
.LetPers and Science colleges and schools and when added to the . 3.c

Letters andScience projectilils should agree with the.Campus under-
, ...

graduate,class:sex projectioivfor the projection semester. .
... -;

.1-

';
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st.

Graduate Projection

The.projection of the fall 1974-graduate enrollment by sex and college
for the.Madison campus of The .University of Wisconsin was done by a4method 0
similar to that used for the undergraduate projections for that period-
Graduate student enrollment in all colleges and schools had, in general,
increased during the five-year projection base period (1961-1965), Conse-
quently, for each college or school, the average rate of increase in enroll-

.men; during the five-year period was calculated along with the ,average
enrollment 'for the five, years. To project the enrollment by college'or.
school at the end of the nine-year period (fall, 1974), the average rate of
increase over the five-year period was multiplied by 11 and then applied

.,to the five-year average enrollment to arrive at the,tentative college or
school projected enrollment. The projection factor of 11 was us arntead
of nine to account for the' recent (two year) in enrollmen from the.
five-year average enrollment figurer r

)
. The tentative projected enrollments for each college or school were-

summed to arrive at a tentative total. Each college or school tentative
projected enrollment'was increased by.a constant proportion td make the
total enrollment agree with the campus projected-total -graduate enrollment.

The sex division within each.college,or school projection, with the
exceptionsexceptions of4he College ofoLetters and Science and thetpthool of Pharmacy,
was arrived at by using the average sex proportions durilig the five-year
projection base period. The sex divisibn within the College of Letters and ,
Science was arrivedat by a different process because of the steady and

,

fairly sizable growth in the proportion of females enrolled during the five-
year period. For this college, the average increase in the proportion of
females for the five-year period wascalcultfited. -Due to the likeliness
that the growth in the proportion of females will not Continue indefinitely,
the average increase insthegroportion- of .females was divided-bytwoand
then multiplied.by 11 to arrive at a projected ncrdase in the proportion

1
1 of females enrolled in the College of Letters and Science. This projected

increase was added, to the five-year average proportion'offeMales ancOthis
factor-was applied'to the projected Letters and Science enrollment tiPlarrive
at the projected number of females enrolled in.the College ofLetters and
Science in thell of 1974. .

. ,

1/1" The sexdivision of the School of Pharmacy enrollment projection was
also treated in 4a different manner than foi the oiher college? and schools.
There Was a small but steady increase in the proportion of females in that
school duripg.the five-year base,period, so the latest proportion ofiemales
.(f) 1 1965) was used to establish the sex division rather than trying,to
project an increase in the proportion of, females.

. ,
APPENDIX B

,'
'-lhe method oflalculating the most:rec4nt (dlall 1965) sex:degree, level-

.

. major to total graduate enrollment rati1;-,was not Used in projecting the fall o
1974 graauate majors by sex and degree level for the Madison campus of The
University of Wisconsin, since there are a large.number of majors lind sihce ...

.
' .

4 1" 84 r-.



for some majors the number of.gradujie students within a sex-degree level

division is extremely small. An alternate, method was used which allotted

the projected college or schdbl enrolkment'on the basis of the most recent
(fall 1965) degree level-HWor history within the college or school.

/hp firsestep in the alternate method was to record the most recent
history of majors according to level of degree for each college or school.
Next,. for each college or school, the ratio of total* graduates with a given
major to'the respective total college,or school enrollment was calculated.
These ratios were used to allIbt the projected total, graduate enrollment
within the coll@ge'or school to the projected gr4,duate majors. Degile

Apdevel wasthen determined by the proportion of masters and doctoral can-
didates in the most recent history prelliously-recoded, in each college

major.

".4

.
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, .1. ,. L-. Joseph Lins
. /:Wisconsin Coordinating Cdmm4teV.foi Higher Education

. t
...

+

. . . .. .. '
lio'-'= ,'T.. .This 1.prkshbp has given us 'an excellent overview- of 'institutional research - -- r 1

......
-

research which, broadly conceived, results in'self-studies of all. . of
- .

. ..institutional operation. Any and al I....subject matter area.s and...the if,:interrela-z.,.. ' i.. .

tionships are involved, -as well as the7.institutional clientele, personnel, '1. %'" 4 .,- ,,,' andarganization. Its concern reaches .the boundaries of the community, stitte;
and nation. . c

:

EaclirZtrgrati, and far that ataisterlthe entire insinutionhl -program,: .

should be evaluated in terms of -enrollment,. faculty. effort, budge;;. spade., '... . -utilization; 'class ScheAdling, teaching.fmeh`ods , curticular needs ,, tudent 4_

classification
Achievenza.r,'attractionlaf''students_and-falluity,

studies of duates, contribution to Iihe naItonal andi-nterriational: effort,
`

etc.

In t

the ptogr

needs of

.. .
".., ' -

0 4. _ ,J'N..... , .. ..... : .._ . .
instituh'pti there-must

.be-a-sttldent,-btdy competent to profit from.....

,
,-

,
--. :- tt .,... ,of instruction, alrd; by the Same' tokeu1 dis'cialiries which meet the1, . . .

. .
e students. There mustube cLealifiecl-and-dedicated

There must be welly equipped labo atories--ankl,clast.roome,,of' cOndiiCive
- ..

to most fruitful learning arid t operation of .teaching methods. There
.C. .: must be a sense oflseturity,.o12-, the part-o? the fadulty',derfVed from adeqUate. . ,Y

-5., -.
. . .....19, . .

._ .r. '' .. -1.: ,. '
''I'Some parts of this m.ieri.ai' a'reritproclucia,',,iiitiFpermision of the authoi.,, ifrom 1, 2 J. Lins. Methodology of Ei l Ikea' PreiteccroliS for _Colleges antl .Universities, Chaptr V- (Washington; D.'C'.-1 .fitiblicat4ons Office, American l ,, ' %-It, , .Council on Educationi-dopyrfght 19.60 b 'L. -.1:-1,iii211...1LL...._:_2 - - 1_________'

,
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.1
salaries", fringe benefits; security of poSitiOn, atia rights osf academItc ret-

-
4dom.' .There must be money wisely budgeted and efficiently and effectiv

,,' '4\ ,
......

,

spent There ,must be public relations, programs alerting the public to the
,

needs of higher education. '
.

:,

o... , ,In all of th, evaluation is extremely important as a guide to continual
. s 1improvement.of al'1, aspect's of the idstitutional ope-ration This iequire a

, 44, . , i

basic of in%titutional research affording a basis on which sound
.

, . ..."..- 1

decisions can be made'. Institutional research does !Ka supplant the need
1.- , .

for sound odministrative judgment; it make that. judgment
,
better informed Ian ,

- ; .

..1 ...''more intelligent. ., 1
,

It iS.important to collect and anaryze many types of data and to present 1
1 % ''' .

those data in such a way. 'that th%y can be understood and used. la

,?)

Various techniques 'of presehtation should be used. Some persons arl
..

able to read sables with ease.' `Other individuals see the data best when
.presented r.diagkainmatic form. ; The advantage' of a written page accomp

'',:..
by a welyesigned, clear graph 'Ls somewhat synonymous to the advantage

1, 1 1.
a presentation usng<audial.visual. materials rather than mere verbalizati
. . .
It has been, found that visualized material is faster, more drdmatic,

.4%easier to remember.
,

. .
) 4- -.\ .

. '' 4

Tables
. .

. )
-z

..
.The basic' objective of.a table is to arrange and present datra so the

and

reader can grasp the materials rapidly. .A tabular form is esptePally useful
_

when large amounts of data of various classifications are preiented, A

S ,,

table is perhaps not the cleaigst method of presenting material, but it ts

an efficient method from the standpoint of number of pages in a volume, and
. , i

of having various data Located together for oompardtive purposes. Since .

many persons do not understand tolumns and rows of figures and tVrefore
r ' r

e:

k

'
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have difficulty in analyzing a table444 clear written or verbal presentation
'

,

should accompany theable. It must be remembered.that in a table the emphasis

is upon understandability and gaining the reader's attention. Therefore, the

table should be as simple as possible and constructed in- such a way that the

reader is drawn to what is in the table, not to the art ork which Might sur-

4
round the table:

4 ..* .

In a articular report, it is welPtouse a rather consistent form for

all tables. -The reader then knows what to expect in'going from gxe table to

another and :does not have to.atudy formrhefore studying content. However,

one should not fojce material .into
4'

a particular, form where some other style

might be moreapprof)riate.

. . .

/, Tabulation is preferable to long paragraphs ofnuMhers in the body of

. .

a report for the reader generally is mote concerned wifh conclusidns than-'
.1.

.
.i .

-
,

with minute dptail. Not all statistical data, however, need 'be presented.'

in tabular form, particularly if, when presented in the igittenipart of the

4 . , , 1
. report, the dilta contribute to the analysis and do not detract from'pe e e 'f . 1 .

-of -reading. _ .

.,
- ,5. 'N

A table should appear as near as possible in -the text tothe Alscussion
4

i

gat relates to, it sin . the prithe purposp of the table is to give s clear
-

f .

understanding or interpretation of what has been written.' The' table will

follow the referente made- to it in the text; it maybe on the following
. _

page if the page containing the reference will not accommodate the entije

4 t le. Reference should be by'table number and should include the page on4
. .

which 'the table appears if that page is different fromtfielpage on which,

.

reference is*made. It is clearer and'more accurate to state, "Table V-on

page 10 indicates. , ." than "The table indicates. . . ,"

T4bles most ge 'herally are numberedcOnsecutivaly with Roman numerals
4

throughodt the report (See Table. I).The word"itablei' is capitalized, and

.

,
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TABLE I

ENROLLMENT OF STUDENTS BY SEX, ENTRANCE S ,/A'N'US, AND COLLEGE AND CLASS
"ME UNIVgRSITY OF, & , SECOND SEMESTER1966-67

(End of Second Week of InstructiOn)

Classification i

Total

COURSE
Lette & Science
Agricf lture

, Home- copomics.
Comm ice
-tducion

- Engineering
Nursing
Plyarmacy.
Law
Medicine
Auditors

TOTAL

CLASS

-Graduates
' Profdssionals

Seniors
r, Juniors

'Sophomores
Freshmen

1,
s*Spe.cial

. TOTAL

Vat

-7,712
sr 1,299

502
795

*-1,749
2,863

281
264
491
332

5

Summary Total
Re- Adv.

Cont. Ent/ Stg.

-7;030 325 137
1,188 34 26
e 478 - 9 8

745 2Q 9
1,474 112 ':29

-2,578 134 64
259 12 . 8

.-254 5 2

450 '27 14
332, --

.2 2

16,293 14,790 ' 679 299

4,046
823

2,877
2,760
2,666

'3,057
64

.3,491 179

2,5 4 101 95
;473 128'

2'434 .1 91
61

35 : 16 13

.14
25

1f,293 14179 679 299

not classified by -ar.

4
r

m WOmen

.New- Total 'Cont.
'Re= Adv.
Ent. Stg. New. Total

Re- Adv.
Cant, Ent-. Stg. New

220' 4,834 4,355 249 /90 146 2,878 2,675 76 5,3 74
1.,229 1,126 30 25 48 70 62 4 1 3

-7, 502 478 9 a 7
, '21 . 745 '2 698 .20. 8 19 50 47 3 -2

"134 761 591 ,61 9 100 988 883 51. 20 34
87 2,849 ?,564 134 64 87 14 14

2 -- -- 281 259 12 8 ' 2
310 231, 4. -2 . 2 33 " 31 1 -- 1

--
__° z_\

";,c:7-
; .

485
308

S
3p8'.

'26 14
. 24-

5
24

1

' 2 1 3 1

-525 11,444 10,311 524 '207 402 4,849 4,479 155 92 -123
..

I,' W.
33,329. ...,;4882 '138 --. 309 '717 609 41 Z- 67

793 ,- -753, 26 14 30 29, 1

1,989' 1828 : 90 888 , 856 28 4 -r
a.-- 1,879 ..1,729,- ).79., 71 00 881 835 22 24.- --

";:.-::11- 1,664 1,499- 107 P58 1,002 935 34 33' --
1,768 '1,55'7 8D, 38 1,289 1,193' 17 ;5 56

- 13 4 ' 5, --, 42 22 12

11,444 10,311 524 207 402 4,849 43479 155 92 123.525

oa -
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4

both thd word and the number are centered above thetable.
two vertical spaces below., by t122,abre

with all words in capiVal letters. If

kength, it is preferable to use an

This is followed',

itle (centered aboyetthe table) and

e title is more than.one 'tine in

inverted pyramid form; that is, each

successive line Should be shorter than the previous -line. Complete segments

of the title appear on a line; phrases, for example, should not be broken

.between lines. The title ,should designate what is to be fOund in. the- table
an' 4tould ploceed from the general-(or population) to the particular and
time. Thus the ti

-how, the lOcation,

appearing, between

tle generally

and the time.

the title and
4

will be in. the eider of: what, classified
,

A headnate, enclosed in parentheses and

the top 'rule of t'he table, may be apPippriate

41-

in qualifying, or explaining, the title or the table as a whole. In:Contrast,
a table footnote generally qualifies or

column, or segment.

xplains a specific cell, line,

Ordinarily tables Of only two columns wou

or horizontally' but the column heads ,would bes. . .. ',
of T41e, 1-1'. "Tables of. More' than two columns should be rUldttwiths, ,a hori-
zontaltdouble rule 'at, the ,top., a.single horizontal ,i-ule etween

Me

the
X

hed .or
. . #.

heads and the body, and a single horizontar. rule at the/end of the table.

t be ruled either vertically

rlined..Note the format

The minimum vertical rules are those whichoeparate the,stub from the field -

of the table and the segments of the keld'from one another. Where segments.

consist of several columns and these are separated by rules, there,shiuld be
a doubIt vertical rule between the'segments.

d.

I

A



THE

Stub

TABLE-II

MAJOR PARTS OF A TABLE

,Table No.

Table Title
(Headnote)

Seeent_

I

1 N\;)

Stubhead°

4,

DIVISION HEAD
Line Caption
Cine Caption
Line.Captieh

/'
TOTAL LINE CAPTION-

.Spanner HeaB

.Col."Head Col. Head Total

0
-L

Spanner Head
Col. Head Col. Head

Ix

'DIVISION 4EAD
Line Oaptioh,

Lit Caption
Line Caption

TOTAL LINE CAPTION

U

M
N

Cell

s

TOTAL '

/"FoAndte

4

Cell

Field

It is well to keep ease of reading in mind. Unless there is a good,

4 r;

reason to the 'contras', the table

each,column nor a horizontal rule
- a

lion away from the numbers In the

should have neith

.for each row; the

tablef there

er a verticat"rule for

se tend to:attract atten

are, long columns of
.7

numbers., they should be brokewperiodically.with an extra type 'ppace in

order to proviae a guide in following,a line across

up the blackness of.t4e page. ,

.

Each column heading should be centered within the space allotted to

4P

column. Abbreviations can be }used throughout'the table if

tfie table and to break

the respective

188
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these are' standard bbreviations which areunderstood; or if the abbrevia-

p

, tions are explained in a footnote tcr-Ake table. ,It It is often convenient to

number the columns-Tin addition'to having a column head, since this may

facilitate reference in the text to the pariicular items. In the headings

of a segment (See Exhibit I), each lower head 'should refer solely and

strictly' to trnerkhigher foi example:

EXHIBIT I

Correct fleading

Residence 1
Resident si ',$ n-Residents!,,

le'Male Female ., Female

A

Residence,
Male., - .°: -' Female

e .-- Non-Res. -Ras. Non-Res.
e ,,

,
Footnotes to'a table should appear immediately below the table while

4 -.
. 0. ...e

footnotes. for a written pageare located atithe bottbm of the page. It is ,, . 7 tAI -
t+,

.acceptable, if there not more than two footnotes, 'for a table, to use an
-

io
- --.)-, .- asterisk (..) 'and/o; .dagger (t). If there are numerous

, footnotes . for . a, ,!,. /.,

tab-le, superstri&- "%Iicsismight be more :prow-late. -Iv the text Of the
, I * -,..1. ' , .

...- th
.,,

, P. - , :, 4,
.report, footnote re erences are,lintmibe4d coecutixel, and appear as super-

. 49,' 1 '
scrrpt numbers. i'

.
r' 4.

. .

itt
es.The terms schart" 'an

.,
graphic'tall!use 4the- t

Cliar or Graph,
.: !.7+

"graph" frequently are used interchangeably. I
4

I

...4-`
T;'-to. is considered as 7a'ketir4P.ge

.111

4 .
a.4 ,

graphs, maps, iposterSis.if4tu"
,.. t:,,,,,

reprbsentations of.numef*Val
. .

the data. A graph may s
. 1. . __.--

.
. p . .The major ,purpose of tr graph i,s. to preesent comparative, quantitative

., .information quickly and ii."mply. criphs should be easy 'to read aid, therefore,-
C. .; I4--'44; .--,,--1 R-c3

resentation 'V graph -. rProperly the word "chart"

eral erre than the word
r-

"graph" and' icludes

es, diagrams, and cartoons.
z r . Graphs are visual'

data which reveal 'important relationships in

av trends, it may show ,variations from a norm.

(



;by

s)buld not be very complex. When a complex system of numerical data is
.

portrayed) it is better generally to have a series of simpler graphs rather
4than one intricate composite graph. If a composite graph is necessary,

it should be preceded by a series of sporting graphs4.

Bar Graphs
.... . A,

Hot zontal bar graphs and column bar graphs are One--dimbnsi,onal, aljhough
. **

the'bar is shown.to have width. Thd(widh tf the barihas no relatiorishk
('

to the data; the value or magnitude is determined by the lottli of the bar. .
, - ,. ? \A column graph is identical in purpose to .a hdrizoxtal grdph; the difference

. ., t , .,

)

is that the'barsi3f a columng ape lArtical.1
,

.

Bar graphs are of twg general yes^ 1) a grail with all bars of equal-

length, 'each bar repro enting 100 per cent, or some other unit, and (2).,a

giaph with bars ofvaried lengths and with each bar representing an amount

of a ca) gory. Each bar may be divid an- d shaded to show the relative

a mount lithe elements of which the total of ,the bar is composed.
- 1 ' `,
It emir that carefully planneg_scale. and ,a key .(to...the

.
shading) "e included with the graph. There is no rule as to the width. of

40 '
the themselves or the width of the space between bars. 'A "rule-ofe

th is that the width. of the bars is determined by the size and charac-e
teristics of the' graph and that the width of the space between bars shouldya

- beabout orie-half the width of a bar.

' f

Plane ara Volume Graphs

A plane graph is two-dimensivazhile a volume graph is three-.
.

dimensional.' 'Unless one understands the constru
L

ion of and computation for

proportional representation in these graphs, it .is advisable to reif on a

c

onerdimensional form since the repreqentatidn 16 more easily a.rawn proportieenal

11.
fr,

19'0,



, Y

4r,

4 *

to the amount. If a plane graph or volume graph-is'used, it is important

to keep in mind that the areVor volume represents. the amount. An amount

twice the size of a square, for example, would be represented by a square

with each :sXle multiplia by the square root of two, .Doubling sach side

would multiply the amount by f ; tripling each side would multiply the
, 4

"4014.amount by nine.'

A multi - dimensional bar graph pictured on, a flat surface to giCte the

illusion of depth is not a volume graph. It does give a certain "life' to

the presentation to have bars with "perspective,'" an illusion of depth.

If :this conceals. rather than points out the fits, it world be m ch better'

to Ibly on a simple bar graph. Graph I illustrates this point..,
'

In Figure 1, the rere ng dept} -give's the,' impression that ..the amounts
. . -: .. 7 I":'

.are three units higher than they actually are. The first block, under 9121
..: ,:.

units high, As -made to appear like 93.
en re

.
In Figure 24ithetrue relationships between the form bars are obsNiced

by depth 'and)adow. Which do you think is larger,. B Sr C? .You.t.b.e
1

surprised, unless ve made an error in "drawing, that 8 and C are exactly
N

the same height.. Th ye is defenseless against this type of graphing
. .

7 which "dreSses up" information beyond recognition.

°

Eye appeal is used in some advertisements to attract attention; however,

in so doing attention often is drawn from, rather than to, the facts. Iti,.

is important to present, the data
,
insuch a way that the data will ke under-

, i_

Stood. If color, multi-dimensional graphs, and superfluous art work hid
4

the actual dita,the investigator has.defeated his purpose. t

.... . Linear Graphs
f...

.,The mostcommon type of graph for presenting time series is the linear
' 4 . * 1

graph in which the plqtted points are joined consecutively by straight lines

191 '.
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to form a continuous line movement or curve. We will briefly consider two

.types of.linear graphs: (1) those presented in rectilinear coordinate form

And (2) those presented in semilogarithmic or ratio form.

In determining the type of graph to be used, one is concerned with the

meaning of the data, the purpose of the chart, and the audience to whom the,

chart is directed.

Rectilinear Coordinate Graph: A rectilinear coordinate graph sometimes is

`referred to as a Cartesian coordinate or rectanglr.graph. A rectilinear

coordinate system consists of 'four quadrants'. The X (abscissa) axis is

horizontal; the yr(ordinate) axis is perpendicular to the X axis. The four(

quadrants formed by the intersection (origin of coordinates) and extension

of the two axes are:

,Quadrant I values positive and Y values positive.

QLdrant 'II - X values,negative and Y valued positive.

Quadrant III - X values negative and Y valtee negative.

Quadrant IV - X values positive>and Y values negative.

Quadrant I is used almost exclusively in graphing. Occasionally,

quadrant IV and quadrant I may be used together in order to display values

of a directional nature, that is, both positive and negative values of the

dependent or Y variable. The X scale generally represents the independent

,variabler; in graphing this is frequently the variable of time.

The base line on All rectilinear coordinate graphs should be zero

except where for good reason some other reference value is more appropriate.

This occurs;, for example, when an index is used And the first year is'

represented by an index of 100 and'allother.index values exceed 100; in

this case the ban line would be lob. In order Obt to misrepresekt the

1rvisual picture, the zero base line is important; without-it the-data appekr

distorted.

183 '
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44.

,If`it is absolutely, necessary to omit part of the axis scale, the

breaking of the grid must be clearly indicated on the graph and explained

'in the text. grid is the area composed of coordinate rulings.

Some producers of graphs attempt to present a very dramat're'picturej

of change and thereby distort the data. If one wants to show. a great, vertical ,

Change, it is only necessary to enlarge the vertical scale and/Or shorten

the horizontal scale. If one desires to demonstrate a small amount of change

in the dependent variable, he can lengthen the Xscale and/or shorten .the

Y scald.

This is illustrated by Graph II. Note the effect in Figure rand

Figure 2 when the vertical scale is doubled and the horizontal scale is kept

the same; also note the Affect in Figure 3v/hen the horizontal scale is

doubled and the vertical scale is kept the same.

The producer of graphs should use a lot of good common sense in the

scaling. Each graph should be planned individually according to the special

Characteristics of the date and the particular use to which the graph is to

be put. It sho641 always be kept in mind that the person looking at the''

giaph may be swayed by a first impression and may not take the time for an

educated analysis.

Index Graph: An index graph is not a tlbestype of graph. 'The index can

be presented on rectilinearCoordinate axes or by means of a bar graph..

Whereas an arithmetic graph represents an absolute amount, an indeecompgres

relative growth or decline with reference to the same sta ing point or

base period. The base is 100; the amount for each subseque (or prec citing)

4
period is divided by the amount for the base period and multiplied by 100.

The two time series of enroltMents for the univetsity campuses of Table III

would be represented by two lines quite a distance, apart on an- arithmetic '

scale but would'begin from the same base, 1961-62 on an index scale. t
7

1I
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TABLE III

ENROLLMENT, CAMPUS A AND CAMPUS B OF UNIVERSIT
FALL SEMESTERS1961-1966

Year
Campus A

Enroll. Index*
Camp.us B

-Enroll.: Index* .'

1966-67 18,150
1965 -66 16,9p
1964-65 15,710
1963-64 15,185
1962-63 14,500
1961-62 13,780

*Index 1961-62 = .100.

.1

131.7
123.1

'114.0

110.2
105.2

100.0

5,355
4,890

4,185
3,885
3,460

3,220

f

151.9

129.9

120.7 ,

107.5

. 100.0

Care should be taken in the interpretation of index data. It is true

' that the fall 1966 enrollmeht of Campus B is 66.3 per, cent higher than the

1.

fall 1961 enrollment.(166.3'- 1.00.0). But it is not correct that the enroll-

ment of Campus B in 1966, for example, is 14.4 per cent higher than that of

1965 (166.3 - 151.9); the actual increase of,1966 over 1965 is 9.5 per cent.

The comparison is only in terms of the base Or index year.

Semilogarithmic or Ratio Graph; The semilogarithmic d'aph is a graph in

which the horizontal axis is divided into equal or arithmetic rulings while

the vertical axis is divided into logarithmic rulings. Ie'is superior for

most purposes to either an arithmetic or index presentation. An arithmetic

, A

line graph represents only change in absolute ambunts; an index graph com- 9

pares only relative growth or decline withreference,to a bdse'period; a ..

4

semilogarithmic graph represents both absolute amount and relative change

,

atthe same time.

One need only understand a $ew basic principles.of 'coriiinon logarithms,

that is', logarithms to the base 1.0, to be able to construct semilogarithmic

4mpt.
In the equation lOx = N (written in exponential form),1.the expopent

x is the logarithm of N. In logarithmic form, log NV= x. Thereforekthe

.t96
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logaiithm of 1 = 0; of 10 = 1; of 100 = Z; of,1000 = 3; etc. (100,= 1;

i01 = 10; 102 = 100;03 = 1000; etc.). A logarithm epnsists of two parts:
),

1

(1) the characteristic, or integral part, and (2) the mantissa, or fractional

part; of the logarithm. Since corcern here is only with positive values.

of logarithms) 'only the case of N being greater than 1%111 be considered;

in,thii case the characteristic of log N is ope less than the number of

digits in the integral part of N. For example, the characteristic of 5.24

is 0; of 52.4 is 1; of 524 is 2; etc.

The mantissa of the logarithm ofa number if independent of the decimal

point in the'n011;1 and depends only upon the significant digits in the.

number.' Therefore, if the chaLcteristic and mantissa are combinid, it' is

found from a table of logarithms that log 5.24 = 0.71933; log 52,4 = 1.71933;

log 524 = 2.71933; etc.

In the construction of a semilogarithmic grid, only the /ogarithmie

values from 1 to 10 are required. It is noted that a rectilinear coordinate

grid begins with zero; a logarithmic grid begins with multiples of 10,

i.e., 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000, etc., since the logarithm of 0 is minus-infinity.

Each successive logarithmic grid (cycle ox tier) is identical to the

previous one except that the corresponding divislon in each successive grid

is 10 times that of the respective division in the previous' grid. One final

concept is necessary: the common logarithm -(logarithm to-the base 10), of

,a number is the antilogarithm of the 'cumber's evonent (log 1 = p, witilog 0 =

1.; log 10 = 1, 'antfleg 1 = 10, etc.). The logarithmic value thus can be

plotted on a linear scale by using the valueds' on the top of page 189. The

width between each division is determined by the value of the logarithm while

the designation is that of the antilogarithm.

0

197
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The range of the antilogarithm for one cycle is 1 to 10; for the second

cycle it is 10 to 100;efor the third cycle it-is 100.to 1000; plc. In

graphing, one can have the base line as the beginning (-1 any cyelp. Ale

respective distances between each division of a cycle are shown in the semi-

logarithmic, grid of Graph HI.

Note that the horizontal scale is divided rnto e4ual divisions of time.

The vertical scale is'divided according to the logarithmic value the

a

antilogarithm.
te

grid.

disadvantage of

This.is a method of setting up one's own semilogaritlimic

Semilogarithmic paper can be purchased commercially, but it has .the

all grid tines being printed. It is useful in setting up

the grah, but the complete prinnd grid detracts from the line formed frpm\ .b.

the values of the two variables. It alsois somewhat inflexible; however,
,

:.. ...semilogarithmic paper ih various cycle' sizes can be purchased.

Comparison of Arithmetic Index, and Semilogarithmic Graphs: To add meaning
,

to the differences in arithmetic, index, and semil,ogarithmic presentations,
-%

the data Of Table IV are plotted in Graph IV. Projected enrollments for the'. i .nab campusgs of it same institution ere shown on an arithmetic, on an index,

and on a logarithmic scale. The two forsmor are parts of recttlineal'` coordinate

graphs and the latter is a part.of a semilogarithmic graph with the X-axis r,

. .
in all cases being divided arithmetically accordin to the variable of times. $

$ ., . .

1.98
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.
TABLE IV.

PROJECTED ENROLLMENTS OF CAMPUS- I AND CAMPUS II
OF STATE' UNIVERSITY

Fall Term
Campus I Campus II

Enroll. Index* Enroll. Index*
.

_
.

...1

1975-76 11,300 211.2 19,400 162.0.
1974*-75 11,000' 205.6 ° '78,500 157.0
1973-74 , 10,300 192.5 , 26,900 ) 148.2
1972-73 . 9;800 179.4 25,500 140.5
1971-72 a 8;900 166.3 ' ' . '23,900 131.7
1970-71. 8,125 151.9 22,350 13.1
1969-70 6,950 129.9 20,700' 114.0
1968-69

, -

6,450. . 120.6 20,000 110.2
1967-6B 5,750 107.5 19,100 105.2
1966-67 5,350 100.0 - 18,150 106.0

*Index 19166 -67 = 100.

The arithmetic scale (rectilinear coordinate graph) indicates that the 4
a

numerical change for Campus II ,tan be expected to be greater than for

Campus I. It cannot be determined easily whether the rate of change is.

greater or, Jess, In other words, if instructional cost is directly related

-

.
411o, to enrollment, this graph would not indicate the rela4tive increases in instruc-

t

tional cost needs.

The index scale (rectilinear coordinate graph) shows that Campus I can

be fxpecied to grow'relatixely More rapidly than Campus II on the basis of

the enrollment of 196%47. It does not show the4amount of expected growth.
4

In fact, unless aperson obsvvescarefully, he may interpret this graph to

mean that both campuses had equal enrollments iii 1966-67 but that the expected

mount of increase for CampUS I is greatet than for Campus II.

'The logarithmic scale (semilogarithmic graph) shows both relative change

and aliount of change', On this Vaph, one notes that both campuses can expect

growth,that Campus I is expected to grow relatively faSter than Campus II,"

liut that a greater numerical growth can be expected on Campus II than on Campus I.

o
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It is assumed by some that, since a semi logarithmic graph shows both

rate of change and amount of change, it is the best graph to use and should
' s- I

be used for all purposes. This. is not true for if it -is desirable. to show

only the amount of change, an arithmetic graph presents a truer picture of

the change - -a picture*ducli also is easier to interpret. One Rotes immedi-
,

ately that on a .semalogarithrtic grdph 'a small vertical change at the top of

the graph represents a much larger amount than a small vertical change at
V

the Bottom of the graph. The grid of Graph 111 demonstrates thesZ relative

, amounts for equal vertical distances. The vertical distance from 1 to 2

is- equal to the vertical distance from 2 to 4 and' is equal to the vertical.
distance from 4 to 8, yet the actpal amount in eachof these vertical

divisions is double the amount of the previous division.

In case both the amount and the rate of change are important, it is

recommended that an arithmetic graph and a semilogaritfimic graph be eon-
,

structed for the, data and presented side by side for the reader.

'A Word of Advice

;-%

The method of presentation' df data is important. If the, data are to'

be useful, those data should be,understood I)) the reader, or by,the audience,
1

'''"---!.% to which the data are. addrqsed. . .

,,. NL
..,

All too frequently it as said that statistics are uninteresting and

/ .
,

meaningless . Statistics ,ar4 the tool , no,r, the end in themselves. Analysis
N

is' very significa in enlightened administrative 'decisions. I feel very

strongly that poo reporting procedure is the reason so many people are

,

confused by statistic,' -i

k,, s*

. . '

One, of the prime principles in data reporting is that the materials ,!,

.,e , .

should be presented tarididly and honestly. The presentation should,Ue:

41,4e r s t an d ab 1 eto the persops who are expected to use the report; therefore,

202 ,
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- ,0-::i46.. .

0 thq report with its accompanying tabi-es and graphs should be "ciystal.clear."
. ii,,, .

.. 1
No matter how carefully research i3 dpne, if the technique- and the results

\
°are not present d in a succinct and comprehensible manner, persons' isho hake

4

the responsib. ty for final decisions may distrust and perhaps disregard

the genealizations and conclusions.

Administrators and governing boards are confronted with many elaborate

reports.,each day . It is impossible for them to read all the kyaterials which
.

come to their desks ; therefore-, if the report can be brief, it is, ino re

,subject, to notice. Also, an attractive and well presented hart or graph
,

ma0yconvey a thought which might not be understood even afte any minutes
'

of verbalization or maany pages of written material. One shoo d p lan to

provide a carefully prepared summary, ih addition to the .cpmplete report.

Many persons will read the summary only.

- f . ,

/
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